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Abstract
In this paper, we extend Lax-Phillips’ discreteness of pseudo-cuspforms, in
the style of Colin de Verdiere’s use of the Friedrichs self-adjoint extension of a
restriction of the Laplace-Beltrami operator, as opposed to the use of semigroup
methods. We use this to prove meromorphic continuation of Eisenstein series
in the Q-rank one case, again following Colin de Verdiere, as opposed to the
semigroup-oriented viewpoint of Lax-Phillips and W. Mueller.
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1 Introduction: motivation and some history
The spectral methods employed in [Lax-Phillips 1976] are based on semigroup meth-
ods as expounded in [Hille-Phillips 1957]. These results, though approached from
a different viewpoint as explicated in [Garrett 2018], will be used to prove the dis-
creteness of pseudo-cuspforms and the meromorphic continuation of Eisenstein series
on several families of rank one groups. The exposition in [Garrett 2018] clarifies the
methodology sketched in [Colin de Verdie`re 1981] and [Colin de Verdie`re 1982/1983].
We use [Garrett 2018] as our primary reference for background material and repro-
duce some of the results there for the convenience of the reader.
First is the case of O(r, 1), where the unipotent radical is abelian. Then, the ideas
will be extended to the simplest rational forms of U(r, 1) and Sp∗(r, 1), which present
somewhat greater technical challenges. Then we treat a fairly general case of Q-rank
one groups. The key element is systematic use of modern analysis, notably operator
theory and global automorphic Sobolev spaces.
1.1 Discrete decomposition of L2(Γ\G/K) cuspforms
For the groups G being considered, with discrete (arithmetic) subgroup Γ and (maxi-
mal) compact subgroup K, automorphic forms will be C-valued functions on Γ\G/K,
meeting further conditions depending on the situation. A key role is played by the
constant term cPf of an automorphic form f on Γ\G/K for parabolic P with unipo-
tent radical N , a function on NΓ∞\G/K defined by
(constant term) f(x) = cPf(x) =
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
f(n · x) dn
The left-invariant Haar measure dn on N descends to the quotient as a right-invariant
measure since N∩Γ is discrete. The first example, G = O(r, 1), is such that the group
N , the unipotent radical of a (minimal) parabolic subgroup, is abelian (isomorphic to
Rr−1), which will not be the case in subsequent examples. In all the cases considered,
the quotient (N ∩Γ)\N is compact. The quotient has the unique compatible measure
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for winding-up and unwinding∫
(N∩Γ)\N
( ∑
γ∈N∩Γ
φ(γn)
)
dn =
∫
N
φ(n) dn (for all φ ∈ Coc (N))
The integral defining the constant term shows that cPf is a left N -invariant func-
tion on G/K:
cPf(n
′x) =
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
f(n · n′x) dn =
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
f((nn′) · x) dn = cPf(x) (for n′ ∈ N)
Let P be the parabolic with unipotent radical N , so that P = NM where M is
a Levi-Malcev subgroup of P . P fits into an Iwasawa decomposition G = PK. We
have that Γ∞ = P ∩Γ normalizes N ∩Γ, noting that in the simpler examples N ∩Γ is
of finite index in P ∩ Γ. The constant term is still left Γ∞-invariant. Together, with
the normality of N in P , these observations show cPf is left NΓ∞-invariant. Thus,
constant terms of functions f on Γ\G/K are left Γ ∩M -invariant functions on
N\G/K = N\(NA+K)/K ≈ A+ × (Γ ∩M1)\M1/(M1 ∩K)
(a fuller discussion of the groups occurring above, including M1 is in section sec-
tion 2.3). In the first cases we examine, this simplifies to a ray
N\G/K = N\(NA+K)/K ≈ A+ ≈ (0,∞)
Some care is called for in that f ∈ L2(Γ\G/K) does not imply that cPf ∈
L2(NΓ∞\G/K). However, if f is locally L1, so that |f | has finite integrals over
compact subsets of Γ\G, Fubini’s theorem implies that a compactly-supported inte-
gral of f in one of several variables is again locally L1. This applies to x×y → f(nxay)
in Iwasawa coordinates. This aspect of the constant term map will be clarified later.
Cuspforms are automorphic forms f meeting the Gelfand condition cPf = 0. The
term cuspform can be used in a strong sense that further requires a cuspform to be
a ∆-eigenfunction in L2(Γ\G/K), but this usage often proves too restrictive. An
additional complication is that L2 functions do not have good pointwise values, so
vanishing of the constant term must must be taken in an almost everywhere sense for
L2 automorphic functions. It turns out often better to consider the constant term map
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as a map on distributions, and the Gelfand condition interpreted as a distributional
vanishing condition, as will be done later when the constant term map is examined
in greater detail. Let
L2o(Γ\G/K) = {L2-cuspforms} = {f ∈ L2(Γ\G/K) : cPf = 0}
A classic result is the discrete decomposition of the space of cuspforms:
Theorem 1: The space L2o(Γ\G/K) of square-integrable cuspforms is a closed sub-
space of L2(Γ\G/K), and has an orthonormal basis of ∆-eigenfunctions. Each eigen-
space is finite-dimensional, and the number of eigenvalues below a given bound is
finite.
Proof. cf. [Selberg 1956], [Langlands SLN544], [Gelfand-PS 1963]
The closed-ness of the space of L2 cuspforms comes from recharacterization of
it in terms of pseudo-Eisenstein series, the basic theory of which is described later.
In contrast, the full space L2(Γ\G/K) does not have a basis of ∆-eigenfunctions.
In the concrete cases first examined of O(r, 1), U(r, 1) and Sp∗(r, 1), the orthogonal
complement of cuspforms in L2(Γ\G/K) consists primarily of integrals of non-L2
eigenfunctions for ∆, namely the standard Eisenstein series Es. However, in the more
general Q-rank one case, the orthogonal complement of cuspforms in L2(Γ\G/K)
consists primarily of integrals of the cuspidal-data Eisenstein series Es,f where f is a
function on (Γ∩M1)\M1/(M1∩K). Letting η be the height function (see section 2.3),
in the concrete cases first considered, the constant term is ηs + η1−s = ys + y1−s; in
the more general Q-rank one case, the constant term is (ηs + cs,f · η1−s) · f(m′) where
m′ ∈M1 (cf. [Langlands SLN544], [Moeglin-Waldspurger 1995] and [Garrett 2018]).
The operator ∆ presents technical issues that require precise treatment. For
example, while L2(Γ\G/K) lies inside the collection of distributions on Γ\G/K, and
distributional interpretation of the action of ∆ would make it well-defined on all
of L2(Γ\G/K), ∆ would not stabilize L2(Γ\G/K). This would ostensibly seem to
obstruct use of the symmetry or self-adjointness of ∆ as an (unbounded) operator
on a Hilbert space. To address this complication, precise invocation of the theory of
unbounded operators on Hilbert spaces is used, notably of the Friedrichs extension
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of the restriction of ∆ to subspaces of its domain as explicated in [Garrett 2018].
Although Γ\G/K may fail to be smooth, Γ\G is always smooth, because Γ is
discrete, and the equivalence
C∞c (Γ\G/K) = C∞c (Γ\G)K = right K-fixed test functions on Γ\G
avoids issues of smoothness of Γ\G/K by using K-invariant functions on the smooth
space Γ\G. Questions regarding existence and sufficiency ofK-invariant test functions
are resolved by use of the Gelfand-Pettis vector-valued integral (cf. [Garrett 2018]
chapter 14). Specifically, the Gelfand-Pettis integral maps all test functions to right
K-invariant ones since K is compact and the action of G on the right is continuous.
Additionally, if the measure of K is normalized to be 1, then the averaging map is
the identity on already-K-invariant functions.
We will introduce a more general setting when discussing Q-rank one orthogonal
algebraic groups, but will first consider real Lie groups admitting simpler coordinate
descriptions (see section 2.3 for an overview of the general case considered). In these
coordinates, for g ∈ G, a key role is played by a function η(g) called the height of g
which is a function of a single real parameter in the Iwasawa coordinates of g. Let
g = nxmy = nxm
′`y be Iwasawa coordinates of g, with nx ∈ N and my = m′`y ∈M =
A+ ·M1 (the subgroups A+ and M1 and their relationship are discussed in section 2.3).
Define a function η(g) called the height of g by η(g) = η(nxm
′`y) = η(`y). In the
cases of O(r, 1), U(r, 1) and Sp∗(r, 1), the height is a power of the ray coordinate y.
Remark 2: Arithmetic quotients of Q-rank one groups have cusps which are essen-
tially points as opposed to the more geometrically complicated structures that arise
when treating higher rank groups. By reduction theory, in the rank one case, a fi-
nite number of Siegel sets cover the quotient and the quotient can be expressed as a
union of a compact set (with potentially complicated geometry) and a finite number
of cusps which admit a simpler description. Notably, also by reduction theory, cylin-
drical collar neighborhoods of the cusps can be chosen corresponding to sufficiently
large values of a height parameter so that the analysis on the neighborhood of each
cusp is effectively independent of the analysis on the other cusps, as described in
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the section reduction theory and Siegel sets (see also [Garrett 2018], [Borel 1991],
[Platonov-Rapinchuk 1994] and [Springer 1994]). The net effect, which we will con-
tinually exploit, is that, while there might be more than one cusp, because the number
of cusps is finite, in each situation where a bound on the height parameter is needed,
a single value can be found that will work for all of the cusps individually. This allows
us to treat the (finite) collection of cusps as though there was just one cusp which has
the added value of reducing notational clutter and highlighting the key height param-
eter. There is no mathematical substance skirted by this approach, but the method is
justified by clarifying the description and by simplifying the notation.
For a ≥ 0, define the Lax-Phillips space L2a(Γ\G/K) of pseudo-cuspforms by
{f ∈ L2(Γ\G/K) : cPf(my) = 0 for my = m′`y, m′ ∈M1, `y ∈ A+ and η(`y) ≥ a}
Let
∆a = ∆
∣∣∣∣
C∞c (Γ\G/K)∩L2a(Γ\G/K)
and ∆˜a its Friedrichs extension (see section 2.7), called a pseudo-Laplacian attached
to the restriction of ∆ to L2a(Γ\G/K). We show
Theorem 3: For cut-off height a sufficiently large depending on Γ, ∆˜a has purely
discrete spectrum.
The proof will be an extension of the Lax-Phillips argument [Lax-Phillips 1976]
but in the context of Friedrichs extensions rather than semigroups. For O(r, 1), it
is convenient that the unipotent radical N is abelian, so a literal Fourier expansion
can be used as in [Lax-Phillips 1976]. For the other groups considered, U(r, 1) and
Sp∗(r, 1), the unipotent radical is two-step nilpotent. For U(r, 1) it is a Heisenberg
group. We prove a result extending the idea of [Colin de Verdie`re 1981]. Compare
also [Muller 1996] and the appendix in [Moeglin-Waldspurger 1995].
Theorem 4: For Q-rank one arithmetic quotients, the Eisenstein series Es,f asso-
ciated to the cusps of Γ and Ω1 eigenfunctions f on (Γ ∩M1)\M1/(M1 ∩ K) have
meromorphic continuations.
Although the current methods prove meromorphic continuation without further ef-
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forts for multiple cusps, the proof of functional equations is more complicated because
the functional equation is not localized to individual cusps but has subtle arithmetic
information involving the interaction between cusps.
Again following the approach developed in Lax-Phillips but using Friedrichs ex-
tensions as used in [Colin de Verdie`re 1982/1983] and [Colin de Verdie`re 1981] rather
than semigroups, we show
Theorem 5: For Q-rank one arithmetic quotients, the new (a.k.a. exotic) eigenfunc-
tions for ∆˜a with λ < −14 are the truncated Eisenstein series ∧aEs,f associated to the
cusps of Γ with the property that cPEs,f (my) = 0 where M 3 m = m′ · `y, m′ ∈ M1,
` ∈ A+.
2 Background and overview of methods
The relevant background and methods used in the spectral analysis of automorphic
forms are typically found in substantial volumes whose purpose is to function as refer-
ences and often have broad scope. Rather than point the reader to these large works
for background and context, we begin with an overview to establish terminology and
perspective. We use [Garrett 2018] as our primary reference and reproduce selected
material for the convenience of the reader. The bibliography in [Garrett 2018] is ex-
tensive and contains numerous additional references including many original sources.
Other contemporary references are [Iwaniec 2002] and [Moeglin-Waldspurger 1995].
We use techniques from modern analysis to identify solutions of self-adjoint ex-
tensions to invariant symmetric operators restricted to subspaces of functions defined
on quotient spaces Γ\G and Γ\G/K. Analysis of these operators is applied to the
discrete decomposition of the space of pseudo-cuspforms and the meromorphic con-
tinuation of Eisenstein series Es by solving differential equations for smoothly trun-
cated Eisenstein series. The tail terms will be inhomogeneous parts for distributional
solutions of Poisson-type equations attached to the associated Friedrichs extension.
Specifically, the operators will be used to define Sobolev-like spaces of functions with
square-integrable derivatives that will be shown to have a Rellich-type compactness
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property. The Rellich compactness property will then be used to prove the discrete-
ness of the spectrum of the operators which will in turn be used to establish a discrete
decomposition of associated pseudo-cuspforms and the analytic continuation of cer-
tain types of Eisenstein series.
2.1 Remarks on pseudo-Eisenstein series
The space of pseudo-Eisenstein series arises as the orthogonal complement to the space
of cuspforms. For L2(Γ\G/K), a goal could be to express the orthogonal complement
to cuspforms L2o(Γ\G/K) in terms of ∆-eigenfunctions. To exhibit explicit examples
of L2 functions spanning the complement, the Gelfand vanishing condition can be
recast in a distributional fashion. First, for f ∈ L2(Γ\G), the constant term cPf is a
left NΓ∞-invariant function on G which vanishes as a distribution if and only if∫
NΓ∞\G
φ · cPf = 0 (for all φ ∈ C∞c (NΓ∞\G)
with right G-invariant measure on NΓ∞\G: the modular function of G restricted to
NΓ∞ equals the modular function of NΓ∞
δG
∣∣
NΓ∞
= δNΓ∞
Since f is right K-invariant, cPf is a right K-invariant distribution so it only needs
to be evaluated on test functions φ ∈ C∞c (NΓ∞\G)K . Making use of the Iwasawa
decomposition, there are isomorphisms
N\G/K ≈ N\(NA+M1K)/K ≈ A+ ·M1/(K ∩M1)
that identify N\G/K with A+ ·M1/(K ∩M1) and also identify right K-invariant
functions φ on N\G with functions of the height parameter height(nxmyk) =
height(nxm
′`yk) = η(g) (where `y ∈ A+ and m′ ∈ M1). For f ∈ L2, f is locally inte-
grable, and thus Fubini’s theorem implies its constant term cPf is locally integrable.
As such, cPf can be integrated against test functions on NΓ∞\G/K.
A spectral theory involves the expression of an element of a vector space in terms
of a basis of well-understood elements. The finite-dimensional case is of course com-
pletely understood and classical while in the infinite-dimensional, topological vector
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space setting many subtleties arise. In the function space setting, particularly those
defined on homogeneous spaces, we typically prefer a basis comprised of eigenfunctions
of a natural translation invariant differential operator. A common complication is the
existence of important eigenfunctions that are not integrable in a desired sense. This
arises already in the most basic case of the real line R, the invariant one-dimensional
Laplacian d2/dx2 and exponential functions f(t) = e2piiξt for ξ ∈ R. In the case of
automorphic forms on Γ\G/K, a comparable role is played by the genuine Eisenstein
series. In the simpler, concrete cases considered the Eisenstein series are given by
Es(g) =
∑
γ∈Γ∞\Γ
η(γ · g)s
where η is the height function. In the more general case, including the Q-rank one
case we consider, Eisenstein series are given by
Es(g) =
∑
γ∈Γ∞\Γ
f(m′(γ · g))s
where f is function on (Γ ∩ M1)\M1/(M1 ∩ K). Genuine Eisenstein series have
many desirable properties. They are eigenfunctions for the invariant Laplacian and,
for re(s) > 1, converge absolutely and uniformly on compact sets and are of mod-
erate growth (cf. [Garrett 2018] and references therein). However, they are not in
L2(Γ\G/K). A collection of L2(Γ\G/K) functions expressible in terms of integrals
of genuine Eisenstein series is provided by pseudo-Eisenstein series.
Given a test function φ in C∞c (NΓ∞\G)K , the corresponding pseudo-Eisenstein
series Ψφ in C
∞
c (Γ\G/K) is given by
Ψφ(g) =
∑
γ∈Γ∞\Γ
φ(γ · g)
which fits into an adjunction:∫
NΓ∞\G
φ · cPf =
∫
Γ\G
Ψφ · f (for f ∈ L2(Γ\G))
This adjunction is useful in aspects of unwinding and winding-up. Convergence of
the sum is proven below.
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The expression for Ψφ can be obtained by direct computation using the NΓ∞-
invariance of φ and the Γ-invariance of f , as follows. First, unwind cPf∫
NΓ∞\G
φ · cPf =
∫
NΓ∞\G
φ(g)
(∫
(N∩Γ∞)\N
f(ng) dn
)
dµ(g)
=
∫
Γ∞\G
φ(g) f(g) dµ(g)
Using the Γ-invariance of f , wind up the integral on the right∫
Γ∞\G
φ(g) f(g) dµ(g) =
∫
Γ\G
∑
γ∈Γ∞\Γ
f(γ · g)φ(γ · g) dµ(g)
=
∫
Γ\G
f(g)
( ∑
γ∈Γ∞\Γ
φ(γ · g)
)
dµ(g)
which exhibits the convergence of the pseudo-Eisenstein series Ψφ associated to φ as all
integrals are finite. This is the preparation for the standard result (cf. [Garrett 2018]
§1.8):
Lemma 6: The series for a pseudo-Eisenstein series Ψφ is locally finite: for g in a
fixed compact set in G, there are only finitely-many non-zero summands in Ψφ(g) =∑
γ∈Γ∞\Γ φ(γg). This implies Ψφ ∈ C∞c (Γ\G).
Also implying (cf. ibid).
Corollary 7: Square-integrable cuspforms are the orthogonal complement in
L2(Γ\G/K) to the subspace of L2(Γ\G/K) spanned by the pseudo-Eisenstein series
Ψφ with φ ∈ C∞c (NΓ∞\G/K). The map f → cPf is continuous from L2(Γ\G/K) to
distributions on NΓ∞\G/K.
2.2 Reduction theory and Siegel sets
We will need only a few results from reduction theory regarding existence and basic
properties of Siegel sets. Siegel sets, to be made precise below, are geometrically-
simple sets with convenient covering properties in terms of translations by a discrete
subgroup Γ. Fix a number field k and k-bilinear k-valued form S on a k-vector space
V; in the Q-rank one case (Q-rank defined in the next section), there is a single
Q-conjugacy class of Q-rational parabolics, given by the k-stabilizer of a k-isotropic
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k-line in the k-vector space. In this case, there is a single Q-conjugacy class of Q-
parabolics so that there is no hierarchy to Q-parabolics. Thus, cusps can be thought
of as points which are topologically unrelated to each other. A characteristic that
proves decisive is that a finite number of Siegel sets can surject onto the quotient.
In those Siegel sets, a height parameter from the split component of the standard
Levi-Malcev subgroup can be identified so that subsets of the Siegel sets, determined
by conditions on the height parameter, have a particularly useful decomposition, as
described below. Depending on context, Siegel sets may be considered to be subsets of
G or of G/K as the key properties of Siegel sets do not involve the compact subgroup
K.
Slightly abusing notation, and since our primary focus is on real Lie groups, we
will use G both for the algebraic group and its real points. If we need to specify the
local points over a particular field or ring, we will use standard notation as in the case
of the rational points of G, namely G(Q) = GQ. When emphasizing a collection of
places (e.g., archimedean), we will use a subscript; thus the points of G at the place ν
will be denoted Gν . We will also use the convention that Γ is an arithmetic subgroup
of G.
In all of the cases considered, G will be a Q-rank one algebraic group with an
Iwasawa decomposition of its real points
G = PK = NMK
where K is a maximal compact of G, P the standard minimal parabolic, N the
unipotent radical of P , and M = A+ ·M1 the corresponding standard Levi-Malcev
component (the subgroups A+ and M1 are defined in section 2.3). For our purposes,
G will be assumed to have a single cusp (for reasons elaborated below). For g ∈ G, let
g = ngmgkg be g’s Iwasawa coordinates. We recall the definition and some properties
of Siegel sets:
• A (standard) Siegel set is a subset of G given by a compact set C ⊂ N , a
compact set D ⊂M1, and a (height) parameter t
St,C,D = {nmk : height of m = η(m) = η(m′`y) = η(`y) = η(y) ≥ t}
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where n ∈ C ⊂ N , m = m′`y (m′ ∈ D ⊂M1, `y ∈ A+), and k ∈ K.
• Conveniently, in the first examples we treat of O(r, 1), U(r, 1) and Sp∗(r, 1), M1
will be compact so the prescription of D will not be necessary and Siegel sets
can be specified as St,C .
• Reduction theory implies that there is a sufficiently small t and compact sets
Ci ⊂ N and Di ⊂ M1, along with a finite number of elements gi ∈ G(Q) so
that Γ-translates of the union of the gi-translates of the standard Siegel sets
Si = St,Ci,Di cover G:
Γ ·
(⋃
i
gi ·Si
)
= G
Such a collection of Siegel sets clearly surjects to the quotients Γ\G and Γ\G/K.
• Given such a collection S of Siegel sets, reduction theory then guarantees the
existence of a height to  t so that the subsets Sito of Sit,C,D given by the height
condition
Sito =
{
g ∈ Sit,C,D
∣∣ g = n ·m · k where m = m′ay and the height η(ay) > to}
satisfy, for all i and j, Sito ∩γSjto 6= ∅ implies γ ∈ Γ∩P = Γ∞. This implies the
existence of a sufficiently large height so that high-enough portions of the Siegel
sets in S do not interact in the quotient: the associated cusps can be treated
separately. Since there is a finite collection of Siegel sets, common bounds
can be taken to work for all the Siegel sets. In particular and without loss of
generality, this allows us to simplify our notation by examining a single Siegel
set as the results apply to any finite collection of cusps.
• The existence of suitable Siegel sets provides a way to use separation of vari-
ables to simplify analysis on the quotient Γ\G/K by making tail estimates on
the ray A+ more tractable. Using the simplification described above, this is im-
plemented by examining a Siegel set S assumed for simplicity to surject to the
quotient Γ\G. Let g = nxmy = nxm′`y be Iwasawa coordinates with nx ∈ N
and my = m
′`y ∈M = A+ ·M1. For c ∈ R, let η(g) = η(nxm′`y) = η(`y) be the
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height of g. Let Yo and Y∞ be the respective images of {g ∈ S : η(g) ≤ c + 1}
and {g ∈ S : η(g) ≥ c} in Γ\G/K. By construction, the interiors of Yo and
Y∞ cover Γ\G/K. In the cases considered, while Yo will be a compact set with
possibly complicated geometry, for sufficiently large c ≥ to, Y∞ will conveniently
decompose as a product of a compact manifold and a ray:
Y∞ ≈ (N ∩ Γ)\N × (M1 ∩ Γ)\M1/(M1 ∩K)× (c,∞)
• The groups under consideration all admit Iwasawa decompositions with Levi-
Malcev subgroups M with simple split components A+. As described in the
next section, A+ is a single ray (i.e., a subset of the real line homeomorphic to
(0,∞)).
2.3 Analysis on neighborhoods of cusps of Γ\G/K
We treat the quotients as though there is only one cusp in Γ\G/K since when working
with a finite number of Siegel sets corresponding to point cusps, a common bound
can be found to assure disjointness.
An additional complication, not of immediate interest to us here is that, when
there is more than one cusp, the functional equation of Eisenstein series implies the
Eisenstein series associated to a cusp is not mapped to itself, but gets smeared over
the other cusps. The scattering matrix, relating the Eisenstein series at the cusps at
1 − s to the Eisenstein series at the cusps at s, is nontrivial to determine. From a
classical viewpoint the scattering matrix presents additional difficulties. Since those
difficulties are not our focus, nor impact our calculations, we do not need to account
for separate cusps and behave as though there was a just a single cusp.
Let k be a number field (finite extension of Q), and S a symmetric (r+1)×(r+1)
matrix over k with non-zero diagonal entries. At different archimedean places of k,
the local signature of S can vary. Let the “k-rank” of a k-valued quadratic form on a
k-vectorspace be the dimension of a (hence every, by Witt) maximal totally isotropic
subspace.
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We recall that a quadratic form over a non-archimedean field (or for characteristic
not 2) in 5 or more variables has an isotropic vector (cf. [Borevich-Shafarevich 1966]
[O’Meara 2000]). This, in conjunction with the Hasse principle, that a quadratic form
over a number field has a global non-trivial isotropic vector if and only if it has a
local isotropic vector everywhere, implies that in dimension greater than or equal to
5 that S is k-anisotropic if and only if there is a real archimedean place where it is
anisotropic. Thus, the k-rational rank in higher dimensions is mostly controlled by
what happens at archimedean places.
That is, while we cannot require conditions at complex places, if there is a real
archimedean place at which S has signature (r, 1), and at every other real archimedean
place the signature of S is (p, q) with min(p, q) ≥ 1, and r + 1 ≥ 5, then the k-rank
is 1. In particular, there cannot be any real place of k where the signature of S is
(r + 1, 0) – S is nowhere anisotropic – and there is at least one real place of k where
the signature of S is (r, 1). In this case there are k-coordinates in which
S =

0 0 1
0 S ′ 0
1 0 0

with S ′ anisotropic over k.
Thus, when the Q-rank of G is one, the cusps of Γ\G/K correspond to Q-
conjugacy classes of Q-parabolics of G. Hasse-Minkowski and the assumption that
the dimension of the vector space is r + 1 ≥ 5, implies that if the R-rank is one at
one real place and at least one at all real places, then the global rank is one.
This implies the pictures of standard proper Q-rational parabolic P , unipotent
radicalN , and Levi-Malcev componentM exhibit the same structural features brought
to bear in the more elementary versions of the O(r, 1), U(r, 1) and Sp∗(r, 1) examples.
However, in this case the Levi component M is of the form
u 0 0
0 h 0
0 0 u−1
 h ∈ O(S ′), u ∈ GL(1, k)
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and is not the cartesian product of a ray and a compact group but rather decomposes
as a product M = A+ ·M1
A+ =
{
my =

` 0 0
0 1r−1 0
0 0 `−1

: ` ∈ (0,∞)
}
Where the ray (0,∞) is embedded diagonally in k×∞. The complement to A+ in the
Levi component M is
M1 =
{

u 0 0
0 m′ 0
0 0 u−1

: where Nk/Q(u) = 1 and m
′ ∈ O(S ′)
}
That is, the Levi component of P is M = k×∞×O(S ′) and extending the Galois norm
Nk/Q to be suitably multilinear, M
1 is
{b ∈ k×∞ : Nk/Q(b) = 1} ×O(S ′)
It is still the case though that Mk\MA is a cartesian product of a ray and a compact
set by the compactness of anisotropic quotients. Thus the previous methods apply.
Viewed as a real Lie group, G has an Iwasawa decomposition
G = PK = NMK
where P is a parabolic subgroup, K a (maximal) compact subgroup, N the unipotent
radical of P and M a Levi-Malcev complement to N . This gives
G/K ≈ N ·M/(M ∩K)
In later sections, G will be viewed as an algebraic orthogonal group, thought of
as a functor from commutative Q-algebras to groups. G will correspond to a non-
degenerate k-valued quadratic form S of k-rank one on a k-vectorspace V . In this
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context, the group G(Q) = GQ of Q-points of G is the collection of k-linear automor-
phisms of V preserving the form S.
For a field extension E of Q, we can make a corresponding E-vectorspace V ⊗k
(E ⊗Q k), extend the form S bilinearly, and let G(E) be the group of E ⊗Q k-linear
automorphisms of V ⊗k (E ⊗Q k). For our purposes, E will often be R or Qp for
varying p.
For Q-rank one, the number of cusps is the number of Γ-conjugacy classes of
Q-parabolics. This number is finite but is difficult to determine. For instance, for
Γ = SL(2, o) with ring of integers o of a number field, the number of cusps of Γ\G is
the class number of o.
However, it is convenient that the collar neighborhoods used in our analysis on
cusps do not interact. That is, we have that finitely many Siegel sets suffice to cover
the quotient (i.e., attached to Q-parabolic conjugacy classes), and, given one such
Siegel set S attached to minimal parabolic P , and a different minimal parabolic Q,
there is a sufficiently small Siegel set S′ attached to Q so that for γ ∈ Γ
γ ·S ∩S′ 6= ∅ if and only γ · P · γ−1 = Q
That is, for Q-rank one orthogonal groups, reduction theory guarantees the exis-
tence of a sufficiently large height value so that the Γ-translates of the collar neigh-
borhoods of the cusps do not interact, allowing each cusp to be treated individually.
Since there is a finite number of cusps, this lets us choose the greatest (or least,
depending on context) suitable height parameter which will then work for all of the
cusps, thus allowing us to essentially treat the cusps separately.
In classical terms, for the representatives P for each of the finitely-many Γ-
conjugacy classes of rational parabolics, we have a corresponding unipotent radical
N and constant term.
Thus, up to choice of normalization and coordinates, the split component is iso-
morphic to the connected component of the identity in
P/NM1 ≈ R×
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that is, the connected component being the “ray”. Note that M1 may not be compact
but (M1 ∩ Γ)\M1 will be compact by the compactness of anisotropic quotients.
Adelically, Witt’s theorem shows that all parabolics of the same type are k-
conjugate which, together with adelic reduction theory, establishes that a single Siegel
set can cover the quotient, so that there is just one cusp adelically.
2.4 Truncation operators
The genuine Eisenstein series are not in L2(Γ\G/K), but from the theory of the con-
stant term (see [Garrett 2018] §8.1) the only obstruction is the constant term, which
can be altered by truncation, removing this obstacle. The spectral decomposition
of cuspforms (see [Moeglin-Waldspurger 1995] and [Langlands SLN544], along with
references in [Garrett 2018]) and the theory of the constant term establish that the
∆-eigenfunction cuspforms are of rapid decay, and that the residues of Eisenstein
series are in L2(Γ\G/K) and are orthogonal to cuspforms. We want truncation to
produce automorphic forms. Naive truncation of the constant term for large values
naive truncation of f(g) =
f(g) (for η(g) ≤ T )f(g)− cPf(g) (for η(g) > T )
does not produce an automorphic form: on a single Siegel set St,C this description
functions correctly but it does not extend to G/K or G as it is not Γ-invariant.
For sufficiently large (depending on the reduction theory) T we can remedy this and
achieve Γ-invariance by first defining the tail cTPf of the constant term cPf of f to be
cTPf(g) =
0 (for η(g) ≤ T )cPf(y) (for η(g) > T )
For legibility, we may replace a subscript by an argument in parentheses in the nota-
tion for pseudo-Eisenstein series when the function φ has a more lengthy expression
in which case we write
Ψ(φ) = Ψφ
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Although cTPf need not be smooth, nor compactly supported, by design (that is, for
T sufficiently large) its support is sufficiently high so that we have control over the
analytical issues:
Claim 8: For T sufficiently large, the pseudo-Eisenstein series Ψ(cTPf) is a locally
finite sum, hence, uniformly convergent on compacts.
Proof. The tail cTPf is left N -invariant. Reduction theory (cf. [Borel 1966],
[Garrett 2018] and [Springer 1994]) shows that, given to, for large-enough t, a set
{nayk : y > to} does not meet γ · {nayk : y > t} unless γ ∈ Γ∞. Thus, for
large-enough T , {nayk : y > T} does not meet γ · {nayk : y > T} unless γ ∈ Γ∞.
Thus, γ1 · {nayk : y > T} does not meet γ2 · {nayk : y > T} unless γ1Γ∞ = γ2Γ∞

The translates of a standard Siegel set St,C cover G. The description of general
Siegel sets is outside the scope of our discussion (cf. [Borel 1966] and [Garrett 2018]
and [Springer 1994]). For our purposes, in a real-rank one group, a standard Siegel
set is
St,C = {nayk : n ∈ C compact ⊂ N, k ∈ K, ay ∈ split component of M, y ≥ t}
This will require an extension for the more general cases of Q-rank one groups. The
above result leads similarly to
Claim 9: On a standard Siegel set St,C, Ψ(c
T
Pf) = c
T
Pf for all T sufficiently large
depending on t.
Proof. By reduction theory, a set {nayk : y > to} does not meet γ · {nayk : y > T}
unless γ ∈ Γ∞, for large-enough T depending on to. Thus, for large-enough T ,
{nayk : y > T} does not meet Sto,C unless γ ∈ Γ∞. That is, the only non-zero
summand in Ψ(cTPf) is the term c
T
Pf itself. 
Thus, we find that the proper definition of the truncation operator ∧T is
∧Tf = f −Ψ(cTPf)
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As desired, a critical effect of the truncation procedure is:
Claim 10: For s away from poles, the truncated Eisenstein series ∧TEs is of rapid
decay in Siegel sets.
Proof. From the theory of the constant term, Es − cPEs is of rapid decay (cf.
[Garrett 2018] chapter 8 and §13.7) in a standard Siegel set. By the previous claim,
(Es − cTPEs)(g) = (Es − cPEs)(g) for η(g) ≥ T , so it is is also of rapid decay. 
2.5 Invariant description of the Casimir Operator
The Killing form B(X, Y ) is G-invariant by Ad (and thus also g-invariant by ad), non-
degenerate, and G-equivariantly identifies the dual g∗ with g. Using this, the Casimir
operator can be characterized as usual as the element in the universal enveloping
algebra Ug of g which is the image of 1g ∈ EndR(g) under the chain of G-equivariant
maps:
1g
∈

// Ω = Ωg
∈

EndR(g)
≈ // g⊗ g∗ ≈
B
// g⊗ g inc // ⊗•g quotient // Ug
The identity map 1g ∈ EndR(g) commutes with all automorphisms Adg from
g ∈ G. Since all maps are G-equivariant, the image Ωg commutes with the action of
G. This implies that the Casimir element Ω = Ωg is an element of the sub-algebra
(Ug)G of G-invariant elements of Ug.
The G-invariance of Ω allows evaluation on functions on G as either differential
operators on the left or the right. Further, the images Ωf of right K-invariant func-
tions f are again right K-invariant. Thus, to evaluate Ωf(g) for f on G/K it suffices
to evaluate Ωf(x) for a set of representatives x for G/K.
There are at least two natural choices for representatives for G/K. Many models,
such as those for hyperbolic n-space, use an Iwasawa decomposition G = PK =
NMK, where N is the unipotent radical, M is a Levi component of the parabolic
subgroup P , and K is a maximal compact subgroup, giving G/K ≈ NM/(M ∩K).
A complication is that the Lie algebra of the parabolic P = NM is not orthogonal to
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the Lie algebra k of K with respect to the Killing form, and subsequent computations
must take this into account.
To decompose the tangent space of G with respect to G/K, coordinates from the
Cartan decomposition are useful, as follows. Let τ be a Cartan involution on g, that
is, an involutory Lie algebra anti-automorphism such that k is the (+1)-eigenspace.
Let s be the (−1)-eigenspace. Then the Cartan decomposition is G = exp(s) · K.
Even though s is not a Lie subalgebra and exp(s) is not a group, conveniently s ⊥ k
with respect to the invariant pairing B(·, ·).
For every basis {xi} of g and dual basis {x′i} of g∗ with x′i = B(xi, ·), the image
of 1g ∈ EndR(g) in g⊗ g is
∑
i xi⊗x′i so the Casimir operator Ωg can be expressed as
Ω =
n∑
i=1
xix
′
i =
n∑
i=1
x′ixi
The invariance of the Casimir element means Ω descends to both Γ\G and Γ\G/K,
giving the invariant Laplacian on the latter.
We will explicitly express the Casimir element in a two-step fashion: first express-
ing Ωg ∈ Ug using a basis for g and g∗, the latter via identification of a dual basis
by the Killing form as above, and then making use of the natural coordinate systems
provided by the Iwasawa decomposition to simplify the resulting expression by not-
ing that operators associated with the maximal compact K act by 0 on functions on
G/K.
2.6 Symmetric versus self-adjoint operators
This is preparation for eigenfunction decompositions of Hilbert spaces by operators
closely related to invariant Laplacians. We reproduce the approach in [Garrett 2018].
Resolvents Rλ = (T − λ)−1 can exist, as everywhere-defined, continuous linear
maps on a Hilbert space, even for T unbounded and only densely-defined. This
requires that T is symmetric, in the sense that 〈Tv, w〉 = 〈v, Tw〉 for v, w in the
domain DT of T , and semi-bounded in the sense that there is a constant C such that
either 〈Tv, v〉 ≥ C · 〈v, v〉 for all v in DT or 〈Tv, v〉 ≤ C〈v, v〉 for all v in DT . Under
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these conditions, T has a Friedrichs self-adjoint extension, which provides several
useful features, as will be described below.
In common scenarios, we may anticipate that a given unbounded operator is self-
adjoint when extended suitably, and a simple version of the operator can be defined
on an easily described, small, dense domain, where it specifies a symmetric operator.
Then a self-adjoint extension is shown to exist, as in Friedrichs’ theorem below.
A not-necessarily continuous, that is, not-necessarily bounded, linear operator T ,
defined on a dense subspace DT of a Hilbert space V , is called an unbounded operator
on V , even though it is likely not defined or definable on all of V . We consider mostly
symmetric unbounded operators T , meaning that 〈Tv, w〉 = 〈v, Tw〉 for v,w in the
domain DT of T .
For unbounded operators on V , description of the domain is essential: an un-
bounded operator T on V requires specifying a subspace D of V and a linear map
T : D → V . By convention, explicit declaration of the domain of an unbounded
operator is often suppressed, instead writing T1 ⊂ T2 when T2 is an extension of T1,
in the sense that the domain of T2 contains that of T1, and the restriction of T2 to
the domain of T1 agrees with T1. Unlike self-adjoint operators on finite-dimensional
spaces, and unlike self-adjoint bounded operators on Hilbert spaces, symmetric un-
bounded operators, even when densely defined, usually need to be extended in order
to behave more like self-adjoint operators in finite-dimensional and bounded-operator
situations.
We see below that the adjoint T ∗ of a symmetric operator T is not symmetric
unless already T is self-adjoint, that is, unless T = T ∗. In particular, existence
of adjoints for symmetric, densely-defined operators T does not immediately imply
existence of (T ∗)∗. Paraphrasing the notion of symmetry: a densely-defined operator
T is symmetric when T ⊂ T ∗, and self-adjoint when T = T ∗. These comparisons refer
to the domains of these not-everywhere-defined operators. In the following claim and
its proof, the domain of a map S on V is incorporated in a reference to its graph
graph S = {v ⊕ Sv : v ∈ domainS} ⊂ V ⊕ V
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The direct sum V ⊕V is a Hilbert space with natural inner product 〈v⊕v′, w⊕w′〉 =
〈v, v′〉+ 〈w,w′〉. Define an isometry U : V ⊕ V → V ⊕ V by v ⊕ w → −w ⊕ v. This
is preparation for the standard ([Friedrichs 1935] [Garrett 2018]) result concerning
the existence of the Friedrichs self-adjoint extension for semi-bounded symmetric
operators. We say that an operator T ′, D′ is a sub-adjoint to a symmetric operator
T , D when
〈Tv, w〉 = 〈v, T ′w〉(for v ∈ D,w ∈ D′)
For dense domain D, for given D′ there is at most one T ′ meeting the sub-adjointness
condition.
Lemma 11: (Existence of Friedrichs extensions) Given T with dense domain D,
there is a unique maximal T ∗, D∗ among all sub-adjoints to T , D. The adjoint T ∗
is closed, in the sense that its graph is closed in V ⊕ V . In fact, the adjoint is
characterized by its graph, the orthogonal complement in V ⊕ V to the image of the
graph of T under U , namely,
graph T ∗ = orthogonal complement of U(graph T )
Corollary 12: For T1 ⊂ T2 with dense domains, T ∗2 ⊂ T ∗1 . 
Corollary 13: T ⊂ T ∗∗ for densely-defined, symmetric T .
Corollary 14: A densely-defined self-adjoint operator has a closed graph.
Proof. Self-adjointness of densely-defined T includes equality of domains T = T ∗.
Again, since the graph of T ∗ is an orthogonal complement, it is closed. 
Closed-ness of the graph of a self-adjoint operator is essential in proving existence
of resolvents, below.
Corollary 15: The adjoint T ∗ of a symmetric densely-defined operator T is also
symmetric if and only if T = T ∗. 
Proposition 16: Eigenvalues for symmetric operators T , D are real.
We have the standard (cf. [Garrett 2018])
Theorem 17: Theorem: Let T be self-adjoint with dense domain D. For λ ∈ C,
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λ /∈ R, the image (T − λ)D is the whole Hilbert space V . The resolvent Rλ exists.
For T positive, for λ /∈ [0,+∞), the image (T − λ)D is the whole space V , and Rλ
exists.
and (cf. ibid)
Theorem 18: (Hilbert) For T self-adjoint, for points λ, µ off the real line, or, for T
positive self-adjoint and λ, µ off [0,+∞),
Rλ −Rµ = (λ− µ)RλRµ
For the operator-norm topology, λ→ Rλ, is holomorphic at such points.
2.7 Friedrichs’ canonical self-adjoint extensions
Following [Garrett 2018] (see [Friedrichs 1935] for the original development), semi-
bounded operators are more tractable than general unbounded symmetric operators.
A densely-defined symmetric operator T , D is positive (or non-negative), denoted
T ≥ 0, when 〈Tv, v〉 ≥ 0 for all v ∈ D. All the eigenvalues of a positive operator are
non-negative real. Similarly, T is negative when 〈Tv, v〉 ≤ 0 for all v in the (dense)
domain of T . Generally, if there is a constant c ∈ R such that 〈Tv, v〉 ≥ c · 〈v, v〉
(written T ≥ c), or 〈Tv, v〉 ≤ c · 〈v, v〉 (written T ≤ c), T is said to be semi-bounded.
The following argument for positive operators can easily be adapted to the general
semi-bounded situation. For positive, symmetric T on V with dense domain D, define
a hermitian form 〈, 〉1 and corresponding norm | · |1 by
〈v, w〉1 = 〈v, w〉+ 〈Tv, w〉 = 〈v, (1 + T )w〉 = 〈(1 + T )v, w〉 (for v, w ∈ D)
The symmetry and positivity of T make 〈, 〉1 positive-definite hermitian on D, and
〈v, w〉1 has sense whenever at least one of v, w is in D. Let V 1 be the Hilbert-space
completion of D with respect to the metric d1 induced by the norm | · |1 on D. The
completion V 1 continuously injects to V .
Theorem 19: (Friedrichs) A positive, densely-defined, symmetric operator T with
domain D dense in Hilbert space V has a positive self-adjoint extension T˜ with domain
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D˜ ⊂ V 1, characterized by
〈(1 + T )v, (1 + T˜ )−1w〉 = 〈v, w〉 (for v ∈ D and w ∈ V )
The bound 〈T˜ v, v〉 ≥ 0 for v in the domain D˜ of T˜ is preserved. The resolvent
(1 + T˜ )−1 : V → V 1 is continuous with respect to the finer topology on V 1.
Proof. Since the use of the Friedrichs extension proves so decisive, we recall some
details. First, let j be the continuous linear map j : V 1 → V obtained by extending
by continuity the identity map D → D, with the source being given the | · |1 topology
and the target being given the | · | topology. We claim that j is an injection. By
construction, 〈v, w〉1 = 〈jv, Tw〉 for v ∈ V 1 and w ∈ D. For 0 6= v ∈ V 1, since D is
dense in V 1, there exists w ∈ D such that 〈v, w〉1 6= 0. For that v,
0 6= 〈v, w〉1 = 〈jv, Tw〉
Thus, jv 6= 0 for 0 6= v ∈ V 1, and j is indeed injective. We may identify V 1 with its
image in V , noting that V 1 has a finer topology than that induced from V .
For h ∈ V and v ∈ V 1, the functional λh : v → 〈v, h〉 has a bound
|λhv| ≤ |v| · |h| ≤ |v|1 · |h|
so the norm of the functional λh on V
1 is at most |h|. By Riesz-Fre´chet, there is
unique Bh in the Hilbert space V 1 with |Bh|1 ≤ |h|, such that λh(v) = 〈v,Bh〉1 for
v ∈ V 1, and then |Bh| ≤ |Bh|1 ≤ |h|. The map B : V → V 1 is verifiably linear.
There is a symmetry of B:
〈Bv,w〉 =λw(Bv) = 〈Bv,Bw〉1 = 〈Bw,Bv〉1 = λv(Bw)
=〈Bw, v〉 = 〈v,Bw〉 (for v, w ∈ V )
Positivity of B is similar:
〈v,Bv〉 = λv(Bv) = 〈Bv,Bv〉1 ≥ 〈Bv,Bv〉 ≥ 0
B is injective: for Bw = 0, for all v ∈ V 1
0 = 〈v, 0〉1 = 〈v,Bw〉1 = λw(v) = 〈v, w〉
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Since V 1 is dense in V , this gives w = 0. The image of B is dense in V 1: if w ∈ V 1
is such that 〈Bv,w〉1 = λv(w) = 0 for all v ∈ V , taking v = w gives
0 = λw(w) = 〈w,Bw〉1 = 〈Bw,Bw〉
and by injectivity w = 0. Thus, B : V → V1 ⊂ V is bounded, symmetric, positive,
injective, with dense image. In particular, B is self-adjoint.
Thus, B has a possibly unbounded positive, symmetric inverse A. Since B injects
V to a dense subset V1, necessarily A surjects from its domain (inside V1) to V . We
claim that A is self-adjoint. Let S : V ⊕ V → V ⊕ V by S(v ⊕ w) = w ⊕ v. Then
graph A = S(graph B). In computing orthogonal complements X⊥, clearly
(SX)⊥ = S(X⊥)
since the domain of B∗ is the domain of B. Thus, A is self-adjoint. We claim that
for v in the domain of A, 〈Av, v〉 ≥ 〈v, v〉. Indeed, letting v = Bw,
〈v,Av〉 = 〈Bw,w〉 = λwBw = 〈Bw,Bw〉1 ≥ 〈Bw,Bw〉 = 〈v, v〉
Similarly, with v′ = Bw′, and v ∈ V 1,
〈v,Av′〉 = 〈v, w′〉 = λw′v = 〈v,Bw′〉1 = 〈v, v′〉1 (v ∈ V 1, v′ in the domain of A)
Last, we show that A is an extension of S = 1 + T . By the above,
〈v, Sw〉 = λSwv = 〈v,BSw〉1 (for v, w ∈ D)
but, by definition of 〈, 〉1
〈v, Sw〉 = 〈v, w〉1 (for v, w ∈ D)
so that
〈v, w −BSw〉1 = 0 (for all v, w ∈ D)
Since D is dense in V1 (i.e., in the | · |1 topology), BSw = w for w ∈ D. Thus, w ∈ D
is in the range of B, so is in the domain of A, and
Aw = A(BSw) = Sw
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Thus, the domain of A contains that of S and extends S, so the domain of A is
dense in V 1. In fact, B = (1 + T )−1 maps V → V 1 continuously even with the finer
〈, 〉1-topology on V 1: the relation 〈v,Bw〉1 = 〈v, w〉 for v ∈ V 1 with v = Bw gives
|Bw|21 = 〈Bw,Bw〉1 = 〈Bw,w〉 ≤ |Bw| · |w| ≤ |Bw|1 · |w|
The resulting |Bw|1 ≤ |w| gives continuity in the finer topology. 
The proof additionally shows the continuity of (1 + T˜ )−1 : V → V 1 with the finer
topology on V 1. This is a property of Friedrichs’ self-adjoint extensions which is not
shared by the other self-adjoint extensions of a given symmetric operator. This allows
provides an important consequence used in ∆˜a has purely discrete spectrum.
Corollary 20: When the inclusion V 1 → V is compact, the resolvent (1 + T˜ )−1 :
V → V is compact.
Proof. In the notation of the proof of the theorem, B : V → V 1 → V is the
composition of this continuous map with the injection V 1 → V where V 1 has the
finer topology. The composition of a continuous linear map with a compact operator
is compact, so compactness of V 1 → V with the finer topology on V 1 suffices to prove
compactness of the resolvent. 
2.8 Unbounded self-adjoint operators with compact resolvents
The following standard result and its proof are reproduced here for reference (cf.
[Garrett 2018]). In the following, let T be a possibly-unbounded operator with (dense)
domain DT ⊂ V .
Lemma 21: For a not-necessarily-bounded self-adjoint operator T , if T−1 exists and
is compact, then (T − λ)−1 exists and is a compact operator for λ off a discrete set
in C, and is meromorphic in λ. Further, the spectrum of T and non-zero spectrum
of T−1 are in the bijection λ↔ λ−1.
Proof. The set of eigenvalues or point spectrum of T consists of λ ∈ C such that
T −λ fails to be injective. The continuous spectrum consists of λ with T −λ injective
and with dense image, but not surjective. Further, for possibly unbounded operators,
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we require a bounded (and thus continuous) inverse (T − λ)−1 on (T − λ)DT for λ
to be in the continuous spectrum. The residual spectrum consists of λ with T − λ
injective, but (T − λ)DT not dense.
The description of continuous spectrum simplifies for closed T , that is, for T with
closed graph: we claim that for (T −λ)−1 densely defined and continuous, (T −λ)DT
is the whole space, so (T − λ)−1 is everywhere defined, implying λ cannot be in
the residual spectrum. In particular, the continuity gives a constant C such that
|x| ≤ C · |(T − λ)x| for all x ∈ DT . Then (T − λ)xi Cauchy implies xi Cauchy, and
T closed implies T (limxi) = limTxi . Thus, (T − λ)DT is closed and the density of
(T − λ)DT implies it is the whole space.
We need to prove that for T−1 compact, the resolvent (T − λ)−1 exists and is
compact for λ off a discrete set, and is meromorphic in λ. The non-zero spectrum of
the compact self-adjoint operator T−1 is point spectrum, from basic spectral theory
for compact operators (see [Garrett 2018] and references therein). We claim that the
spectrum of T and non-zero spectrum of T−1 are in the natural bijection λ ↔ λ−1.
Since both T and (the multiplication operator) λ are invertible (and thus injective),
the algebraic identities
T−1 − λ−1 = T−1(λ− T )λ−1 T − λ = T (λ−1 − T−1)λ
imply that failure of either T − λ or T−1 − λ−1 to be injective forces the failure of
the other, so the point spectra are identical. For (non-zero) λ−1 not an eigenvalue of
compact T−1, T−1−λ−1 is injective and has a continuous, everywhere-defined inverse.
That is, by the spectral theorem for self-adjoint compact operators, if S is a compact
self-adjoint then S − λ is surjective for λ 6= 0 not an eigenvalue of S. For such λ,
inverting the relation T − λ = T (λ−1 − T−1)λ gives
(T − λ)−1 = λ−1(λ−1 − T−1)−1T−1
from which (T − λ)−1 is continuous and everywhere-defined so that λ cannot be in
the spectrum of T . Finally, λ = 0 is not in the spectrum of T , because T−1 exists
and is continuous. This establishes the bijection.
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Thus, for T−1 compact self-adjoint, the spectrum of T is countable, with no ac-
cumulation point in C. Letting Rλ = (T − λ)−1 the resolvent relation
Rλ = (Rλ −R0) +R0 = (λ− 0)RλR0 +R0 = (λRλ + 1) ◦R0
expresses Rλ as the composition of a continuous operator with a compact operator,
proving its compactness. 
Continuity is then immediate from Hilbert’s relation
(T−λ)−1(λ−µ)(T−µ)−1 = (T−λ)−1((T−µ)−(T−λ))(T−µ)−1 = (T−λ)−1−(T−µ)−1
Dividing through by λ− µ then gives
(T − λ)−1 − (T − µ)−1
λ− µ = (T − λ)
−1(T − µ)−1
proving differentiability.
2.9 Distributional characterization of Friedrichs extensions
Describing Friedrichs extensions of restrictions of ∆ in terms of distributions can
facilitate a finer analysis (cf. [Bombieri-Garrett 2018] and [Garrett 2018] for details).
In particular, for the cases being examined, this can be done abstractly and in the
same context as the construction of the Friedrichs extension (cf. [Garrett 2018] §11.2).
Let V be a Hilbert space with a complex conjugation map v → v¯ compatible
with the hermitian inner product on V (i.e., for v, w ∈ V , 〈v, w〉 = 〈w, v〉, etc.).
This gives a complex-linear isomorphism c : V → V ∗ of V to its dual V ∗ via Riesz-
Fre´chet composed with complex conjugation, by c : v → 〈·, v¯〉. Let S be a symmetric
operator on V with dense domain D, with 〈Sv, v〉 ≥ 〈v, v〉 for v ∈ D. Suppose that
S commutes with the conjugation map. Put 〈x, y〉1 = 〈Sx, y〉 for x, y ∈ D,and let V 1
be the completion of D with respect to this norm. The identity map D → D induces
a continuous injection j : V 1 → V with dense image.
Write V −1 for the Hilbert-space dual (V 1)∗ of V 1, with hermitian inner product
〈, 〉−1. Let j∗ be the adjoint map j∗ : V ∗ → (V 1)∗ of j, so composition with complex
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conjugation c gives
V 1
j // V
j∗◦c
))
c
// V
j∗
// V −1
D
OO >>
There is a continuous linear map S] : V 1 → V −1, with the respective topologies, given
by
S](x)(y) = 〈x, y¯〉1 (for x, y ∈ V 1)
By Riesz-Fre´chet, this map is a topological isomorphism.
Lemma 22: The restriction of S] to the domain of S˜ is j∗ ◦ c ◦ S˜ . The domain of
S˜ is
domain S˜ = D˜ = {x ∈ V 1 : S]x ∈ (j∗ ◦ c)V }
Proof. (We recall the proof from [Garrett 2018] §11.2 and §9.2) By construction of
the Friedrichs extension, its domain is exactly D˜ = S˜−1V . Thus, for x = S˜−1x′ with
x′ ∈ V , for all y ∈ V 1
(S]x)(y) = (S]S˜−1x′)(y) = 〈S˜−1x′, y¯〉−1 = 〈x, y¯〉 = ((j∗ ◦ c)x′)(y) = ((j∗ ◦ c ◦ S˜)x)(y)
Thus, the restriction of S] to the domain D˜ of S˜ is essentially S˜, namely,
S]
∣∣
D˜
= (j∗ ◦ c ◦ S˜)∣∣
D˜
Which implies that S] : V 1 → V −1 extends S˜. However, we also have that for
S]x = (j∗ ◦ c)y with y ∈ V , this then implies that for all z ∈ V 1
〈z, x¯〉1 = (S]x)(z) = ((j∗ ◦ c)y)(z) = (λy)(jz) = 〈jz, y¯〉 = 〈z, S˜−1y¯〉1
giving x¯ = S˜−1y¯ and the domain of S˜ is as claimed. 
In the following, the development is made in the context of application to the
case of pseudo-Eisenstein series Ψφ with φ ∈ C∞c (a,∞). Let Θ ⊂ D be stable
under conjugation, and stable under S. Let VΘ be the (closure of the) orthogonal
complement to Θ in V . Let SΘ be the restriction of S to DΘ = D ∩ VΘ. The S-
stability assumption on Θ gives S(DΘ) ⊂ VΘ. While DΘ = D ∩ VΘ ⊂ V 1 ∩ VΘ, and
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since both V 1 and VΘ are closed in V (so their intersection is closed), we have that
the V 1 closure of DΘ is a subset of V
1∩VΘ. However, the V 1-density of DΘ in V 1∩VΘ
is not clear in general and we must assume that DΘ is V
1-dense in V 1 ∩ VΘ. This is
shown under the hypotheses in the cases we are interested (see density of automorphic
test functions and also [Garrett 2018] §10.3.1).
This density assumption legitimizes the natural sequel: SΘ with domain DΘ is
densely defined and symmetric on VΘ, so it has a Friedrichs extension S˜Θ, with domain
D˜Θ. The extension
(SΘ)
] : V 1 ∩ VΘ → (V 1 ∩ VΘ)∗
is described by
(SΘ)
∗(x)(y) = 〈x, y〉1 (for x, y ∈ V 1 ∩ VΘ)
Let
iΘ : V
1 ∩ VΘ → V 1 i∗Θ : V −1 = (V 1)∗ → (V 1 ∩ VΘ)∗
be the inclusion and its adjoint, fitting into a diagram
V 1
j // V
j∗◦c // V −1
i∗Θ

V 1 ∩ VΘ
iΘ
OO
// VΘ
OO
(V 1 ∩ VΘ)∗
As in [Garrett 2018] we have:
Claim 23: (SΘ)
] = i∗Θ ◦ S] ◦ iΘ, and the domain of S˜Θ is
DΘ = {x ∈ V 1 ∩ VΘ : (S] ◦ iΘ)x ∈ (j∗ ◦ c)V + Θ}
= {x ∈ V 1 ∩ VΘ : S]Θx ∈ (i∗Θ ◦ j∗ ◦ c)V }
and S˜Θx = y, with x ∈ V 1 ∩ VΘ and y ∈ V , if and only if (S] ◦ iΘ)x = (j∗ ◦ c)y + θ
for some θ in the V −1-closure of (j∗ ◦ c)Θ.
Proof. The assumption of denseness of DΘ in V
1 ∩ VΘ legitimizes formation of the
Friedrichs extension as an unbounded self-adjoint operator (densely defined) on V .
For x, y ∈ V 1 ∩ VΘ
(i∗Θ ◦ S] ◦ iΘ)(x)(y) = S](x)(y) = 〈iΘx, iΘy¯〉1 = 〈x, y¯〉1 = (SΘ)](x)(y)
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which is the first statement of the claim. From the above, the Friedrichs extension
S˜Θ is characterized by
〈z, S˜−1Θ y〉1 = 〈z, y〉 (for z ∈ DΘ and y ∈ VΘ)
so that, given S]x = (j∗ ◦ c)y + θ with x ∈ V 1 ∩ VΘ, y ∈ V , and θ in the V −1 closure
of (j∗ ◦ c)Θ, take z ∈ DΘ and compute
〈x, z¯〉1 =(S]x)(z) = ((j∗ ◦ c)y + θ)(z) = (j∗y¯)(z) + θ(z)
=〈z, y¯〉+ 0 = 〈y, S˜−1Θ Sz¯〉 = 〈S˜−1Θ y, Sz¯〉 = 〈S˜−1Θ y, z¯〉1
thus showing that S˜−1Θ x = y. However, (SΘ)
]x = (i∗Θ◦j∗◦c)y if and only if (S]◦iΘ)x =
y + θ for some θ ∈ keri∗Θ, and keri∗Θ is the closure of Θ in V −1. 
2.10 Re-characterizing pseudo-Laplacians in terms of distributions
The re-characterization of Friedrichs extensions in terms of distributions applies to
pseudo-Laplacians ∆˜a for a  1 large enough so that the density results developed
in density of automorphic test functions legitimizes the discussion. This will be
needed for meromorphic continuation of Eisenstein series beyond the critical line.
Our discussion follows [Garrett 2018].
Refering to the notation of the previous section, take V = L2(Γ\G/K), use the
pointwise conjugation map c : L2(Γ\G/K) → L2(Γ\G/K), let D = C∞c (Γ\G/K),
put S = (1−∆)∣∣
D
, and let Θ = Θa be the space of pseudo-Eisenstein series Ψφ with
φ ∈ C∞c (a,+∞) with a 1 large enough so that the density discussion above holds.
Let V 1 = B1 be the completion of D with respect to the norm given by
|f |2B1 =
∫
Γ\G/K
(1−∆)f · f¯ = 〈(1−∆)f, f〉
Let B−1 be the Hilbert space dual of B1. Letting j : B1 → V be the inclusion and
j∗ its adjoint, we have a picture
B1
j // V
j∗ ◦ c //B−1
Letting ηa be the functional on D which evaluates constant terms at height a, the
proof of the following lemma uses the standard spectral theory on multi-tori:
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Lemma 24: For a 1 sufficiently large, ηa ∈ B−1.
Proof. As expected, take b′  1 large enough so that the standard Siegel set
Sb′ meets no translate γSb′ with γ ∈ Γ unless γ ∈ N ∩ Γ, so that the cylinder
Cb′ = (P ∩Γ)\Sb′ injects to Γ\G/K. Take a > b′. Since the support of ηa is compact
and properly inside Sb′ , there is a test function ψ identically 1 on the support of ηa,
and supported inside Sb′. Then ψ · ηa = ηa, in the sense that ηa(f) = ηa(ψf) for all
test functions f . Thus, it suffices to consider test functions with support in a subset
X = (N∩Γ)\N×(b′, b′′) of the cylinder Cb′ = (N∩Γ)\N×(b′,+∞) ≈ (Z\R)r×(b′, b′′),
with b′′ < +∞.
Identifying the endpoints of the finite interval (b′, b′′) ⊂ [b′, b′′] identifies it with
another circle, thus imbedding X ⊂ Tr+1. In this case, the B1 and L2 norms on X
are uniformly comparable to those on Tr+1 descended from the Euclidean versions.
Thus, to prove ηa ∈ B−1, it suffices to prove that the functional θ given by integration
along Tr × {0} inside Tr+1 is in the corresponding B−1 space there. The advantage
is that we can use Fourier series, since the spectral theory of T and Tn is already
available (cf. [Garrett 2018] §10.2 and §11.3).
That is, parametrizing Tr+1 as Zr+1\Rr+1, let ψξ be ψ(x) = e2piiξ·x for ξ, x ∈ R
and ξ · x the usual inner product on Rr+1. Letting ξ = (ξ1, . . . , ξr+1), the Fourier
coefficients of θ are
θ(ξ) = θ(ψξ) =
∫
Tr×{0}
ψξ(x) dx =
0 (for (ξ1, . . . , ξr) 6= (0 . . . 0))1 (for (ξ1, . . . , ξr) = (0 . . . 0))
Thus, the sth Sobolev norm of θ is∑
ξ∈Zr+1
|θ(ξ)|2 · (1 + |ξ|2)s =
∑
ξr+1∈Z
1 · (1 + |ξr+1|2)s
which is finite for Re(s) < −1
2
. Certainly it is finite for s = −1, giving the desired
conclusion. 
In the previous lemma, on Tr+1, θ is certainly the suitable Sobolev space limit of
its finite subsums, which are smooth. This pulls back to an assertion that ηa is in
the B1 closure of test functions. We need a stronger assertion in order to use the
re-characterization of the previous section. Following [Garrett 2018], we have:
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Lemma 25: ηa is in the B
−1-closure of Θ.
Proof. Again, by the previous lemma, ηa is a B
−1-limit of a sequence {fr} of test
functions on Γ\G/K or on the cylinder Cb′ . Following the approach in [Garrett 2018]
§10.3, we show that suitable smooth truncations of the fr, to put them into Θ, still
converge to ηa in B
−1. As in the previous proof, using a  1, we can convert the
question to one on Tr+1 or on Tr×R. Further, since nothing is happening in the first
r coordinates, it suffices to consider prove the following claim on R.
That is, in the standard Sobolev spaces Hs on R (see [Garrett 2018] and references
therein), we claim that the standard Dirac δ on R is an H−1 limit of a sequence of test
functions supported in [0,+∞). Let u be a test function on R which is 0 in (−∞, 0],
is non-negative with integral 1 on [0,+∞). For n = 1, 2, 3, . . ., let ur(t) = n · u(nt).
We claim that ur → δ in H−1. Taking Fourier transforms,
ûr(ξ) =
∫
R
e−2piiξtn · u(nt)dt =
∫
R
e−2piiξt/nu(t)dt = û(ξ/n)
The Fourier transform of δ is 1, since δ(t→ e2piiξt) = 1 for all ξ ∈ R. The function û
is still a Schwartz function. We want to show that, as n→ +∞,∫
R
∣∣û(ξ/n)− 1∣∣2 · (1 + ξ2)−1dξ → 0
Certainly û is bounded, so, given ε > 0, there is N  1 such that for all n∫
|ξ|≥N
∣∣û(ξ/n)− 1∣∣2 · (1 + ξ2)−1dξ < ε
By the differentiability of û,
uˆ(ξ/n) = û(0) + (ξ/n) · û ′(to) (for some to between 0 and ξ/n)
Since the integral of u is 1, uˆ(0) = 1. The derivative u is continuous, so has a bound
B on [−1, 1]. For |ξ| ≤ N , take n large enough so that |ξ/n| < ε ≤ 1. Then∫
|ξ|≤N
∣∣û(ξ/n)− 1∣∣2 · (1 + ξ2)−1dξ = ∫
|ξ|≥N
∣∣(ξ/n) · û ′(to)∣∣2 · (1 + ξ2)−1dξ
≤
∫
|ξ|≤N
ε2 ·B2 · (1 + ξ2)−1dξ ≤ ε2 ·B2
∫
R
(1 + ξ2)−1dξ  ε
So that, in the spectral-side description of the topology on H−1, we have the desired
convergence. 
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Corollary 26: ∆˜u = f for f ∈ L2a(Γ\G/K) if and only if u ∈ B1 ∩ L2a(Γ\G/K),
and ∆u = f + c · ηa for some constant c.
Remark 27: In particular, the proof mechanisms just above show that u ∈ B1 ∩
L2a(Γ\G/K) implies that the constant term is in the Euclidean Sobolev space H1(R)
as a function of the coordinate y. By Sobolev imbedding (see [Garrett 2018] chapters
9 and 12), this implies continuity of the constant term, so vanishing in η > a implies
ηau = 0. Conversely, if u ∈ B1 and ηau = 0, we could truncate u at height a without
disturbing the condition u ∈ B1, to put ∧au in B1 ∩ L2a(Γ\G/K). In fact, after we
have the meromorphic continuation of Eisenstein series in hand, and once we have a
spectral form of global automorphic Sobolev spaces Bs, one can easily prove that the
conditions (∆− λ)u = ηa, u ∈ B1, and ηau = 0 imply ηb′u = 0 for all b′ ≥ a.
Remark 28: For λw not the eigenvalue of a cuspform, the homogeneous equation
(∆ − λw)u = 0 has no non-zero solution, so the constant c must be non-zero for
non-zero u.
Proof. Using the distributional characterization above for the Friedrichs extension,
the previous lemma shows that ηa is in the B
−1 closure Θ−1 of Θ = Θa. Then, for
a 1, we must show that the intersection of that closure with the image ∆B1 is at
most C · ηa.
On one hand, because a  1, Θ−1 consists of distributions which, on a Siegel
set Sb′ with b
′ just slightly less than a, have support inside Sa ⊂ Sb′ . On the
cylinder Cb′ = Γ∞\Sb′ , the product of circles (N ∩ Γ)\N ≈ Tr acts by translations,
descending to the quotient from G/K. By reduction theory, the restrictions to Ca′ of
every pseudo-Eisenstein series Ψφ with φ ∈ C∞c [a,∞) are invariant under (N ∩Γ)\N ,
so anything in the B−1 closure is likewise invariant.
On the other hand, consider the possible images of B1 ∩ L2a(Γ\G/K) by ∆. Cer-
tainly D∩VΘ consists of functions with constant term vanishing in η ≥ a, and taking
B1 completion preserves this property. Since Θ−1 is (N ∩ Γ)\N -invariant and the
Laplacian commutes with the group action, it suffices to look at (N ∩ Γ)\N -integral
averages restricted to the cylinder Cb′ . Such an integral is a restriction of the constant
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term cPv to Cb′ , and vanishes in η > a.
Thus, the intersection of possible images by ∆˜a with Θ−1 consists of (N ∩ Γ)\N -
invariant distributions in B−1 supported on Z = {η ≤ a} ∩ {η ≥ a} ≈ (N ∩ Γ)\N .
Distributions supported on submanifolds (cf. [Garrett 2018] §11.A) are obtained as
compositions of derivatives transverse to Z composed with a distribution supported on
Z. By uniqueness of invariant distributions (cf. [Garrett 2018] §14.4), the only (N ∩
Γ)\N -invariant distribution on Z ≈ (N ∩ Γ)\N is (a scalar multiple of) integration
on (N ∩ Γ)\N .
Certainly ηa itself is among these functionals. No higher-order derivative (com-
posed with ηa) gives a functional in B
−1, as is visible already on R: computing the
sth Sobolev norm of the nth derivative δ(n) of the Euclidean Dirac δ,
∣∣δ(n)∣∣2
Hs
=
∫
R
∣∣δ̂(n)(ξ)∣∣2 · (1 + ξ2)sdξ = ∫
R
∣∣(−2piiξ)n∣∣2 · (1 + ξ2)sdξ
This is finite only for s < −(1 + n). 
2.11 Meromorphic continuation of Eisenstein series to Re(s) > 1
2
Again, following [Garrett 2018], let ∆˜ be the Friedrichs extension of the restriction of
the Laplacian ∆ to C∞c (Γ\G/K). The Friedrichs construction shows that the domain
of ∆˜ is contained in a Sobolev space
domain ∆˜ ⊂ B1 = completion of C∞c (Γ\G/K) under 〈v, w〉B1 = 〈(1−∆)v, w〉
We will see that the quotient Γ\G/K is a union of a compact part Yo and a non-
compact part Y∞. Conveniently, Y∞ has a simple geometric form as a product of a
compact manifold and a ray (i.e., a real interval (0,∞)).
Γ\G/K = Yo ∪ Y∞ (compact Yo, cusp neighborhood Y∞)
where, with a 1 as before, the normalized height function η(nxmyk) = yn provides
a characterization
Y∞ = image of {g ∈ G/K : η(g) ≥ a} = Γ∞\{g ∈ G/K : η(g) ≥ a} ≈ X × [a,∞)
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Where X is a compact manifold. In the first case considered, O(r, 1), where the
unipotent radical is abelian, X will be a multi-torus Zn\Rn so that conventional
Fourier methods can be used. In the somewhat more complicated cases of U(r, 1) and
Sp∗(r, 1), the spectral theory of the Laplacian on compact manifolds will be needed.
Define a smooth cut-off function φ (these will be used extensively in the sections
on the density of automorphic test functions and smooth truncations of tails): fix
a < a′′ < a′ large enough so that the image of {(x, y) ∈ G/K : y > a′′} in the
quotient lies within Y∞, and let
0 = φ(y) (for y ≤ a′′)
0 ≤ φ(y) ≤ 1 (for a′′ ≤ y ≤ a′)
1 = φ(y) (for a′ ≤ y)
Form a pseudo-Eisenstein series hs by winding up the smoothly cut-off function φ(g) ·
η(g)s:
hs(g) =
∑
γ∈Γ∞\Γ
φ(γg) · η(γg)s
Since φ is supported on η ≥ a′′ for large a′′, for any g ∈ G/K there is at most one
non-vanishing summand in the expression for hs, so that convergence is not an issue.
Thus, the pseudo-Eisenstein series hs is entire as a function-valued function of s.
Following [Colin de Verdie`re 1981] and [Garrett 2018], let
E˜s = hs−(∆˜−λs)−1(∆−λs)hs (where λs = (r−1)2 ·s(s−1) with r−1 = dim N)
Now we can meromorphically continue from Re(s) > 1 up to the critical line.
Lemma 29: E˜s − hs is a holomorphic B1-valued function of s for Re(s) > 12 and
Im(s) 6= 0.
Proof. From Friedrichs’ construction ([Friedrichs 1935], [Garrett 2018] §9.2), the
resolvent (∆˜ − λs)−1 exists as an everywhere-defined, continuous operator for s ∈ C
as long as λs is not a non-positive real number, because of the non-positiveness of ∆.
Further, for λs not a non-positive real, this resolvent is a holomorphic operator-valued
function. In fact, for such λs, the resolvent (∆˜ − λs)−1 injects from L2(Γ\G/K) to
B1. 
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Remark 30: The smooth function (∆−λs)hs is supported on the image of b ≤ y ≤ b′
in Γ\G/K, which is compact. Thus, it is in L2(Γ\G/K). E˜s does not vanish, since
the resolvent maps to the domain of ∆˜ inside L2(Γ\G/K), and that hs is not in
L2(Γ\G/K) for Re(s) > 1
2
. Specifically, since hs is not in L
2(Γ\G/K) but (∆˜ −
λs)
−1(∆− λs)hs is in L2(Γ\G/K), the difference cannot vanish.
Theorem 31: With λs = s · (s− 1) not non-positive real, u = E˜s − hs is the unique
element of the domain of ∆˜ such that
(∆˜− λs)u = −(∆− λs)hs
Thus, E˜s is the usual Eisenstein series Es for Re(s) > 1, and gives an analytic
continuation of Es − hs as B1-valued function to Re(s) > 12 with s /∈ (12 , 1].
Proof. See [Colin de Verdie`re 1981] and also [Garrett 2018] chapter 11: to obtain
the complete meromorphic continuation requires more. 
2.12 The approach followed in this paper
The general strategy followed in this work is to examine the structures of classical
groups meeting certain criteria and showing that these criteria imply the validity of
tail estimates that establish a Rellich compact imbedding of associated Sobolev-like
function spaces into the relevant Lax-Phillips spaces of pseudo-cuspforms.
The Rellich lemma, applied to the Friedrichs extension of the restricion of the
Laplacian to a dense sub-space of test functions in the Lax-Phillips space subse-
quently establishes the discreteness of the spectrum of this Friedrichs extension and
the meromorphic continuation of Eisenstein series.
This requires demonstrating several tail estimates, at both the levels of L2 and
smooth functions, along with verifying the density of a space of smooth, compactly-
supported functions (the automorphic test functions) in the Lax-Phillips space.
The first part of the paper concerns explicit illustration of this approach for several
families of classical groups: O(r, 1), U(r, 1) and Sp∗(r, 1). These families provide
calculations in a very concrete setting. In the case of O(r, 1), the unipotent radical
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is abelian which permits the use of standard Fourier series on the quotient (N ∩
Γ)\N , while the cases of U(r, 1) and Sp∗(r, 1) involve somewhat greater technical
challenges. The approach is then applied to a more generally-defined family of Q-
rank one groups where the application of standard compactness results (the Units
Theorem and Compactness of Anisotropic Quotients) guarantee the applicability of
an analogous approach used in the earlier cases.
3 Some useful lemmas
3.1 Trapping a compact operator in maps between Hilbert spaces
The following lemma from [Garrett 2018] (§10.7.3) will repeatedly prove useful in the
sequel and we repeat its proof here.
Lemma 32: Let A,B,C,D be Hilbert spaces, with a commutative diagram of con-
tinuous linear maps
A
R

// B
T

C
S
// D
with T : B → D compact, and S : C → D with constant m > 0 such that |v|C ≤
m|Sv|D for all v ∈ C. Then R : A→ C is also compact.
Proof. Let X be the closed unit ball in A, with image Y in C. By continuity, the
image of X in B is inside a finite-radius ball Z. By compactness of T : B → D,
given ε > 0, the image of Z in D is covered by finitely-many ε
m
-balls V1, . . . , Vr. The
condition on S assures that the inverse images S−1(SY ∩ Vj) are contained in ε-balls
in C. Thus, Y is covered by finitely-many ε-balls in C. This holds for every ε > 0,
so the image Y is pre-compact, and R : A→ C is compact. 
3.2 Projections via smooth functions
The following simple lemma is used repeatedly.
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Lemma 33: Let U ⊂ V be open subsets of Rn. Let τ be a smooth, real-valued function
that takes values in [0, 1] and which has compact support contained in U . Then the
smooth projection given by domain truncation
f → τ · f : B1(V )→ B1(U)
is continous and has bound depending only on τ and its derivatives.
Proof. This is a purely local result so we could take U and V to be concentric balls.
Specifically, using the symmetry of 〈, 〉
|τ · f |B1(U) =
∫
U
|τ · f |2 + 〈∇(τ · f),∇(τ · f)〉
=
∫
U
|τ · f |2 + |τ |2|∇f |2 + |f |2|∇τ |2 + 2τf〈∇f,∇τ〉
and
|τ · f |2 ≤ |f |2
|τ |2|∇f |2 ≤ constant× |∇f |2
|f |2|∇τ |2 ≤ constant× |f |2 (i.e., since τ is smooth and compactly supported)
2τf〈∇f,∇τ〉 = − 2τ 2|∆f |2 ≤ constant× |∇f |2
so the left-hand-side is bounded by a constants times |f |2 + |∇f |2. 
4 Three groups: O(r, 1), U(r, 1) and Sp∗(r, 1)
4.1 The Casimir operator for O(r, 1)
4.1.1 Iwasawa coordinates on N , M and P ∩K
Let G ≈ O(r, 1):
G = {g ∈ GLr+1(R) | g>Sg = S}
where the form S will be one of
S =

0 0 1
0 1r−1 0
1 0 0
 S ′ =

1r 0
0 −1

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A Cayley element is
C =

√
1
2
0 −
√
1
2
0 1r−1 0√
1
2
0
√
1
2

We have
CS ′C−1 = CS ′C> = S
Thus, the two forms S and S ′ give isomorphic isometry groups. The S ′ version is
more convenient for identifying the maximal compact subgroup of G but the S version
more clearly reveals the minimal parabolic P as the stabilizer of a maximal isotropic
flag as follows.
Let e1, . . . er+1 be the standard basis of Rr+1 where ei is a column vector with a
1 in the ith position and 0’s elsewhere. With S as above, we see that e>1 Se1 = 0 =
e>r+1Ser+1 while e
>
i Sei = 1 for i 6= 1 or r + 1. The two one-dimensional subspaces
spanned by e1 and er+1 are maximal isotropic. Additionally, since e
>
r+1Se1 = 1 =
e>1 Ser+1, e1 and er+1 are a hyperbolic pair. We take P as the subgroup of G that
fixes the (maximal isotropic) space spanned by e1.
Any linear map that sends 〈e1〉 to itself is automatically an isometry on the sub-
space spanned by e1, since e1 is isotropic, so by Witt’s theorem can be extended to
an isometry of S, and thus lies in G. Thus P consists of matrices of the form
∗ ∗ ∗
0 ∗ ∗
0 0 ∗

with appropriate relations, and with an (r − 1) × (r − 1) block in the middle. A
maximal compact, visible with the diagonal version of the form, is:
K = O(r)×O(1) = G ∩O(r + 1) (standard O(r + 1))
An Iwasawa decomposition is G = PK, with P a minimal parabolic (i.e., the stabilizer
of a maximal isotropic flag as above). The maximal compact subgroup of G will have
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non-trivial intersection with P , contained in its Levi component, given by
P ∩K = P ∩O(r + 1) = M ∩O(r + 1) ≈ O(r − 1)×O(1)
which is visible as 
±1 0 0
0 h 0
0 0 ±1

with h ∈ Or−1(R). Since N ∩K = {1}, we have that N is of the shape
1 u a
0 1r−1 v>
0 0 1

Where u, v ∈ Rr−1 and a ∈ R. The relation g>Sg = S establishes u = −v and
a = − |v|2
2
= − |u|2
2
so that elements of the standard unipotent radical N of P are
N = {nx =

1 x −1
2
|x|2
0 1r−1 −x>
0 0 1

: x ∈ Rr−1}
The standard Levi component is
M = {my =

±y 0 0
0 h 0
0 0 ± 1
y

: for y > 0 and h ∈ Or−1(R)}
and the split component of the Levi component is
A+ = {my =

y 0 0
0 1r−1 0
0 0 1
y

: for y > 0)}
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The model of real hyperbolic n-space as
G/K ≈ O(r, 1)/(O(r)×O(1)) ≈ NM/(M ∩K) ≈ N × A+
provides coordinates x ∈ N ≈ Rr−1, y ∈ A+ ≈ R× from the Iwasawa decomposition
giving
G/K 3 nxmyK ←→ (x, y) ∈ Rr−1 × (0,∞)
4.1.2 Casimir in terms of the Lie algebra of O(r, 1)
The Lie algebra g ≈ o(r, 1) is
g = {γ ∈ glr+1(R) : exptγ ∈ O(r, 1), ∀t ∈ R} = {γ : γ> = −SγS−1}
Thus a necessary condition is that since (eγ)>S(eγ) = S
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
(etγ)>S(etγ) = 0 = γ>S + Sγ
This implies γ> = −SγS−1 which also is sufficient since exponentiation respects
transpose and conjugation:
(etγ)> = etγ
>
= e−tSγS
−1
= Se−tγS−1
so that
(etγ)>Setγ = (Se−tγS−1)Setγ = S
To express the Casimir operator in a fashion consonant with the Iwasawa decompo-
sition, note that the right action of k annihilates functions on G/K. Let e1, . . . er−1
be the standard (row-vector) basis for Rr−1 so that ei = (0, . . . , 1, . . . 0) with a “1” in
the ith place. Let
H =

1 0 0
0 0r−1 0
0 0 −1
 Xi =

0 ei 0
0 0r−1 −e>i
0 0 0
 Yi = X>i =

0 0 0
e>i 0r−1 0
0 −ei 0

This misses exactly the elements in Lie(P ∩ O(r + 1)) ≈ o(r − 1). These can be
supplied by including
{

0 0 0
0 β 0
0 0 0
 with − β = β>} ≈ o(r − 1) ⊂ k
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Choose an orthonormal basis θi for this copy of o(r − 1) with respect to B(·, ·), for
instance, θi =
√
2
2
(eij − eji) where eij is the matrix with a 1 in the ijth spot for i < j,
i, j ∈ {1, r − 1} and 0 elsewhere. Using the trace pairing B(X, Y ) = tr(X, Y ) (a
scalar multiple of Killing) we have the following relations
B(H,H) = 2
B(H,Xi) = tr(e1i) = 0 = B(H,Yj) = tr(enj) = 0
B(Xi, Yj) = tr

δij 0 0
0 δij 0
0 0 0
 = 2δij
B(θi, θj) = −δij
B(H, θk) = B(Xi, θk) = B(Yj, θk) = 0 ∀i, j, k
With respect to the trace pairing (with ′ denoting dual as above):
H ′ =
1
2
·H X ′i =
1
2
· Yi = 1
2
·X>i [Xi, Yi] = H θ′j = −θj
Notably, the skew-symmetric Xi − Yi lies in k and thus acts by 0 on the right on
functions on G/K. For f a right K-invariant function on G, it suffices to evaluate
Ωf at group elements nxmy since Ω preserves the right K-invariance. Thus
Ω = H ·H ′ +
∑
i
Xi ·X ′i +
∑
i
Yi · Y ′i +
∑
j
θjθ
′
j
Ω =
1
2
H2 +
1
2
r−1∑
i=1
Xi · Yi + 1
2
r−1∑
i=1
Yi ·Xi −
∑
j
θ2j
=
1
2
H2 +
1
2
r−1∑
i=1
(Xi · Yi + Yi ·Xi)−
∑
j
θ2j
=
1
2
H2 +
1
2
r−1∑
i=1
(2Xi · Yi + [Yi, Xi])−
∑
j
θ2j
=
1
2
H2 − r − 1
2
H +
r−1∑
i=1
Xi · Yi −
∑
j
θ2j
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=
1
2
H2 − r − 1
2
H +
r−1∑
i=1
(X2i +Xi(Yi −Xi)︸ ︷︷ ︸
acts by 0
)−
∑
j
θ2j︸︷︷︸
acts by 0
=
1
2
H2 − r − 1
2
H +
r−1∑
i=1
X2i + (acts by 0)
4.1.3 Casimir on G/K in Iwasawa coordinates
Exponentiating
etH =
∞∑
k=0
(tH)k
k!
=

et 0 0
0 1r−1 0
0 0 e−t
 = met
etXi =
∞∑
n=0
(tXi)
k
k!
=

1 t · ei − t22
0 1r−1 −t · e>i
0 0 1

= nt·ei
So that nxmy · etH = nxmymet = nxmyet since multiplication in M is homomorphic
to multiplication in R×. To determine H as an operator on G/K, let g ∈ G with
corresponding g = nx0myo
H · f(g) = d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
f(g ·met) = d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
f(nx0my0et) = y0
∂
∂y
∣∣∣∣
(nx0my0 )
f
so H acts by y ∂
∂y
. A convenient relation is
my · etXi = my · ntei =

y 0 0
0 1r−1 0
0 0 1
y


1 t · ei − t22
0 1r−1 −t · e>i
0 0 1
 =

y yt · ei −yt22
0 1r−1 −t · e>i
0 0 1
y

nytei ·my =

1 yt · ei −y2t22
0 1r−1 −yt · e>i
0 0 1


y 0 0
0 1r−1 0
0 0 1
y
 =

y yt · ei −yt22
0 1r−1 −t · e>i
0 0 1
y

which gives
nx ·my · etXi = nx ·my · ntei = nx · nytei ·my = nx+ytei ·my
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Using the same coordinates for g to determine the operator Xi and, thus, X
2
i
Xi · f(g) = d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
f(g · ntei) =
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
f(nx0my0 · ntei) =
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
f(nx0+y0teimy0)
= y0
∂
∂xi
∣∣∣∣
(nx0my0 )
f
so that
Xi = y
∂
∂xi
and X2i = Xi ◦Xi = y
∂
∂xi
(
y
∂
∂xi
)
=
(
y
∂
∂xi
)2
= y2
∂2
∂x2i
Substituting appropriately in Ω on G/K
Ω =
1
2
(y
∂
∂y
)2 − 1
2
(r − 1)y ∂
∂y
+ y2
r−1∑
i=1
∂2
∂x2i
=
1
2
y2
∂2
∂y2
− 1
2
(r − 2)y ∂
∂y
+ y2
r−1∑
i=1
∂2
∂x2i
To get rid of the mildly annoying break in symmetry due to the factor of 1
2
in the
“H” term, we could with hindsight renormalize coordinates as
Rr−1 × (0,+∞) 3 (x, y)→ nx√2my =

1 x · √2 −|x|2
0 1r−1 −x> ·
√
2
0 0 1


y 0 0
0 1r−1 0
0 0 1
y

(i.e., replacing Xi and Yi above with
√
2 ·Xi and
√
2 · Yi ) giving, on G/K
2 · Ω = y2( ∂
2
∂x21
+ . . .
∂2
∂x2r−1
+
∂2
∂y2
)− (r − 2)y ∂
∂y
Ignoring the factor of 2 and collecting terms
Ω = y2(∆x +
∂2
∂y2
)− (r − 2)y ∂
∂y
4.2 The Casimir operator for U(r, 1)
4.2.1 Iwasawa coordinates on N , M and P ∩K
G = {g ∈ GLr+1(C) | g∗Sg = S} ≈ U(r, 1)
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where the form S will be one of
S =

0 0 1
0 1r−1 0
1 0 0
 S ′ =

1r 0
0 −1

A Cayley element is
C =

√
1
2
0 −
√
1
2
0 1r−1 0√
1
2
0
√
1
2

We have
CS ′C−1 = CS ′C∗ = S
Thus, the two forms S and S ′ give isomorphic isometry groups. The S ′ version is
more convenient for identifying the maximal compact subgroup of G but the S version
more clearly reveals the minimal parabolic P as the stabilizer of a maximal isotropic
flag as follows.
Let e1, . . . er+1 be the standard basis of Cr+1 where ei is a column vector with a 1 in
the ith position and 0’s elsewhere. With S as above, we see that e∗1Se1 = 0 = e
∗
r+1Ser+1
while e∗iSei = 1 for i 6= 1 or r + 1. The two one-dimensional subspaces spanned by
e1 and er+1 are maximal isotropic. Additionally, since e
∗
r+1Se1 = 1 = e
∗
1Ser+1, e1 and
er+1 are a hyperbolic pair. We take P as the subgroup of G that fixes the (maximal
isotropic) space spanned by e1.
Any linear map that sends 〈e1〉 to itself is automatically an isometry on the sub-
space spanned by e1, since e1 is isotropic, so by Witt’s theorem can be extended to
an isometry of S, and thus lies in G. Thus P consists of matrices of the form
∗ ∗ ∗
0 ∗ ∗
0 0 ∗

with appropriate relations, and with an (r − 1) × (r − 1) block in the middle. A
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maximal compact, visible with the diagonal version of the form, is
K = U(n)× U(1) = G ∩ U(r + 1) (standard U(r + 1))
An Iwasawa decomposition is G = PK, with P a minimal parabolic (i.e., the stabilizer
of a maximal isotropic flag as above). The maximal compact subgroup of G will have
non-trivial intersection with P , contained in its Levi component M, given by
P ∩K = P ∩ U(r + 1) = M ∩ U(r + 1) ≈ U(r − 1)× U(1)
which is visible as 
α 0 0
0 h 0
0 0 α¯−1

with h ∈ U(r − 1) and |α| = 1, α ∈ C×. N is of the shape
N = {nz,x =

1 z −1
2
|z|2 + ix
0 1r−1 −z∗
0 0 1
 : z ∈ Cr−1 z = u+iv ∈ Rr−1⊕ iRr−1 x ∈ R}
The standard Levi component is
M = {mα =

α 0 0
0 h 0
0 0 α¯−1
 : for α ∈ C× and h ∈ U(r − 1)}
and the split component of the Levi component is
A+ = {my =

y 0 0
0 1r−1 0
0 0 1
y

: for y > 0)}
The Lie algebra g ≈ u(r, 1) is
g = {γ ∈ glr+1(C) : exptγ ∈ U(r, 1), ∀t ∈ R} = {γ : γ∗ = −SγS−1}
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Specify a real basis for u(r, 1) as:
H =

1 0 0
0 0r−1 0
0 0 −1

H˜ =

i 0 0
0 0r−1 0
0 0 i

X` =

0 e` 0
0 0r−1 −e∗`
0 0 0

X˜` =

0 ie` 0
0 0r−1 ie∗`
0 0 0

Z =

0 0 0
0 0r−1 0
i 0 0

Z˜ =

0 0 i
0 0r−1 0
0 0 0

Y` =

0 0 0
e∗` 0r−1 0
0 −e` 0

Y˜` =

0 0 0
ie∗` 0r−1 0
0 ie` 0

Θ` =

0 0 0
0 θ` 0
0 0 0

{θ`} basis of u(r − 1)
4.2.2 Dual basis for u(r, 1)
To compute a dual basis, use a trace form, which is necessarily a multiple of Killing
B(x, y) = Re(tr(xy)) x, y ∈ g = u(r, 1)
giving, with ′ denoting dual as above
H ′ =
1
2
·H X ′` =
1
2
· Y` = 1
2
·X∗` X˜ ′` = −
1
2
· Y˜` = −1
2
· X˜∗`
Z ′ = −Z˜ H˜ ′ = −1
2
H˜ θ′j = −θj
Conveniently, we have
[X`, Y`] = H [X˜`, Y˜`] = −H [Z, Z˜] = H
The skew-Hermitian symmetry of elements of u(r+1) and u(r−1)⊕u(1) = G∩u(r+
1) = k is used in conjunction with the fact that k acts trivially on functions on G/K,
which shows that the linear combinations of basis elements conveniently fall in k.
H˜ X` − Y` X˜` + Y˜` Z + Z˜
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4.2.3 Rearrangement of Casimir operator on G/K
The Casimir operator in coordinates is
Ωg =
∑
x∈g
x · x′
We wish to express the Casimir operator in a fashion consonant with the Iwasawa
decomposition, taking advantage of the fact that the right action of k annihilates
functions on G/K.
Ωg = H·H ′+H˜·H˜ ′+Z·Z ′+Z˜·Z˜ ′+
r−1∑
`=1
X`·X ′`+
r−1∑
`=1
Y`·Y ′`+
r−1∑
`=1
X˜`·X˜ ′`+
r−1∑
`=1
Y˜`·Y˜ ′`+
r−1∑
j=1
θj·θ′j
Ignoring terms involving H˜ and the θj, which act by 0 on G/K, substitution of the
expressions for dual elements in the above gives
Ωg =
1
2
H2−(Z·Z˜+Z˜·Z)+1
2
r−1∑
`=1
(
X`·Y`+Y`·X`
)−1
2
r−1∑
`=1
(
X˜`·Y˜`+Y˜`·X˜`
)
+{acts by zero}
Since Z + Z˜ ∈ k and [Z, Z˜] = H
Z ·Z˜+Z˜ ·Z = ([Z, Z˜]+Z˜ ·Z)+Z˜ ·Z = H+2·Z˜ ·Z = H+2·( Z˜(Z + Z˜)︸ ︷︷ ︸
acts by 0
−Z˜2) = H−2Z˜2
so
Ωg =
1
2
H2−H+2Z˜2 + 1
2
r−1∑
`=1
(
X` ·Y`+Y` ·X`
)− 1
2
r−1∑
`=1
(
X˜` ·Y˜`+Y˜` ·X˜`
)
+{acts by zero}
Rewriting X` · Y` + Y` ·X` = 2 ·X` · Y` + [Y`, X`]
Ωg =
1
2
H2−H+2Z˜2+1
2
r−1∑
`=1
(
2·X`·Y`+[Y`, X`]
)−1
2
r−1∑
`=1
(
2·X˜`·Y˜`+[Y˜`, X˜`]
)
+{acts by zero}
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Using [X`, Y`] = H and [X˜`, Y˜`] = −H gives
Ωg =
1
2
H2 − r ·H + 2Z˜2 +
r−1∑
`=1
X` · Y` −
r−1∑
`=1
X˜` · Y˜` + {acts by zero}
=
1
2
H2 − r ·H + 2Z˜2 +
r−1∑
`=1
(
X2` −X` · (X` − Y`)︸ ︷︷ ︸
acts by 0
)
+
r−1∑
`=1
(
X˜2` − X˜` · (X˜` + Y˜`)︸ ︷︷ ︸
acts by 0
)
+ {acts by zero}
=
1
2
H2 − r ·H + 2Z˜2 +
r−1∑
`=1
X2` +
r−1∑
`=1
X˜2` + {acts by zero}
4.2.4 Casimir on G/K in Iwasawa coordinates
A model for complex hyperbolic space is
G/K ≈ U(r, 1)/(U(r)× U(1)) ≈ NM/(M ∩K) ≈ N × A+
with coordinates z, x ∈ N ≈ Cr−1×R, y ∈ A+ ≈ R× from the Iwasawa decomposition
giving
G/K 3 nz,xmyK ←→ (z, x, y) ∈ Cr−1 × R× (0,∞)
z ∈ Cr−1 = {z : u+ iv ∈ Rr−1 ⊕ iRr−1} x ∈ R y ∈ R+ = (0,∞)
Let e` be the unit real vector so that
etH =met
etX` =nte`,0 =

1 t · e` − t22
0 1r−1 −t · e∗`
0 0 1

etX˜` =nt(ie`),0 =

1 t · ie` − t22
0 1r−1 −t · (ie`)∗
0 0 1

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To determine the operators on G/K, let G 3 g = nz0,x0myo
H · f(g) = d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
f(g ·met) = d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
f(nz0,x0my0 ·met) =
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
f(nz0,x0my0et)
=y0
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
f(nz0,x0my0et) = y0
∂f
∂y
(nz0,x0my0)
so H acts by y ∂
∂y
and H2 = H(H) = y ∂
∂y
(y ∂
∂y
) = y2 ∂
2
∂y2
+ y ∂
∂y
. We have convenient
relations, similar to those useful for O(r, 1)
my ·etX` = my ·nte`,0 =

y 0 0
0 1r−1 0
0 0 1
y


1 t · e` − t22
0 1r−1 −t · e∗`
0 0 1
 =

y yt · e` −yt22
0 1r−1 −t · e∗`
0 0 1
y

nyte`,0 ·my =

1 yt · e` −y2t22
0 1r−1 −yt · e∗`
0 0 1


y 0 0
0 1r−1 0
0 0 1
y
 =

y yt · e` −yt22
0 1r−1 −t · e∗`
0 0 1
y

my · etX˜` = my · nt(ie`),0 =

y 0 0
0 1r−1 0
0 0 1
y


1 t · ie` − t22
0 1r−1 −t · (ie`)∗
0 0 1

=

y yt · (ie`) −yt22
0 1r−1 −t · (ie`)∗
0 0 1
y

nyt(ie`),0 ·my =

1 yt · (ie`) −y2t22
0 1r−1 −yt · (ie`)∗
0 0 1


y 0 0
0 1r−1 0
0 0 1
y

=

y yt · (ie`) −yt22
0 1r−1 −t · (ie`)∗
0 0 1
y

so that
my · etX` = my · nte`,0 = nyte`,0 ·my
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and
my · etX˜` = my · nt(ie`),0 = nyt(ie`),0 ·my
which give
nx,u ·my · etX` = nx,u ·my · nte`,0 = nx,u · nyte`,0 ·my = nx+yte`,u ·my
and
nx,u ·my · etX˜` = nx,u ·my · nt(ie`),0 = nx,u · nyt(ie`),0 ·my = nx+yt(ie`),u ·my
Use real coordinates z = u+ iv for g to determine the operator Xi
X` · f(g) = d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
f(g · etX`) = d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
f(g · nte`,0) =
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
f(nz0,x0my0 · nte`,0)
=
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
f(nz0+y0te`,x0my0) = y0
∂f
∂u`
(nz0,x0my0)
giving
X` = y
∂
∂u`
and X2` = X`(X`) = y
∂
∂u`
(
y
∂
∂u`
)
=
(
y
∂
∂u`
)2
= y2
∂2
∂u2`
Analogously, X˜` is the imaginary direction v` ≈ i · e`
X˜` · f(g) = d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
f(g · etX˜`) = d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
f(g · ntie`,0) =
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
f(nz0,x0my0 · ntie`,0)
=
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
f(nz0+y0tie`,x0my0) = y0
∂f
∂v`
(nz0,x0my0)
so correspondingly
X˜` = y
∂
∂v`
and X˜2` = X˜`(X˜`) = y
∂
∂v`
(
y
∂
∂v`
)
=
(
y
∂
∂v`
)2
= y2
∂2
∂v2`
Last, for the Z˜ term:
etZ˜ = n0,t =

1 0 it
0 1r−1 0
0 0 1

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Z˜ · f(g) = d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
f(g · etZ˜) = d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
f(g · n0,t) = d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
f(nz0,x0my0 · n0,t)
=
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
f
(
1 z0 − |z0|22 + ix0
0 1r−1 z∗0
0 0 1


y0 0 0
0 1r−1 0
0 0 1
y0


1 0 it
0 1r−1 0
0 0 1

)
=
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
f
(
1 z0 − |z0|22 + ix0
0 1r−1 z∗0
0 0 1


y0 0 iy0t
0 1r−1 0
0 0 1
y0

)
=
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
f
(
y0 z0 − |z0|22y0 + i(x0y0 + y0t)
0 1r−1 1y0 z
∗
0
0 0 1
y0

)
=
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
f
(
1 z0 − |z0|22 + i(x0 + y20t)
0 1r−1 z∗0
0 0 1


y0 0 0
0 1r−1 0
0 0 1
y0

)
=
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
f(z0, (x0 + y
2
0t), y0) = y
2
0
∂f
∂x
(z0, x0, y0)
so correspondingly
Z˜ = y2
∂
∂x
and Z˜2 = Z˜ ◦ Z˜ = y2 ∂
∂x
(
y2
∂
∂x
)
=
(
y2
∂
∂x
)2
= y4
∂2
∂x2
Substituting appropriately in Ω on G/K
Ωg =
1
2
H2 − r ·H + 2Z˜2 +
r−1∑
`=1
X2` +
r−1∑
`=1
X˜2` + {acts by zero}
=
1
2
(
y2
∂2
∂y2
+ y
∂
∂y
)− r · (y ∂
∂y
)
+ 2y4
∂2
∂x2
+ y2
r−1∑
`=1
∂2
∂u2`
+ y2
r−1∑
`=1
∂2
∂v2`
+ {acts by zero}
=
1
2
y2
∂2
∂y2
− 2r − 1
2
y
∂
∂y
+ 2y4
∂2
∂x2
+ y2
( r−1∑
`=1
∂2
∂u2`
+
r−1∑
`=1
∂2
∂v2`
)
+ {acts by zero}
=y2
( r−1∑
`=1
∂2
∂u2`
+
r−1∑
`=1
∂2
∂v2`
+
1
2
∂2
∂y2
+ 3y2
∂2
∂x2
)
− 2r − 1
2
y
∂
∂y
+ {acts by zero}
=y2
(
∆u + ∆v +
1
2
∂2
∂y2
+ 2y2
∂2
∂x2
)
− 2r − 1
2
y
∂
∂y
+ {acts by zero}
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To get remove the factor of 1
2
in the “H” term, we could renormalize coordinates
as
G/K ≈ U(r, 1)/(U(r)× U(1)) ≈ NM/(M ∩K) ≈ N × A+
with coordinates z, x ∈ N ≈ Cr−1×R, y ∈ A+ ≈ R× from the Iwasawa decomposition
giving
G/K 3 nz,xmyK ←→ (z, x, y) ∈ Cr−1 × R× (0,∞)
z ∈ Cr−1 = {z : u+ iv ∈ Rr−1 ⊕ iRr−1} x ∈ R y ∈ R+ = (0,∞)
Cr−1×R× (0,+∞) 3 (x, y)→ nz·√2,x
4
my =

1 z · √2 −|z|2 + ix
4
0 1r−1 −z∗ ·
√
2
0 0 1


y 0 0
0 1r−1 0
0 0 1
y

giving, on G/K
2 · Ω = y2
(
∆u + ∆v +
∂2
∂y2
+ y2
∂2
∂x2
)
− (2r − 1)y ∂
∂y
Ignoring the factor of 2 and collecting terms
Ω = y2
(
∆u + ∆v +
∂2
∂y2
+ y2
∂2
∂x2
)
− (2r − 1)y ∂
∂y
4.3 The Casimir operator for Sp∗(r, 1)
4.3.1 Iwasawa coordinates on N , M and P ∩K
G = {g ∈ GLr+1(H) | g∗Sg = S} ≈ Sp∗(r, 1)
where the form S will be one of
S =

0 0 1
0 1r−1 0
1 0 0
 S ′ =

1r 0
0 −1

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A Cayley element is
C =

√
1
2
0 −
√
1
2
0 1r−1 0√
1
2
0
√
1
2

We have
CS ′C−1 = CS ′C∗ = S
Thus, the two forms S and S ′ give isomorphic isometry groups. The S ′ version is
more convenient for identifying the maximal compact subgroup of G but the S version
more clearly reveals the minimal parabolic P as the stabilizer of a maximal isotropic
flag as follows.
Let e1, . . . er+1 be the standard basis of Hr+1 where ei is a column vector with a 1 in
the ith position and 0’s elsewhere. With S as above, we see that e∗1Se1 = 0 = e
∗
r+1Ser+1
while e∗iSei = 1 for i 6= 1 or r + 1. The two one-dimensional subspaces spanned by
e1 and er+1 are maximal isotropic. Additionally, since e
∗
r+1Se1 = 1 = e
∗
1Ser+1, e1 and
er+1 are a hyperbolic pair. We take P as the subgroup of G that fixes the (maximal
isotropic) space spanned by e1.
Any linear map that sends 〈e1〉 to itself is automatically an isometry on the sub-
space spanned by e1, since e1 is isotropic, so by Witt’s theorem can be extended to
an isometry of S, and thus lies in G. Thus P consists of matrices of the form
∗ ∗ ∗
0 ∗ ∗
0 0 ∗

with appropriate relations, and with an (r − 1) × (r − 1) block in the middle. A
maximal compact, visible with the diagonal version of the form, is
K = Sp∗(r)× Sp∗(1) = G ∩ Sp∗(r + 1) (standard Sp∗(r + 1))
An Iwasawa decomposition is G = PK, with P a minimal parabolic (i.e., the stabilizer
of a maximal isotropic flag as above). The maximal compact subgroup of G will have
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non-trivial intersection with P , contained in its Levi component M, given by
P ∩K = P ∩ Sp∗(r + 1) = M ∩ Sp∗(r + 1) ≈ Sp∗(r − 1)× Sp∗(1)
which is visible as 
α 0 0
0 h 0
0 0 α¯−1

with h ∈ Sp∗(r − 1) and |α| = 1, α ∈ H×. N is of the shape
1 u a
0 1r−1 v>
0 0 1

where u, v ∈ Hr−1 and a ∈ H. To determine u, v and a, for T ∈ N
T ∗ST =

1 0 0
u∗ 1r−1 0
a¯ v¯ 1


0 0 1
0 1r−1 0
1 0 0


1 u a
0 1r−1 v>
0 0 1
 = S =

0 0 1
0 1r−1 0
1 0 0

=

0 0 1
0 1r−1 u∗
1 v¯ a¯


1 u a
0 1r−1 v>
0 0 1
 =

0 0 1
0 1r−1 u∗ + v>
1 u+ v¯ |v|2 + 2Re(a)
 =

0 0 1
0 1r−1 0
1 0 0

giving relations u = −v¯ and Re(a) = − |v|2
2
= − |u|2
2
so that elements of the standard
unipotent radical N of P are
N = {nz,p,q,r =

1 z −1
2
|z|2 + ip+ jq + kr
0 1r−1 −z∗
0 0 1

}
where
z = x+ iw + ju+ kv ∈ Rr−1 ⊕ iRr−1 ⊕ jRr−1 ⊕ kRr−1 ≈ Hr−1 p, q, r ∈ R
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The standard Levi component is
M = {mα =

α 0 0
0 h 0
0 0 α¯−1

: for α ∈ H× and h ∈ Sp∗(r − 1)}
and the split component of the Levi component is
A+ = {my =

y 0 0
0 1r−1 0
0 0 1
y

: for y > 0)}
The Lie algebra of G = Sp∗(r, 1) is
g = sp∗(r, 1) = {γ ∈ glr+1(H) : exptγ ∈ Sp∗(r, 1), ∀t ∈ R} = {γ : γ∗ = −SγS−1}
Since (eγ)∗S(eγ) = S
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
(etγ)∗S(etγ) = 0 = γ∗S + Sγ
This implies γ∗ = −SγS−1 which also is sufficient since exponentiation respects
transpose and conjugation.
sp∗(r, 1) =
{
a b c
−d∗ e −b∗
g d −a¯
 a ∈ H, g, c ∈ iR⊕jR⊕kR, b, d ∈ Hr−1, e ∈ sp∗(r−1)
}
Specify a real basis for sp∗(r, 1) as:
H =

1 0 0
0 0r−1 0
0 0 −1

Hi =

i 0 0
0 0r−1 0
0 0 i

Hj =

j 0 0
0 0r−1 0
0 0 j

Hk =

k 0 0
0 0r−1 0
0 0 k

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X` =

0 e` 0
0 0r−1 −e∗`
0 0 0

Xi,` =

0 ie` 0
0 0r−1 ie∗`
0 0 0

Xj,` =

0 je` 0
0 0r−1 je∗`
0 0 0

Xk,` =

0 ke` 0
0 0r−1 ke∗`
0 0 0

Y` =

0 0 0
e∗` 0r−1 0
0 −e` 0

Yi,` =

0 0 0
ie∗` 0r−1 0
0 ie` 0

Yj,` =

0 0 0
je∗` 0r−1 0
0 je` 0

Yk,` =

0 0 0
ke∗` 0r−1 0
0 ke` 0

Zi− =

0 0 0
0 0r−1 0
i 0 0

Zi+ =

0 0 i
0 0r−1 0
0 0 0

Zj− =

0 0 0
0 0r−1 0
j 0 0

Zj+ =

0 0 j
0 0r−1 0
0 0 0

Zk− =

0 0 0
0 0r−1 0
k 0 0

Zk+ =

0 0 k
0 0r−1 0
0 0 0

θ` =

0 0 0
0 θ` 0
0 0 0

{θ`} basis of sp∗(r−1)
Where we mildly abuse notation by using θ` both as the inner and outer elements.
4.3.2 Dual basis for sp∗(r, 1)
Using a trace pairing, which is a multiple of Killing, association of dual elements is
as follows (′ denotes dual element):
H ′ =
1
2
H H ′i = −
1
2
Hi H
′
j = −
1
2
Hj H
′
k = −
1
2
Hk
X ′` =
1
2
· Y` = 1
2
·X∗` X ′i,` = −
1
2
· Yi,` = −1
2
·X∗i,`
X ′j,` = −
1
2
· Yj,` = −1
2
·X∗j,` X ′k,` = −
1
2
· Yk,` = −1
2
·X∗k,`
Z ′i− = −Z ′i+ Z ′j− = −Z ′j+ Z ′k− = −Z ′k+ θ′` = −θ`
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Conveniently, we have
H = [X`, Y`] = [Zi− , Zi+ ] = [Zj− , Zj+ ] = [Zk− , Zk+ ]
−H = [Xi,`, Yi,`] = [Xj,`, Yj,`] = [Xk,`, Yk,`]
The skew-Hermitian symmetry of elements of sp(r + 1) and sp(r − 1) ⊕ sp(1) =
G∩ u(r+ 1) = k is used in conjunction with the fact that k acts trivially on functions
on G/K, which shows that the linear combinations of basis elements conveniently fall
in k.
Hi, Hj, Hk X`−Y` Xi,`+Yi,`, Xj,`+Yj,`, Xk,`+Yk,` Zi−+Zi+ , Zj−+Zj+ , Zk−+Zk+
4.3.3 Rearrangement of Casimir operator on G/K
Ωg =H ·H ′ +Hi ·H ′i +Hj ·H ′j +Hk ·H ′k
+ Zi− · Z ′i− + Zi+ · Z ′i+ + Zj− · Z ′j− + Zj+ · Z ′j+ + Zk− · Z ′k− + Zk+ · Z ′k+
+
r−1∑
`=1
X` ·X ′` +
r−1∑
`=1
Y` · Y ′` +
r−1∑
`=1
Xi,` ·X ′i,` +
r−1∑
`=1
Yi,` · Y ′i,` +
r−1∑
`=1
Xj,` ·X ′j,`
+
r−1∑
`=1
Yj,` · Y ′j,` +
r−1∑
`=1
Xk,` ·X ′k,` +
r−1∑
`=1
Yk,` · Y ′k,` +
r−1∑
j=1
θj · θ′j
Ignoring terms involving Hi, Hj, Hk and the θj, which act by 0 on G/K, substitution
of the expressions for dual elements in the above gives
Ωg =
1
2
H2 − (Zi− · Zi+ + Zi+ · Zi− + Zj− · Zj+ + Zj+ · Zj− + Zk− · Zk+ + Zk+ · Zk−)
+
1
2
r−1∑
`=1
(X` · Y` + Y` ·X`)− 1
2
r−1∑
`=1
(Xi,` · Yi,` + Yi,` ·Xi,`)
− 1
2
r−1∑
`=1
(Xj,` · Yj,` + Yj,` ·Xj,`)− 1
2
r−1∑
`=1
(Xk,` · Yk,` + Yk,` ·Xk,`) + (acts by zero)
Similar to the case of u(r, 1), we have the equivalences
Zi− · Zi+ + Zi+ · Zi− = H − 2Z2i+
Zj− · Zj+ + Zj+ · Zj− = H − 2Z2j+
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Zk− · Zk+ + Zk+ · Zk− = H − 2Z2k+
Substituting these in the previous expression
Ωg =
1
2
H2 − 3H + 2Z2i+ + 2Z2j+ + 2Z2k+
+
1
2
r−1∑
`=1
(X` · Y` + Y` ·X`)
− 1
2
r−1∑
`=1
(Xi,` · Yi,` + Yi,` ·Xi,`)
− 1
2
r−1∑
`=1
(Xj,` · Yj,` + Yj,` ·Xj,`)
− 1
2
r−1∑
`=1
(Xk,` · Yk,` + Yk,` ·Xk,`) + {acts by zero}
Ωg =
1
2
H2 − 3H + 2Z2i+ + 2Z2j+ + 2Z2k+
+
1
2
r−1∑
`=1
(2 ·X` · Y` + [Y`, X`])
− 1
2
r−1∑
`=1
(2 ·Xi,` · Yi,` + [Yi,`, Xi,`])
− 1
2
r−1∑
`=1
(2 ·Xj,` · Yj,` + [Yj,`, Xj,`])
− 1
2
r−1∑
`=1
(2 ·Xk,` · Yk,` + [Yk,`, Xk,`]) + {acts by zero}
using the bracket relationships above and continuing
Ωg =
1
2
H2 − (2r + 1)H + 2Z2i+ + 2Z2j+ + 2Z2k+
+
r−1∑
`=1
X` · Y` −
r−1∑
`=1
Xi,` · Yi,`
−
r−1∑
`=1
Xj,` · Yj,` −
r−1∑
`=1
Xk,` · Yk,` + {acts by zero}
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Ωg =
1
2
H2 − (2r + 1)H + 2Z2i+ + 2Z2j+ + 2Z2k+
+
r−1∑
`=1
(X2` −X`(X` − Y`)︸ ︷︷ ︸
acts by 0
)
+
r−1∑
`=1
(X2i,` −Xi,`(Xi,` + Yi,`)︸ ︷︷ ︸
acts by 0
)
+
r−1∑
`=1
(X2j,` −Xj,`(Xj,` + Yj,`)︸ ︷︷ ︸
acts by 0
)
+
r−1∑
`=1
(X2k,` −Xk,`(Xk,` + Yk,`)︸ ︷︷ ︸
acts by 0
) + {acts by zero}
Ωg =
1
2
H2 − (2r + 1)H+2Z2i+ + 2Z2j+ + 2Z2k+
+
r−1∑
`=1
X2` +
r−1∑
`=1
X2i,` +
r−1∑
`=1
X2j,` +
r−1∑
`=1
X2k,` + {acts by zero}
4.3.4 Casimir for G/K in Iwasawa coordinates
A model for quaternionic hyperbolic space is
G/K ≈ Sp∗(r, 1)/(Sp∗(r)× Sp∗(1)) ≈ NM/(M ∩K) ≈ N × A+
with coordinates z, p, q, r ∈ N ≈ Hr−1 × R3, y ∈ A+ ≈ R× from the Iwasawa
decomposition giving
G/K 3 nz,q,q′,q′′myK ←→ (z, q, q′, q′′, y) ∈ Hr−1 × R3 × (0,∞)
z = x+ iw + ju+ kv ∈ Rr−1 ⊕ iRr−1 ⊕ jRr−1 ⊕ kRr−1 ≈ Hr−1 q, q′, q′′ ∈ R
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Let e` be the unit real vector so that
etH =met
etX` =nte`,0,0,0 =

1 t · e` −t2
0 1r−1 −t · e∗`
0 0 1

etXi,` =ntie`,0,0,0 =

1 t · ie` −t2
0 1r−1 −t · ie∗`
0 0 1
 (similarly for j and k)
etZi+ =n0,t,0,0 =

1 0 ti
0 1r−1 0
0 0 1
 (similarly for j and k)
To determine the operators on G/K, let G 3 g = nz0,q0,q′0,q′′0myo
H · f(g) = d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
f(g ·met) = d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
f(nz0,q0,q′0,q′′0my0 ·met) =
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
f(nz0,q0,q′0,q′′0my0et)
=y0
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
f(nz0,q0,q′0,q′′0my0et) = y0
∂f
∂y
nz0,q0,q′0,q′′0my0)
so H acts by y ∂
∂y
and H2 = H ◦ H = y ∂
∂y
(y ∂
∂y
) = y2 ∂
2
∂y2
+ y ∂
∂y
. We have convenient
relations, similar to those useful for O(r, 1)
my · etX` = my · nte`,0,0,0 =

y 0 0
0 1r−1 0
0 0 1
y


1 t · e` − t22
0 1r−1 −t · e∗`
0 0 1
 =

y yt · e` −yt22
0 1r−1 −t · e∗`
0 0 1
y

nyte`,0,0,0 ·my =

1 yt · e` −y2t22
0 1r−1 −yt · e∗`
0 0 1


y 0 0
0 1r−1 0
0 0 1
y
 =

y yt · e` −yt22
0 1r−1 −t · e∗`
0 0 1
y

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my · etXi,` = my · ntie`,0,0,0 =

y 0 0
0 1r−1 0
0 0 1
y


1 t · ie` − t22
0 1r−1 −t · ie∗`
0 0 1

=

y yt · ie` −yt22
0 1r−1 −t · ie∗`
0 0 1
y

nyt(ie`),0,0,0 ·my =

1 yt · ie` −y2t22
0 1r−1 −yt · ie∗`
0 0 1


y 0 0
0 1r−1 0
0 0 1
y
 =

y yt · ie` −yt22
0 1r−1 −t · ie∗`
0 0 1
y

so that
my · etX` = my · nte`,0,0,0 = nyte`,0,0,0 ·my
and
my · etXi,` = my · ntie`,0,0,0 = nytie`,0,0,0 ·my
which give
nz0,q0,q′0,q′′0 ·my · etX` = nz0,q0,q′0,q′′0 ·my · nte`,0,0,0 = nz0,q0,q′0,q′′0 · nyte`,0,0,0 ·my
= nz0+yte`,q0,q′0,q′′0 ·my
and (similarly for j and k operators)
nz0,q0,q′0,q′′0 ·my · etXi,` = nz0,q0,q′0,q′′0 ·my · ntie`,0,0,0 = nz0,q0,q′0,q′′0 · nytie`,0,0,0 ·my
= nz0+ytie`,q0,q′0,q′′0 ·my
Use real coordinates z = x+ iw + ju+ kv for g to determine the operators X`, Xi,`,
Xj,` and Xk,`
X` · f(g) = d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
f(g · etX`) = d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
f(g · nte`,0) =
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
f(nz0,q0,q′0,q′′0my0 · nte`,0,0,0)
=
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
f(nz0+y0te`,q0,q′0,q′′0my0) = y0
∂f
∂x`
(nz0,q0,q′0,q′′0my0)
giving
X` = y
∂
∂x`
and X2` = X`(X`) = y
∂
∂x`
(
y
∂
∂x`
)
=
(
y
∂
∂x`
)2
= y2
∂2
∂x2`
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Analogously, Xi,` is the imaginary direction w` ≈ i ·e`, Xj,` is the imaginary direction
u` ≈ j · e` and Xk,` is the imaginary direction v` ≈ k · e` so
Xi,` · f(g) = d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
f(nz0+y0tie`,q0,q′0,q′′0my0) = y0
∂f
∂w`
(nz0,q0,q′0,q′′0my0)
Xi,` = y
∂
∂w`
and X2i,` = Xi,`(Xi,`) = y
∂
∂w`
(
y
∂
∂w`
)
=
(
y
∂
∂w`
)2
= y2
∂2
∂w2`
Xj,` · f(g) = d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
f(nz0+y0tje`,q0,q′0,q′′0my0) = y0
∂f
∂u`
(nz0,q0,q′0,q′′0my0)
Xj,` = y
∂
∂u`
and X2j,` = Xj,`(Xj,`) = y
∂
∂u`
(
y
∂
∂u`
)
=
(
y
∂
∂u`
)2
= y2
∂2
∂u2`
Xk,` · f(g) = d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
f(nz0+y0tke`,q0,q′0,q′′0my0) = y0
∂f
∂v`
(nz0,q0,q′0,q′′0my0)
Xk,` = y
∂
∂v`
and X2k,` = Xk,`(Xk,`) = y
∂
∂v`
(
y
∂
∂v`
)
=
(
y
∂
∂v`
)2
= y2
∂2
∂v2`
Last, for the Z terms, worked out for Zi+ (the q direction): Zj+ and Zk+ are analogous
(i.e., the q′ and q′′ directions, respectively).
etZi+ = n0,t,0,0 =

1 0 it
0 1r−1 0
0 0 1

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Zi+ · f(g) = d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
f(g · etZi+ ) = d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
f(g · n0,t,0,0) = d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
f(nz0,q0,q′0,q′′0my0 · n0,t,0,0)
=
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
f
(
1 z0 − |z0|22 + iq0 + jq′0 + kq′′0
0 1r−1 z∗0
0 0 1


y0 0 0
0 1r−1 0
0 0 1
y0


1 0 it
0 1r−1 0
0 0 1
)
=
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
f
(
1 z0 − |z0|22 + iq0 + jq′0 + kq′′0
0 1r−1 z∗0
0 0 1


y0 0 iy0t
0 1r−1 0
0 0 1
y0
)
=
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
f
(
y0 z0 − |z0|22y0 +
i(q0+y20t)+jq
′
0+kq
′′
0
y0
0 1r−1 1y0 z
∗
0
0 0 1
y0
)
=
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
f
(
1 z0 − |z0|22 + i(q0 + y20t) + jq′0 + kq′′0
0 1r−1 z∗0
0 0 1


y0 0 0
0 1r−1 0
0 0 1
y0
)
=
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
f(z0, (q0 + y
2
0t), q
′
0, q
′′
0 , y0) = y
2
0
∂f
∂q
(z0, q0, q
′
0, q
′′
0 , y0)
so correspondingly
Zi+ = y
2 ∂
∂q
and Z2i+ = Zi+ ◦ Zi+ = y2
∂
∂q
(
y2
∂
∂q
)
=
(
y2
∂
∂q
)2
= y4
∂2
∂q2
and
Zj+ = y
4 ∂
2
∂q′2
Zk+ = y
4 ∂
2
∂q′′2
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Substituting appropriately in Ω on G/K
Ωg =
1
2
H2 − (2r + 1)H + 2Z2i+ + 2Z2j+ + 2Z2k+
+
r−1∑
`=1
X2` +
r−1∑
`=1
X2i,` +
r−1∑
`=1
X2j,` +
r−1∑
`=1
X2k,`
=
1
2
(
y2
∂2
∂y2
+ y
∂
∂y
)− (2r + 1)(y ∂
∂y
)
+ 2y4
∂2
∂q2
+ 2y4
∂2
∂q′2
+ 2y4
∂2
∂q′′2
+ y2
r−1∑
`=1
∂2
∂x2`
+ y2
r−1∑
`=1
∂2
∂w2`
+ y2
r−1∑
`=1
∂2
∂u2`
+ y2
r−1∑
`=1
∂2
∂v2`
=
1
2
y2
∂2
∂y2
− 4r + 1
2
(
y
∂
∂y
)
+ 2y4
∂2
∂q2
+ 2y4
∂2
∂q′2
+ 2y4
∂2
∂q′′2
+ y2
( r−1∑
`=1
∂2
∂x2`
+
r−1∑
`=1
∂2
∂w2`
+
r−1∑
`=1
∂2
∂u2`
+
r−1∑
`=1
∂2
∂v2`
)
= y2
(
r−1∑
`=1
∂2
∂x2`
+
r−1∑
`=1
∂2
∂w2`
+
r−1∑
`=1
∂2
∂u2`
+
r−1∑
`=1
∂2
∂v2`
+
1
2
∂2
∂y2
+ 2y2
∂2
∂q2
+ 2y2
∂2
∂q′2
+ 2y2
∂2
∂q′′2
)
− 4r + 1
2
y
∂
∂y
=y2
(
∆x + ∆w + ∆u + ∆v +
1
2
∂2
∂y2
+ 2y2
∂2
∂q2
+ 2y2
∂2
∂q′2
+ 2y2
∂2
∂q′′2
)− 4r + 1
2
y
∂
∂y
To clear coefficients, we could renormalize the coordinates z, p, q, r ∈ N ≈ Hr−1×R3,
y ∈ A+ ≈ R× from the Iwasawa decomposition
G/K 3 nz,q,q′,q′′myK ←→ (z, q, q′, q′′, y) ∈ Hr−1 × R3 × (0,∞)
by
Hr−1 × R3 × (0,+∞) 3 (z, q, q′, q′′, y)→ nz·√2, p
4
, q
4
, r
4
my =
1 z · √2 −|z|2 + ip
4
+ iq
4
+ ir
4
0 1r−1 −z∗ ·
√
2
0 0 1


y 0 0
0 1r−1 0
0 0 1
y

2Ωg = y
2
(
∆x + ∆w + ∆u + ∆v +
∂2
∂y2
+ y2
∂2
∂q2
+ y2
∂2
∂q′2
+ y2
∂2
∂q′′2
)− (4r + 1)y ∂
∂y
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Ignoring the factor of 2
Ωg = y
2
(
∆x + ∆w + ∆u + ∆v +
∂2
∂y2
+ y2
∂2
∂q2
+ y2
∂2
∂q′2
+ y2
∂2
∂q′′2
)− (4r + 1)y ∂
∂y
5 Positivity of fragments of −∆
5.1 O(r, 1)
The Lax-Phillips argument requires not only that −∆ itself be non-negative but that
the two natural summands of −∆ in Iwasawa coordinates are both non-negative. For
instance, the first-order term (r − 2)y ∂
∂y
will be essential to cancel terms occuring in
integration by parts.
As before, G ≈ O(r, 1) with maximal compact K and minimal parabolic subgroup
P = NA+(P ∩K), N ≈ Rr−1 and A+ ≈ R+ = (0,∞). We have an Iwasawa decom-
position G = NA+K. Let Γ be an arithmetic subgroup of G where we grant that Γ
has finitely-many cusps by reduction theory [Borel 1966] [Borel-HarishChandra 1962].
Assume Γ ∩N acts on Rr−1 (i.e., N) by translation by Zr−1.
Examining the possible components of −∆, the fragment −y2∆x is non-negative
since derivatives in x do not interact with the coefficient y2 or the y−r in the measure.
Thus we must show that, for f ∈ C∞c (Rr−1 × R×)∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y>c
−(y2 ∂
2
∂y2
− (r − 2)y ∂
∂y
)f · f¯ dx dy
yr
≥ 0
Integrating by parts once in y on the ∂
2
∂y2
term gives∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y>c
−y2 ∂
2
∂y2
f · f¯ dx dy
yr
=
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y>c
− ∂
2
∂y2
f · y2−rf¯ dx dy =
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y>c
y2−rf¯ · (− ∂
2
∂y2
f) dx dy
=



:0
(y2−rf¯)(− ∂
∂y
f)
∣∣∣∣
∂
−
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y>c
− ∂
∂y
f · ∂
∂y
(y2−rf¯) dx dy
=
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y>c
∂
∂y
f · ∂
∂y
(y2−rf¯) dx dy
=
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y>c
∂
∂y
f · ((2− r)y1−r + y2−r ∂
∂y
)f¯ dx dy
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The ∂
∂y
f · (2 − r)y1−rf¯ cancels the corresponding term in the original expression so
that ∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y>c
−(y2 ∂
2
∂y2
− (r − 2)y ∂
∂y
)f · f¯ dx dy
yr
=
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y>c
y
∂
∂y
f · y ∂
∂y
f¯
dx dy
yr
=
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y>c
y2
∣∣∣∣∂f∂y
∣∣∣∣2 dx dyyr ≥ 0
So that, with the invariant Laplacian ∆∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y>c
−∆f · f¯ dx dy
yr
=
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y>c
(y∇xf)2 + y2
∣∣∣∣∂f∂y
∣∣∣∣2dx dyyr ≥ 0
and the invariant Laplacian −∆, along with its components corresponding to the
Iwasawa decomposition, are non-negative.
5.2 U(r, 1)
Ω =y2
(
∆u + ∆v +
∂2
∂y2
+ y2
∂2
∂x2
)
− (2r − 1)y ∂
∂y
−∆ =− y2
(
∆u + ∆v + y
2 ∂
2
∂x2
)
−
(
y2
∂2
∂y2
− (2r − 1)y ∂
∂y
)
Examining the possible components of −∆, the fragment −(∆u + ∆v + y2 ∂2∂x2 ) is seen
to be non-negative since derivatives in u, v and x do not interact with the coefficient
y2 or the y−(2r+1) in the measure, though the coefficient y2 of ∂
2
∂x2
calls for further
examination. For f ∈ C∞c ((N ∩ Γ)\N × (a,∞)∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y>c
−(∆u + ∆v + y2 ∂
2
∂x2
)f(nz,xmy) · f(nz,xmy) dz dx dy
y2r+1
=
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y>c
−∆uf(nz,xmy) · f(nz,xmy) dz dx dy
y2r+1︸ ︷︷ ︸
does not interact with y - so positive
+
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y>c
−∆vf(nz,xmy) · f(nz,xmy) dz dx dy
y2r+1︸ ︷︷ ︸
does not interact with y - so positive
+
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y>c
(
− y2 ∂
2
∂x2
)
f(nz,xmy) · f(nz,xmy) dz dx dy
y2r+1
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The third term is shown positive via integration by parts∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y>c
(
− y2 ∂
2
∂x2
)
f(nz,xmy) · f(nz,xmy) dz dx dy
y2r+1
=
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y>c
− ∂
2
∂x2
f(nz,xmy) · y1−2n · f(nz,xmy) dz dx dy
=
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y>c
y1−2n · f(nz,xmy)cdot
(
− ∂
2
∂x2
f(nz,xmy)
)
dz dx dy
=




:0(
y1−2nf
)
·
(
− ∂
∂x
f
)∣∣∣∣
∂
−
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y>c
(
− ∂
∂x
f
)
·
(
y1−2n · ∂
∂x
f
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
∂
∂x
ignores y
dz dx dy
=
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y>c
y2 ·
∣∣∣∣∂f∂x
∣∣∣∣2 dz dx dyy2r+1 ≥ 0
For later use, rewrite this fragment of ∆ as
−(∆u + ∆v + y2 ∂
2
∂x2
) = −(∆u + ∆v + a2 ∂
2
∂x2
)− ((y2 − a2) ∂
2
∂x2
)
Note that, for c a, the first term is clearly positive as there is no dependence on y
and the second, perturbed expression is also non-negative∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y>c
(
− (y2 − a2) ∂
2
∂x2
)
f(nz,xmy) · f(nz,xmy) dz dx dy
y2r+1
=
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y>c
(y2 − a2) ·
∣∣∣∣∂f∂x
∣∣∣∣2 dz dx dyy2r+1 ≥ 0
Last, we must show that, for f ∈ C∞c (Cr−1 × R× R×)∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y>c
−(y2 ∂
2
∂y2
− (2r − 1)y ∂
∂y
)f(nz,xmy) · f(nz,xmy) dz dx dy
y2r+1
≥ 0
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Integrating by parts once in the ∂
2
∂y2
term gives∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y>c
−y2 ∂
2
∂y2
f(nz,xmy) · f(nz,xmy) dz dx dy
y2r+1
=
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y>c
− ∂
2
∂y2
f(nz,xmy) · y1−2nf(nz,xmy) dz dx dy
=
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y>c
y1−2nf(nz,xmy) ·
(
− ∂
2
∂y2
f(nz,xmy)
)
dz dx dy
=



:0
(y1−2nf¯)(− ∂
∂y
f)
∣∣∣∣
∂
−
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y>c
(− ∂
∂y
f) · ∂
∂y
(y1−2nf¯) dz dx dy
=
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y>c
∂
∂y
f ·
(
(1− 2n)y−2nf¯ + y1−2n ∂
∂y
f¯
)
dz dx dy
=
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y>c
(1− 2n)y−2n ∂
∂y
ff¯ dz dx dy
+
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y>c
∂
∂y
fy1−2n
∂
∂y
f¯ dz dx dy
=
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y>c
(1− 2n)y ∂
∂y
ff¯
dz dx dy
y2r+1
+
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y>c
y2
∂
∂y
f
∂
∂y
f¯
dz dx dy
y2r+1
The first term cancels the corresponding term involving y ∂
∂y
in the original expression,
giving ∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y>c
−(y2 ∂
2
∂y2
− (2r − 1)y ∂
∂y
)f · f dz dx dy
y2r+1
=
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y>c
y2
∂
∂y
f
∂
∂y
f¯
dz dx dy
y2r+1
=
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y>c
y2
∣∣∣∣∂f∂y
∣∣∣∣2 dz dx dyy2r+1 ≥ 0 
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5.3 Sp∗(r, 1)
The Casimir operator for Sp∗(r, 1) is
Ωg = y
2
(
∆x + ∆w + ∆u + ∆v +
∂2
∂y2
+ y2
∂2
∂p2
+ y2
∂2
∂q2
+ y2
∂2
∂r2
)− (4r + 1)y ∂
∂y
−∆ = − y2( ∆x + ∆w + ∆u + ∆v︸ ︷︷ ︸
does not interact with y - so positive
+y2
∂2
∂p2
+ y2
∂2
∂q2
+ y2
∂2
∂r2
)
+
(− y2 ∂2
∂y2
+ (4r + 1)y
∂
∂y
)
Similar to U(r, 1), in the first sum, only the terms with a coefficient of y2 need be
shown positive; the calculation is done for the p variable as the other two are similar∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y>c
(
− y2 ∂
2
∂p2
)
f(nz,q,q′,q′′my) · f(nz,q,q′,q′′my) dz dq dq
′ dq′′ dy
y4r+3
=
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y>c
− ∂
2
∂p2
f(nz,q,q′,q′′my) · y−1−4r · f(nz,q,q′,q′′my) dz dq dq′ dq′′ dy
=
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y>c
y−1−4r · f(nz,q,q′,q′′my)cdot
(
− ∂
2
∂p2
f(nz,q,q′,q′′my)
)
dz dq dq′ dq′′ dy
=




:0(
y−1−4rf
)
·
(
− ∂
∂p
f
)∣∣∣∣
∂
−
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y>c
(
− ∂
∂p
f
)
·
(
y−1−4r · ∂
∂p
f
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
∂
∂p
ignores y
dz dq dq′ dq′′ dy
=
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y>c
y2
∣∣∣∣∂f∂p
∣∣∣∣2 dz dq dq′ dq′′ dyy4r+3 ≥ 0
We also have the variation similar to the U(r, 1) case that will be useful:∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y>c
−(y2 − a2) ∂
2
∂p2
f · f¯ dz dq dq
′ dq′′ dy
y4r+3
=
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y>c
(y2 − a2)
∣∣∣∣∂f∂p
∣∣∣∣2 dz dq dq′ dq′′ dyy4r+3 ≥ 0
This leaves the positivity of the derivatives in y. The pattern occurring previously
is again present: the coefficient of ∂
∂y
is equal to the exponent of y in the denominator
of the measure minus 2. We must show that, for f ∈ C∞c (Cr−1 × R× R×)∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y>c
−(y2 ∂
2
∂y2
−(4r+1)y ∂
∂y
)f(nz,q,q′,q′′my)·f(nz,q,q′,q′′my) dz dq dq
′ dq′′ dy
y4r+3
≥ 0
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Integrating by parts once in the ∂
2
∂y2
term gives∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y>c
−y2 ∂
2
∂y2
f(nz,q,q′,q′′my) · f(nz,q,q′,q′′my) dz dq dq
′ dq′′ dy
y4r+3
=
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y>c
− ∂
2
∂y2
f(nz,q,q′,q′′my) · y−1−4rf(nz,q,q′,q′′my) dz dq dq′ dq′′ dy
=
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y>c
y−1−4rf(nz,q,q′,q′′my) ·
(
− ∂
2
∂y2
f(nz,q,q′,q′′my)
)
dz dq dq′ dq′′ dy
=



:0
(y1−2nf¯)(− ∂
∂y
f)
∣∣∣∣
∂
−
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y>c
(− ∂
∂y
f) · ∂
∂y
(y−1−4rf¯) dz dq dq′ dq′′ dy
=
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y>c
∂
∂y
f ·
(
(−1− 4r)y−2−4rf¯ + y−1−4r ∂
∂y
f¯
)
dz dq dq′ dq′′ dy
=
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y>c
(−1− 4r)y−2−4r ∂
∂y
ff¯ dz dq dq′ dq′′ dy
+
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y>c
y−1−4r
∂
∂y
f
∂
∂y
f¯ dz dq dq′ dq′′ dy
=
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y>c
−(4r + 1)y ∂
∂y
ff¯
dz dq dq′ dq′′ dy
y4r+3
+
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y>c
y2
∂
∂y
f
∂
∂y
f¯
dz dq dq′ dq′′ dy
y4r+3
The first term cancels the corresponding term involving y ∂
∂y
in the original expression,
giving ∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y>c
−(y2 ∂
2
∂y2
− (4r + 1)y ∂
∂y
)f · f dz dq dq
′ dq′′ dy
y4r+3
=
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y>c
y2
∂
∂y
f
∂
∂y
f¯
dz dq dq′ dq′′ dy
y4r+3
=
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y>c
y2
∣∣∣∣∂f∂y
∣∣∣∣2 dz dq dq′ dq′′ dyy4r+3 ≥ 0 
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6 For a 1 Da is dense in L2a(Γ\G/K)
To establish notation:
C∞c (Γ\G/K) = right K-invariant functions in C∞c (Γ\G) = C∞c (Γ\G)K
L2(Γ\G/K) = right K-invariant functions in L2(Γ\G) = L2(Γ\G)K
|f |2B1 =〈(1−∆)f, f〉 = 〈f, f〉+ 〈(−∆)f, f〉
B1 = completion of C∞c (Γ\G/K) with respect to the B1 norm
η(nmyk) = y
r(In some circumstances, which will be clear, this may be r − 1)
L2a(Γ\G/K) = {f ∈ L2(Γ\G/K) : cPf(g) = 0 for η(g) ≥ a}
= pseudo-cuspforms with cut-off height a
Da = C
∞
c (Γ\G/K) ∩ L2a(Γ\G/K)
∆a = ∆ restricted to Da
B1a = closure of Da in L
2
a(Γ\G/K)
6.1 O(r, 1)
Lemma 34: For a 1 Da is dense in L2a(Γ\G/K)
Proof. Recall that a (standard) Siegel set is a subset of G given by a compact set
C ⊂ N and a (height) parameter t
St,C = {nayk : n ∈ C, k ∈ K, y ≥ t}
Let N be the unipotent radical of the standard minimal parabolic P . For g ∈ G,
let g = ngmgkg be g’s Iwasawa coordinates, with mg ∈ A+. By reduction theory (cf.
§[3.3] in [Garrett 2018]) there is a sufficiently small to > 0 and compact C ⊂ N such
that the standard Siegel set
S = Sto,C = {G 3 g = nmk : n ∈ C ⊂ N,m ∈ A+, k ∈ K, η(g) = η(m) ≥ to}
satisfies Γ ·S = G. Fix such a Sto,C and let Sa be the subset of Sto,C given by
Sa =
{
g ∈ Sto,C
∣∣ η(g) = η(ngag) = η(ay) > a}
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By reduction theory, there is a height a 1 so that Sa satisfies Sa∩γSa 6= ∅ implies
γ ∈ Γ ∩ P = Γ∞. In the following, f ∈ L2a(Γ\G/K) is first approximated by test
functions fr ∈ C∞c (Γ\G/K) by general methods, and then the condition a  1 is
used in conjunction with a family of smooth cut-off functions of the constant near
height a, with the width of cut-off region shrinking to 0.
Per the above, take a  1 so that Sa− 1
t
meets its translates γSa− 1
t
only for
γ ∈ Γ∞, for all sufficiently large t. This allows separation of variables in Sa− 1
t
in the
sense that the cylinder Ca− 1
t
= (Γ ∩ P )\Sa− 1
t
injects to Γ\G/K. Let
|f |2
a− 1
t
=
∫
C
a− 1t
|f(nxmy)|2dx dy
yr
≤
∫
Γ\G/K
|f(nxmy)|2dx dy
yr
= |f |2L2
Let fr ∈ C∞c (Γ\G/K) with fr → f in L2(Γ\G/K). However, while f ∈ L2a(Γ\G/K),
one would suspect that the constant terms of the fr are not too far from that of f (and
the difference must be going to zero, even in L2(Γ\G/K)), so that a smooth truncation
of the constant terms of the fr should produce functions also approaching f . Namely,
our strategy is to start with a general, and generic, approximating sequence in L2
and remove the part that is keeping this sequence from being in L2a.
Using Iwasawa coordinates nx and my with x ∈ Rr−1 and y ∈ (0,∞), the height
is η(x, y) = yr. Let β be a smooth function on R such that
0 = β(y) (for 0 ≤ y < −1)
0 ≤ β(y) ≤ 1 (for − 1 ≤ y ≤ 0)
1 = β(y) (for 0 ≤ y)
For t > 1, put βt(y) = β(t(y − a)), and define a smooth function on N\G/K by
φr,t(x, y) =
βt(y
r) · cPfr(y) = βt(η(x, y)) · cPfr(y) (for yr ≥ a− 1t )
0 (for yr < a− 1
t
)
For t > 0 large enough so that Sa− 1
t
meets its translates γSa− 1
t
only for γ ∈ Γ∞, let
Ψr,t = Ψφr,t be the pseudo-Eisenstein series made from φr,t:
Ψr,t(x, y) =
∑
γ∈Γ∞\Γ
φr,t(γ · nxmy)
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The assumption on t assures that in the region yr > a− 1
t
we have Ψr,t = cPΨr,t = φn.t.
Thus cP (fr − Ψr,t) vanishes in y ≥ a, so fr − Ψr,t ∈ L2a(Γ\G/K), as desired. By the
triangle inequality
|f − (fr −Ψr,t)|L2 ≤ |f − fr|L2 + |Ψr,t|L2
where by assumption |f − fr|L2 → 0. Thus it suffices to show that the L2 norm of
Ψr,t goes to 0 for large n and t. Since a 1,
|Ψr,t|L2 = |Ψr,t|C
a− 1t
= |φr,t|C
a− 1t
= |β(t(y − a)) · cPfr|C
a− 1t
≤ |cPfr|C
a− 1t
The cylinder Ca− 1
t
admits a natural translation action of the product of circle groups
(i.e., Tr−1 ≈ (N ∩ Γ)\N), inherited from the translation of the x-component in
Iwasawa coordinates x, y. This induces an action of Tr−1 on L2(Ca− 1
t
) with the norm
| · |C
a− 1t
. Thus, the map f → cPf is given by a continuous, compactly-supported,
L2(Ca− 1
t
)-valued integrand, which exists as a Gelfand-Pettis integral (cf. §[14.1] in
[Garrett 2018]). This implies that the restriction of cPfr to Ca− 1
t
goes to cPf in
L2(Ca− 1
t
). As cPf is supported in the range η(g) ≤ a and the measure of Ca − Ca− 1
t
goes to 0 as t → +∞, the Ca− 1
t
-norm of cPf also goes to 0 as t → +∞, since cPf
is locally integrable. In particular, this implies the diagonal terms Ψn.n go to 0 in L
2
norm, so that fr −Ψr,n go to f in L2 norm, proving the density of Da in L2a. 
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6.2 U(r, 1)
Lemma 35: For a 1 Da is dense in L2a(Γ\G/K)
Proof. Recall that a (standard) Siegel set is a subset of G given by a compact set
C ⊂ N and a (height) parameter `:
S`,C = {nayk : n ∈ C, k ∈ K, y ≥ `}
Where N is the unipotent radical of the standard minimal parabolic P . By reduction
theory, take C large enough and ` small enough so that S = S`,C surjects to Γ\G.
For g ∈ G, let g = ngmgkg be g’s Iwasawa coordinates, with mg ∈ A+. By reduction
theory (cf. §[3.3] in [Garrett 2018]), given C, there is a sufficiently large height a 1
so that Sa,C has the property that S`,C ∩ γSa,C 6= ∅ implies γ ∈ Γ∩P = Γ∞. In the
following, f ∈ L2a(Γ\G/K) is first approximated by test functions fr ∈ C∞c (Γ\G/K)
by general methods, and then the condition a  1 is used in conjunction with a
family of smooth cut-off functions of the constant term near height a, with the width
of the cut-off region shrinking to 0. Since K has no role in the following, the Siegel
sets can be construed as lying in G/K and have Iwasawa coordinates ngag:
G/K ≈ U(r, 1)/(U(n)× U(1)) ≈ NM/(M ∩K) ≈ N × A+
By reduction theory, take a  1 sufficiently large so that Sa− 1
t
meets its trans-
lates γSa− 1
t
only for γ ∈ Γ ∩ P , for all sufficiently large t. Then the cylinder
Ca− 1
t
= (Γ ∩ P )\Sa− 1
t
injects to Γ\G/K which allows separation of variables in
Sa− 1
t
in the sense that the cylinder Ca− 1
t
= (Γ ∩ P )\Sa− 1
t
injects to Γ\G/K:
Ca− 1
t
= (Γ ∩ P )\Sa− 1
t
≈ (Γ ∩N)\N × (a− 1
t
,∞)
Let
|f |2
a− 1
t
=
∫
C
a− 1t
|f(nz,xmy)|2dz dx dy
y2r+1
≤
∫
Γ\G/K
|f(nz,xmy)|2dz dx dy
y2r+1
= |f |2L2
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Let fr ∈ C∞c (Γ\G/K) with fr → f in L2(Γ\G/K). However, while f ∈ L2a(Γ\G/K),
it would seem likely that the constant terms of the fi are not too far from that of f .
That is, by assumption,
|f − fi|2L2 =
∫
Γ\G/K
|f(nz,xmy)− fi(nz,xmy)|2 dz dx dy
y2r+1
=
∫
(Γ∩N)\N
∫
A+
|f(nz,xmy)− fi(nz,xmy)|2 dz dx dy
y2r+1
=
∫
A+
∫
(Γ∩N)\N
|f(nz,xmy)− fi(nz,xmy)|2 dz dx dy
y2r+1
=
∫ ∞
0
∫
(Γ∩N)\N
|f(nz,xmy)− fi(nz,xmy)|2 dz dx dy
y2r+1
≥
∫
y>a− 1
t
∫
(Γ∩N)\N
|f(nz,xmy)− fi(nz,xmy)|2 dz dx dy
y2r+1
=
∫
y>a− 1
t
(∫
(Γ∩N)\N
|f(nz,xmy)− fi(nz,xmy)|2 dz dx
)
dy
y2r+1
=
∫
y>a− 1
t
|f − fi|2L2((Γ∩N)\N)(my)
dy
y2r+1
That is, the integral |f − fi|2 on the compact manifold (N ∩ Γ)\N , as a function of
the ray (i.e., A+) variable must be going to zero, implying that the integrand
|f − fi|2L2((Γ∩N)\N)(my)
considered as a function of the coordinate y (and correspondingly constant on the
transverse compact manifold leaves), must be going to zero in L2(Γ\G/K). Thus,
a smooth truncation of the constant terms of the fr should produce functions also
approaching f . We start with a generic approximating sequence in L2(Γ\G/K) and
remove the part that is keeping this sequence from being in L2a(Γ\G/K).
Using Iwasawa coordinates nz,x and my with z ∈ Cr−1, x ∈ R and y ∈ (0,∞), the
height is η(nz,xmy) = η(z, x, y) = y
2r+1. Let β be a smooth function on R such that
0 = β(y) (for 0 ≤ y < −1)
0 ≤ β(y) ≤ 1 (for − 1 ≤ y ≤ 0)
1 = β(y) (for 1 ≤ y)
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For t > 1, put βt(h) = β(t(h− a)), and define a smooth function on N\G/K by
φi,t(nz,xmy) =
βt(η(nz,xmy)) · cPfi(y) = βt(y
2r+1) · cPfi(y) (for y2r+1 ≥ a− 1t )
0 (for y2r+1 < a− 1
t
)
For t > 0 large enough so that Sa− 1
t
meets its translates γSa− 1
t
only for γ ∈ Γ ∩ P ,
let Ψi,t = Ψφi,t be the pseudo-Eisenstein series:
Ψi,t(nz,xmy) =
∑
γ∈Γ∞\Γ
φi,t(γ · nz,xmy)
The assumption on t assures that in the region y2r+1 > a− 1
t
we have
Ψi,t = cPΨi,t = φi,t
Thus cP (fi − Ψi,t) vanishes in y ≥ a, so fi − Ψi,t ∈ L2a(Γ\G/K), as desired. By the
triangle inequality
|f − (fi −Ψi,t)|L2 ≤ |f − fi|L2 + |Ψi,t|L2
where by assumption |f − fi|L2 → 0. Thus it suffices to show that the L2 norm of
Ψi,t goes to 0 for large i and t. Since a 1,
|Ψi,t|L2 = |Ψi,t|C
a− 1t
= |φi,t|C
a− 1t
= |β(t(y − a)) · cPfi|C
a− 1t
≤ |cPfi|C
a− 1t
The cylinder Ca− 1
t
≈ (N ∩ Γ)\N × (a − 1
t
,∞) is isomorphic to the product of
a compact manifold (N ∩ Γ)\N times the ray (a − 1
t
,∞). In L2(Ca− 1
t
) with the
norm | · |C
a− 1t
, since the integral of the L2((N ∩ Γ)\N) norm-squared goes to zero
by the above, the map f → cPf is given by a continuous, compactly-supported,
L2(Ca− 1
t
)-valued integrand, which exists as a Gelfand-Pettis integral (cf. §[14.1] in
[Garrett 2018]). This implies that the restriction of cPfr to Ca− 1
t
goes to cPf in
L2(Ca− 1
t
). As cPf is supported in the range η(g) ≤ a and the measure of Ca − Ca− 1
t
goes to 0 as t → +∞, the Ca− 1
t
-norm of cPf also goes to 0 as t → +∞, since cPf
is locally integrable. In particular, this implies the diagonal terms Ψi,i go to 0 in L
2
norm, so that fr −Ψi,i go to f in L2 norm, proving the density of Da in L2a. 
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6.3 Sp∗(r, 1)
Lemma 36: For a 1 Da is dense in L2a(Γ\G/K)
Proof. Recall that a (standard) Siegel set is a subset of G given by a compact set
C ⊂ N and a (height) parameter `:
S`,C = {nayk : n ∈ C, k ∈ K, y ≥ `}
Where N is the unipotent radical of the standard minimal parabolic P . By reduction
theory, take C large enough and ` small enough so that S = S`,C surjects to Γ\G.
For g ∈ G, let g = ngmgkg be g’s Iwasawa coordinates, with mg ∈ A+. By reduction
theory (cf. §[3.3] in [Garrett 2018]), given C, there is a sufficiently large height a 1
so that Sa,C has the property that S`,C ∩ γSa,C 6= ∅ implies γ ∈ Γ∩P = Γ∞. In the
following, f ∈ L2a(Γ\G/K) is first approximated by test functions fr ∈ C∞c (Γ\G/K)
by general methods, and then the condition a  1 is used in conjunction with a
family of smooth cut-off functions of the constant term near height a, with the width
of the cut-off region shrinking to 0. Since K has no role in the following, the Siegel
sets can be construed as lying in G/K and have Iwasawa coordinates ngag:
G/K ≈ Sp∗(r, 1)/(Sp∗(r)× Sp∗(1)) ≈ NM/(M ∩K) ≈ N × A+
By reduction theory, take a 1 sufficiently large so that Sa− 1
t
meets its translates
γSa− 1
t
only for γ ∈ Γ ∩ P , for all sufficiently large t. Then the cylinder Ca− 1
t
=
(Γ ∩ P )\Sa− 1
t
injects to Γ\G/K which allows separation of variables in Sa− 1
t
in the
sense that the cylinder Ca− 1
t
= (Γ ∩ P )\Sa− 1
t
injects to Γ\G/K:
Ca− 1
t
= (Γ ∩ P )\Sa− 1
t
≈ (Γ ∩N)\N × (a− 1
t
,∞)
Let
|f |2
a− 1
t
=
∫
C
a− 1t
|f(nz,q,q′,q′′my)|2dx dy
y4r+3
≤
∫
Γ\G/K
|f(nz,q,q′,q′′my)|2dx dy
y4r+3
= |f |2L2
Let fr ∈ C∞c (Γ\G/K) with fr → f in L2(Γ\G/K). However, while f ∈ L2a(Γ\G/K),
it would seem likely that the constant terms of the fi are not too far from that of f .
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That is, by assumption,
|f − fi|2L2 =
∫
Γ\G/K
|f(nz,q,q′,q′′my)− fi(nz,q,q′,q′′my)|2 dz dq dq
′ dq′′ dy
y4r+3
=
∫
(Γ∩N)\N
∫
A+
|f(nz,q,q′,q′′my)− fi(nz,q,q′,q′′my)|2 dz dq dq
′ dq′′ dy
y4r+3
=
∫
A+
∫
(Γ∩N)\N
|f(nz,q,q′,q′′my)− fi(nz,q,q′,q′′my)|2 dz dq dq
′ dq′′ dy
y4r+3
=
∫ ∞
0
∫
(Γ∩N)\N
|f(nz,q,q′,q′′my)− fi(nz,q,q′,q′′my)|2 dz dq dq
′ dq′′ dy
y4r+3
≥
∫
y>a− 1
t
∫
(Γ∩N)\N
|f(nz,q,q′,q′′my)− fi(nz,q,q′,q′′my)|2 dz dq dq
′ dq′′ dy
y4r+3
=
∫
y>a− 1
t
(∫
(Γ∩N)\N
|f(nz,q,q′,q′′my)− fi(nz,q,q′,q′′my)|2 dz dq dq′ dq′′
)
dy
y4r+3
=
∫
y>a− 1
t
|f − fi|2L2((Γ∩N)\N)(my)
dy
y4r+3
That is, the integral |f − fi|2 on the compact manifold (N ∩ Γ)\N , as a function of
the ray (i.e., A+) variable must be going to zero, implying that the integrand
|f − fi|2L2((Γ∩N)\N)(my)
considered as a function of the coordinate y (and correspondingly constant on the
transverse compact manifold leaves), must be going to zero in L2(Γ\G/K). Thus,
a smooth truncation of the constant terms of the fr should produce functions also
approaching f . We start with a generic approximating sequence in L2(Γ\G/K) and
remove the part that is keeping this sequence from being in L2a(Γ\G/K).
Using Iwasawa coordinates with coordinates z, q, q′, q′′ ∈ N ≈ Hr−1 × R3, y ∈
A+ ≈ R× ≈ (0,∞), the height is η(nz,q,q′,q′′my) = η(z, q, q′, q′′, y) = y4r+3. Let β be a
smooth function on R such that
0 = β(y) (for 0 ≤ y < −1)
0 ≤ β(y) ≤ 1 (for − 1 ≤ y ≤ 0)
1 = β(y) (for 1 ≤ y)
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For t > 1, put βt(h) = β(t(h− a)), and define a smooth function on N\G/K by
φi,t(nz,q,q′,q′′my) =

βt(η(nz,q,q′,q′′my)) · cPfi(y) = βt(y4r+3) · cPfi(y)
(for y4r+3 ≥ a− 1
t
)
0 (for y4r+3 < a− 1
t
)
For t > 0 large enough so that Sa− 1
t
meets its translates γSa− 1
t
only for γ ∈ Γ ∩ P ,
let Ψi,t = Ψφi,t be the pseudo-Eisenstein series:
Ψi,t(nz,xmy) =
∑
γ∈Γ∞\Γ
φi,t(γ · nz,xmy)
The assumption on t assures that in the region y2r+1 > a− 1
t
we have
Ψi,t = cPΨi,t = φi,t
Thus cP (fi − Ψi,t) vanishes in y ≥ a, so fi − Ψi,t ∈ L2a(Γ\G/K), as desired. By the
triangle inequality
|f − (fi −Ψi,t)|L2 ≤ |f − fi|L2 + |Ψi,t|L2
where by assumption |f − fi|L2 → 0. Thus it suffices to show that the L2 norm of
Ψi,t goes to 0 for large i and t. Since a 1,
|Ψi,t|L2 = |Ψi,t|C
a− 1t
= |φi,t|C
a− 1t
= |β(t(y − a)) · cPfi|C
a− 1t
≤ |cPfi|C
a− 1t
The cylinder Ca− 1
t
≈ (N∩Γ)\N×(a− 1
t
,∞) is isomorphic to the product of a compact
manifold (N ∩ Γ)\N times the ray (a − 1
t
,∞). In L2(Ca− 1
t
) with the norm | · |C
a− 1t
,
since the integral of the L2((N ∩ Γ)\N) norm-squared goes to zero by the above,
the map f → cPf is given by a continuous, compactly-supported, L2(Ca− 1
t
)-valued
integrand, which exists as a Gelfand-Pettis integral (cf. §[14.1] in [Garrett 2018]).
This implies that the restriction of cPfr to Ca− 1
t
goes to cPf in L
2(Ca− 1
t
). As cPf is
supported in the range η(g) ≤ a and the measure of Ca−Ca− 1
t
goes to 0 as t→ +∞,
the Ca− 1
t
-norm of cPf also goes to 0 as t → +∞, since cPf is locally integrable. In
particular, this implies the diagonal terms Ψi,i go to 0 in L
2 norm, so that fr − Ψi,i
go to f in L2 norm, proving the density of Da in L2a. 
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7 L2 norms of truncated tails go to 0 strongly
Recall that
|f |2B1 =〈(1−∆)f, f〉 = 〈f, f〉+ 〈(−∆)f, f〉
B1 ≡ completion of C∞c (Γ\G/K) with respect to the B1 norm
L2a(Γ\G/K) = {f ∈ L2(Γ\G/K) : cPf(g) = 0 for η(g) ≥ a}
Da = C
∞
c (Γ\G/K) ∩ L2a(Γ\G/K)
7.1 O(r, 1)
Lemma 37: Let B be the unit ball in B1a(Γ\G/K) then, given ε > 0, a cutoff c a
can be made sufficiently large so that the image of B in L2a(Γ\G/K) lies in a single
ε-ball in L2a(Γ\G/K). That is, for f ∈ B1a(Γ\G/K)
lim
c→∞
∫
NZ\NR
∫
y>c
|f(nxmy)|2 dx dy
yr
−→ 0 (uniformly for |f |B1a ≤ 1)
The following stronger estimate will also be shown: that for suitably large c > a 1∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y>c
|f(nxmy)|2 dx dy
yr
 1
c2
· |f |2B1a
Proof. Let ξ run over characters of NZ\NR ≈ Tr−1 and take height c ≥ c0 ≥ a 1.
With Iwasawa coordinates x, y, write the Fourier expansion in x as
f(x, y) =
∑
ξ
fˆ(ξ, y)ξ(x)
(
=
∑
ξ∈Zr−1
fˆ(ξ, y)e2piiξ·x
)
Since f ∈ B1a, in Iwasawa coordinates nx,my
cPf(x, y) =
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
f(x, y)dnx =
∫
((N∩Γ))\N
f(x, y)e2pii 0·xdnx = fˆ(0, y) (0 ∈ Zr−1)
so that fˆ(0, y) = 0 when y ≥ c a. By Plancherel in x∫
NZ\NR
∫
y≥c
|f |2 dx dy
yr
=
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y>c
|f(nxmy)|2 dx dy
yr
=
∑
ξ∈Zr−1
∫
y≥c
|fˆ(ξ, y)|2 dy
yr
Since fˆ(0, y) = 0 when y ≥ c, the sum is over ξ 6= 0, so that |ξ| ≥ 1 and∑
ξ
∫
y≥c
|fˆ(ξ, y)|2 dy
yr

∑
ξ
∫
y≥c
|ξ|2 · |fˆ(ξ, y)|2 dy
yr
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With ∆x the Euclidean Laplacian in x,
|ξ|2 · fˆ(ξ, y) = 1
4pi2
(−∆xf)̂(ξ, y) (−∆xf)̂(ξ, y)
Substituting this back and applying Plancherel∑
ξ
∫
y≥c
|ξ|2 · |fˆ(ξ, y)|2 dy
yr

∑
ξ
∫
y≥c
(−∆xf)̂(ξ, y)f̂(ξ, y)dy
yr
=
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y>c
−∆xf · f¯ dx dy
yr
Again using that y > c a 1∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y>c
−∆xf · f¯ dx dy
yr
≤ 1
c2
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y>c
−y2∆xf · f¯ dx dy
yr
Recall the positivity result
0 ≤
∫
−
(
y2
∂2
∂y2
− (r − 2)y ∂
∂y
)
f · f¯ dx dy
yr
so that
1
c2
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y>c
−y2∆xf · f¯ dx dy
yr
≤ 1
c2
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y>c
(
− y2∆xf − y2 ∂
2
∂y2
+ (r − 2)y ∂
∂y
)f
)
· f¯ dx dy
yr
Substituting back, for smooth f with support in y ≥ c a∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y>c
|f(nxmy)|2 dx dy
yr
 1
c2
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y>c
−∆f · f¯ dx dy
yr
Of course, also
0 ≤ 1
c2
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y>c
|f(x, y)|2 dx dy
yr
So adding this to the right side above gives∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y>c
|f(nxmy)|2 dx dy
yr
 1
c2
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y>c
(1−∆)f · f¯ dx dy
yr
≤ 1
c2
· |f |2B1a
as claimed. 
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7.2 U(r, 1)
Lemma 38: Let B be the unit ball in B1a(Γ\G/K) then, given ε > 0, a cutoff c a
can be made sufficiently large so that the image of B in L2a(Γ\G/K) lies in a single
ε-ball in L2a(Γ\G/K). That is, for f ∈ B1a(Γ\G/K)
lim
c→∞
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y>c
|f(nz,xmy)|2 dz dx dy
y2r+1
−→ 0 (uniformly for |f |B1a ≤ 1)
The following stronger estimate will also be shown: that for suitably large c > a 1∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y>c
|f(nz,xmy)|2 dz dx dy
y2r+1
 1
c2
· |f |2B1a
Proof. Since N ⊂ U(r, 1) is no longer commutative, we cannot follow the approach as
in O(r, 1) where a literal Fourier series on (N ∩Γ)\N) ≈ Zr−1\Rr−1 ≈ Tr−1 was used.
However, (N ∩ Γ)\N is still a (smooth) compact manifold. Recall the coordinates
used on N :
N = {nz,x =

1 z −1
2
|z|2 + ix
0 1r−1 −z∗
0 0 1

z ∈ Cr−1 z = u+iv ∈ Rr−1⊕ iRr−1 x ∈ R}
and that the Laplacian of G/K in these coordinates is
∆ = y2
(
∆u + ∆v +
∂2
∂y2
+ y2
∂2
∂x2
)
− (2r − 1)y ∂
∂y
The non-compact component of the quotient corresponding to the height is
Y∞ =
{
Γ\U(r, 1)/K : η(g) = η(nz,xmy) = y2r+1 > a
} ≈ (N ∩ Γ)\N × (a,∞)
While Y∞ is homeomorphic to the product (N ∩Γ)\N×(a,∞), the implicit geometry
of the “leaves” (i.e., corresponding to (N ∩ Γ)\N) includes a dependency on the y
parameter from the complementary ray (a,∞) ≈ R+. Denote the compact manifold
(N ∩ Γ)\N by X. ∆ decomposes into a sum of components tangential to the factors
so that by re-arranging terms in ∆ we can express it in terms of derivatives tangential
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and transverse to N (and thus also to (N ∩ Γ)\N = X), giving
∆ = y2
(
∆u + ∆v + y
2 ∂
2
∂x2
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Sy tangential to N
+
(
y2
∂2
∂y2
− (2r − 1)y ∂
∂y
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
∂2y transverse to N
For each y ∈ (a,∞), Sy is a symmetric semi-bounded operator and has compact
resolvent. The dependence of Sy on the coordinate y from M requires some attention
to make sure eigenvalues of Sy are uniformly bounded away from zero for all y ∈
(a,∞). To this end, let λ be the greatest number such that 〈−Syv, v〉 ≥ λ〈v, v〉:
λ = sup
c
〈−Syv, v〉 ≥ c〈v, v〉 for v ∈ C∞c (X) and v ⊥ 1
Since −Sy has positive discrete spectrum, λ is well-defined and we claim that λ is a
lower bound for the non-zero eigenvalues of −Sy. On the collar X×(a,∞), rewrite Sy
as the sum of a symmetric operator independent of y and a non-negative symmetric
operator
Sy = (∆u + ∆v + a
2 ∂
2
∂x2
)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Sa independent of y
+ (y2 − a2) ∂
2
∂x2︸ ︷︷ ︸
T
= Sa + T
Substituting Sa and T
〈−Syv, v〉 = 〈−(Sa + T )v, v〉 = 〈−Sav, v〉+ 〈−Tv, v〉 ≥ 〈−Sav, v〉
by the non-negativity of −T . The operator −Sa is also a positive, symmetric operator
and thus L2a decomposes purely discretely for −Sa. Label the eigenfunctions and
eigenvalues of −Sa as λ˜j and φ˜j. The Gelfand condition for y  a implies the 0th
coefficient c˜0 in the expansion relative to Sa vanishes uniformly (also true for Sy).
That is, the compactness of X implies 1 ∈ L2(X), and since Sa has no constant term,
the constant function 1 is an eigenfunction of Sa corresponding to the first eigenvalue
λ0 = 0 since the inner-product of the restriction of f to (N ∩ Γ)\N = X with the
constant function 1 = φ˜0
cPf(my) = 0 =
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
f(nw,t · nz,xmy) dnw,t =
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
f(nz,xmy) dnz,x
=
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
f(nz,xmy) · 1¯ dnz,x = c˜0(my) (i.e., for y  a)
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Similarly define λ˜ by
λ˜ = sup
c
〈−Sav, v〉 ≥ c〈v, v〉 for v ∈ C∞c (X) and v ⊥ 1
In particular, λ˜ is independent of y since Sa is. We then have for all v ∈ C∞c (X) and
v ⊥ 1:
〈−Syv, v〉 = 〈−(Sa + T )v, v〉 = 〈−Sav, v〉+ 〈−Tv, v〉 ≥ 〈−Sav, v〉 ≥ λ˜〈v, v〉
but λ was the greatest value satisfying this bound for Sy so we must have
λ ≥ λ˜ > 0
independent of the y coordinate. For f ∈ C∞c (Γ\G/K) ∩ L2a(Γ\G/K), on the collar
X × [a,∞):∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y≥c
|f |2 dz dx dy
y2r+1
=
∫
y≥c
(∫
(N∩Γ)\N
f · f¯ dz dx
)
dy
y2r+1
=
∫
y≥c
〈f, f〉X dy
y2r+1
≤
∫
y≥c
1
λ
〈−Syf, f〉X dy
y2r+1
≤
∫
y≥c
1
λ˜
〈−Syf, f〉X dy
y2r+1
=
1
λ˜
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y≥c
−Syf · f¯ dz dx dy
y2r+1
≤ 1
c2
1
λ˜
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y≥c
−y2Syf · f¯ dz dx dy
y2r+1
(y > c)
≤ 1
c2
1
λ˜
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y≥c
−y2Syf · f¯ − ∂2yf · f¯
dz dx dy
y2r+1
(pos. of fragments)
=
1
c2
1
λ˜
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y≥c
−(y2Sy + ∂2y)f · f¯
dz dx dy
y2r+1
=
1
c2
1
λ˜
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y≥c
−∆f · f¯ dz dx dy
y2r+1
≤ 1
c2
1
λ˜
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y≥c
−∆f · f¯ + f · f¯ dz dx dy
y2r+1
(|f |2 ≥ 0)
=
1
c2
1
λ˜
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y≥c
(1−∆)f · f¯ dz dx dy
y2r+1
=
1
c2
(1
λ˜
|f |2B1a
) 1
c2
|f |2B1a
Which is the claimed bound on the L2 tails. 
7.3 Sp∗(r, 1)
Lemma 39: Let B be the unit ball in B1a(Γ\G/K) then, given ε > 0, a cutoff c a
can be made sufficiently large so that the image of B in L2a(Γ\G/K) lies in a single
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ε-ball in L2a(Γ\G/K). That is, for f ∈ B1a(Γ\G/K)
lim
c→∞
∫
NZ\NR
∫
y>c
|f(nz,q,q′,q′′my)|2 dz dq dq
′ dq′′ dy
y4r+3
−→ 0 (uniformly for |f |B1a ≤ 1)
The following stronger estimate will also be shown: that for suitably large c > a 1∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y>c
|f(nz,q,q′,q′′my)|2 dz dq dq
′ dq′′ dy
y4r+3
 1
c2
· |f |2B1a
Proof. As with U(r, 1), since N ⊂ Sp∗(r, 1) is no longer commutative, we cannot
follow the approach as in O(r, 1) where a literal Fourier series on (N ∩ Γ)\N) ≈
Zr−1\Rr−1 ≈ Tr−1 was used. However, (N ∩ Γ)\N) is again a compact Riemannian
manifold; recall the coordinates used on N :
N = {nz,q,q′,q′′ =

1 z −1
2
|z|2 + iq + jq′ + kq′′
0 1r−1 −z∗
0 0 1

}
where
z = x+ iw + ju+ kv ∈ Rr−1 ⊕ iRr−1 ⊕ jRr−1 ⊕ kRr−1 ≈ Hr−1 q, q′, q′′ ∈ R
and that the Laplacian in these coordinates is
∆ = Ωg = y
2
(
∆x + ∆w + ∆u + ∆v +
∂2
∂y2
+ y2
∂2
∂q2
+ y2
∂2
∂q′ 2
+ y2
∂2
∂q′′ 2
)− (4r + 1)y ∂
∂y
The quotient Γ\U(r, 1)/K ≈ (N ∩ Γ)\N × (0,∞) and the product implies that ∆
decomposes into a sum of components tangential to the factors. By re-arranging
terms in ∆ and expressing it in terms of derivatives tangential and transverse to N
(and thus also to (N ∩ Γ)\N), we have an expression for the Laplacian:
∆ = y2
(
∆x + ∆w + ∆u + ∆v + y
2 ∂
2
∂q2
+ y2
∂2
∂q′ 2
+ y2
∂2
∂q′′ 2
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Sy tangential to N
+
(
∂2
∂y2
− (4r + 1)y ∂
∂y
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
∂2y transverse to N
For each y ∈ (a,∞), Sy is a symmetric semi-bounded operator and has compact
resolvent. The dependence of Sy on the coordinate y from M requires some attention
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to make sure eigenvalues of Sy are uniformly bounded away from zero for all y ∈
(a,∞). To this end, let λ be the greatest number such that 〈−Syv, v〉 ≥ λ〈v, v〉:
λ = sup
c
〈−Syv, v〉 ≥ c〈v, v〉 for v ∈ C∞c (X) and v ⊥ 1
Since −Sy has positive discrete spectrum, λ is well-defined and we claim that λ is a
lower bound for the non-zero eigenvalues of −Sy. On the collar X×(a,∞), rewrite Sy
as the sum of a symmetric operator independent of y and a non-negative symmetric
operator
Sy = (∆x + ∆w + ∆u + ∆v + a
2 ∂
2
∂q2
+ a2
∂2
∂q′ 2
+ a2
∂2
∂q′′ 2
)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Sa independent of y
+ (y2 − a2)( ∂
2
∂q2
+
∂2
∂q′ 2
+
∂2
∂q′′ 2
)︸ ︷︷ ︸
T
=Sa + T
Substituting Sa and T
〈−Syv, v〉 = 〈−(Sa + T )v, v〉 = 〈−Sav, v〉+ 〈−Tv, v〉 ≥ 〈−Sav, v〉
by the non-negativity of −T . The operator −Sa is also a positive, symmetric operator
and thus L2a decomposes purely discretely for −Sa. Label the eigenfunctions and
eigenvalues of −Sa as λ˜j and φ˜j. The Gelfand condition for y  a implies the 0th
coefficient c˜0 in the expansion relative to Sa vanishes uniformly (also true for Sy).
That is, the compactness of X implies 1 ∈ L2(X), and since Sa has no constant term,
the constant function 1 is an eigenfunction of Sa corresponding to the first eigenvalue
λ0 = 0 since the inner-product of the restriction of f to (N ∩ Γ)\N = X with the
constant function 1 = φ˜0
cPf(my) = 0 =
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
f(nw,f,g,h,t · nz,q,q′,q′′my) dnw,f,g,h,t
=
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
f(nz,q,q′,q′′my) dnz,q,q′,q′′
=
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
f(nz,q,q′,q′′my) · 1¯ dnz,q,q′,q′′ = c˜0(my) (i.e., for y  a)
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Similarly define λ˜ by
λ˜ = sup
c
〈−Sav, v〉 ≥ c〈v, v〉 for v ∈ C∞c (X) and v ⊥ 1
In particular, λ˜ is independent of y since Sa is. We then have for all v ∈ C∞c (X) and
v ⊥ 1:
〈−Syv, v〉 = 〈−(Sa + T )v, v〉 = 〈−Sav, v〉+ 〈−Tv, v〉 ≥ 〈−Sav, v〉 ≥ λ˜〈v, v〉
but λ was the greatest value satisfying this bound for Sy so we must have
λ ≥ λ˜ > 0
independent of the y coordinate. For f ∈ C∞c (Γ\G/K) ∩ L2a(Γ\G/K), on the collar
X × [a,∞):∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y≥c
|f |2 dz dq dq
′ dq′′ dy
y4r+3
=
∫
y≥c
(∫
(N∩Γ)\N
f · f¯ dz dq dq′ dq′′
)
dy
y4r+3
=
∫
y≥c
〈f, f〉X dy
y4r+3
≤
∫
y≥c
1
λ
〈−Syf, f〉X dy
y4r+3
≤
∫
y≥c
1
λ˜
〈−Syf, f〉X dy
y4r+3
=
1
λ˜
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y≥c
−Syf · f¯ dz dq dq
′ dq′′ dy
y4r+3
≤ 1
c2
1
λ˜
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y≥c
−y2Syf · f¯ dz dq dq
′ dq′′ dy
y4r+3
(y > c)
≤ 1
c2
1
λ˜
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y≥c
−y2Syf · f¯ − ∂2yf · f¯
dz dq dq′ dq′′ dy
y4r+3
(positivity of fragments)
=
1
c2
1
λ˜
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y≥c
−(y2Sy + ∂2y)f · f¯
dz dq dq′ dq′′ dy
y4r+3
=
1
c2
1
λ˜
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y≥c
−∆f · f¯ dz dq dq
′ dq′′ dy
y4r+3
≤ 1
c2
1
λ˜
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y≥c
−∆f · f¯ + f · f¯ dz dq dq
′ dq′′ dy
y4r+3
(|f |2 ≥ 0)
=
1
c2
1
λ˜
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y≥c
(1−∆)f · f¯ dz dq dq
′ dq′′ dy
y4r+3
=
1
c2
(1
λ˜
|f |2B1a
) 1
c2
|f |2B1a
Which is the claimed bound on the L2 tails. 
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8 B1 norms of tails are bounded by global B1 norms
The previous inequality did not directly apply to smooth truncations of f in B1a near
height c > a, nor establish that a collection of smooth truncations φ∞ · f over all
heights c > a can be chosen with B1-norms uniformly bounded for f ∈ B.
The following conventions will be used in this section: for fixed height η, for t ≥ 1,
the smoothly cut-off tail f [t] is described as follows. Let φ be a smooth function such
that 0 ≤ φ ≤ 1 on (0,∞) 
0 = φ(y) (for 0 ≤ y ≤ 1)
0 ≤ φ(y) ≤ 1 (for 1 ≤ y ≤ 2)
1 = φ(y) (for 2 ≤ y)
Since φ is smooth and constant outside the compact interval [1, 2], there is a common
pointwise bound Cφ < ∞ for |φ|, |φ′| and |φ′′|. For t > 0, define a smooth cut-off
function by
φt(y) = φ(y/t)
so that φt(y)→ 0 ∀y as t→∞.
8.1 O(r, 1)
For f ∈ H1 = H1(Γ\G/K), let f [t](nxmy) = φt(y)·f(nxmy). Use Iwasawa coordinates
nxmyK ←→ (x, y) ∈ Rr−1 × (0,∞).
Lemma 40: |f [t]|H1  |f |H1 (implied constant independent of f and t ≥ 1)
Proof. We have
Ω|G/K = ∆ = y2(∆x + ∂
2
∂y2
)− (r − 2)y ∂
∂y
Since ∆ has real coefficients, it suffices to treat real-valued f . Since 0 ≤ φt ≤ 1,
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clearly |f [t]|L2 = |φt · f |L2 ≤ |f |L2 . For the other part of the H1 norm
〈−∆f [t], f [t]〉 =
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y≥c
−(y2(∆x + ∂
2
∂y2
)− (r − 2)y ∂
∂y
)f [t]f [t]
dx dy
yr
=
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y≥c
−(φt(y)2)(y2∆xf(x, y))f(x, y)dx dy
yr
−
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y≥c
(y2
∂2
∂y2
− (r − 2)y ∂
∂y
)f [t]f [t]d
dx dy
yr
Since the ∆x factor treats y as a constant, temporarily ignore the first term in ∆x to
expand the term with the derivatives in y
=−
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y≥c
(y2
∂2
∂y2
− (r − 2)y ∂
∂y
)f [t]f [t]
dx dy
yr
=−
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y≥c
((
y2
∂2
∂y2
− (r − 2)y ∂
∂y
)(
φ(
y
t
)f(x, y)
))
(φ(
y
t
)f(x, y))
dx dy
yr
=−
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y≥c
y2
((
1
t2
∂2φ
∂y2
(
y
t
)
)
f(x, y) +
2
t
(
∂φ
∂y
(
y
t
)
)(
∂f
∂y
(x, y)
)
+ φ(
y
t
)
∂2f
∂y2
(x, y)
)
φ(
y
t
)f(x, y)
dx dy
yr
+(r − 2)
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y≥c
y
(
1
t
∂φ
∂y
(
y
t
)f(x, y) + φ(
y
t
)
∂f
∂y
(x, y)
)
φ(
y
t
)f(x, y)
dx dy
yr
Collecting, and again including the ∆x term
=
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y≥c
−(φt(y)2)(y2∆xf(x, y))f(x, y)dx dy
yr
(A 1)
−
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y≥c
1
t2
(
y2
∂2φ
∂y2
(
y
t
)φ(
y
t
)
)(
f(x, y)
)2
dx dy
yr
(B 1)
−
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y≥c
2
t
(
y2
∂φ
∂y
(
y
t
)φ(
y
t
)
)(
∂f
∂y
(y)f(x, y)
)
dx dy
yr
(C 1)
−
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y≥c
y2
(
φ(
y
t
)
)2(
∂2f
∂y2
(y)f(x, y)
)
dx dy
yr
(D 1)
+(r − 2)
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y≥c
1
t
(
y
∂φ
∂y
(
y
t
)φ(
y
t
)
)(
f(x, y)
)2
dx dy
yr
(E 1)
+(r − 2)
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y≥c
y
(
φ(
y
t
)
)2(
∂f
∂y
(y)f(x, y)
)
dx dy
yr
(F 1)
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Combining (A 1), (D 1) and (F 1) into (A2)
=
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y≥c
−(φt(y)2)
(
y2
(
∆x +
∂2
∂y2
)
− (r − 2)y ∂
∂y
)
f(x, y)f(x, y)
dx dy
yr
(A 2)
−
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y≥c
1
t2
(
y2
∂2φ
∂y2
(
y
t
)φ(
y
t
)
)(
f(x, y)
)2
dx dy
yr
(B 2)
−
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y≥c
2
t
(
y2
∂φ
∂y
(
y
t
)φ(
y
t
)
)(
∂f
∂y
(y)f(x, y)
)
dx dy
yr
(C 2)
+(r − 2)
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y≥c
1
t
(
y
∂φ
∂y
(
y
t
)φ(
y
t
)
)(
f(x, y)
)2
dx dy
yr
(D 2)
Note that ∂f
∂y
f = 1
2
∂
∂y
(f)2 and use integration by parts on (C 2) to move the derivative
from f (changing the sign of the term) giving (C3), noting also that (A 2) is ∆ to get
=
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y≥c
φt(y)
2
(
−∆f(x, y)f(x, y)
)
dx dy
yr
(A 3)
−
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y≥c
1
t2
(
y2
∂2φ
∂y2
(
y
t
)φ(
y
t
)
)(
f(x, y)
)2
dx dy
yr
(B 3)
+
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y≥c
2
t
(
2y
∂φ
∂y
(
y
t
)φ(
y
t
)
+y2
1
t
∂2φ
∂y2
(
y
t
)φ(
y
t
) + y2
1
t
(
∂φ
∂y
(
y
t
)
)2)(
f(x, y)
)2
dx dy
yr
(C 3)
+(r − 2)
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y≥c
1
t
(
y
∂φ
∂y
(
y
t
)φ(
y
t
)
)(
f(x, y)
)2
dx dy
yr
(D 3)
Combining (B 3), (C 3) and (D 3) on the common term of
(
f(x, y)
)2
=
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y≥c
φt(y)
2
(
−∆f(x, y)f(x, y)
)
dx dy
yr
+
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y≥c
(
y2
t2
∂2φ
∂y2
(
y
t
)φ(
y
t
) +
2y2
t2
(
∂φ
∂y
(
y
t
)
)2
+ (r + 2)
y
t
∂φ
∂y
(
y
t
)φ(
y
t
)
)(
f(x, y)
)2
dx dy
yr
By assumption 0 ≤ φ ≤ 1, which applies also to φt, so the first integral is bounded
by
∫ −∆f · f . The second expression is bounded in terms of |f |2L2 as follows: φ′ and
φ′′ are supported in [1, 2], so φ′t and φ
′′
t are supported in [t, 2t]. Using the earlier
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pointwise bound Cφ < ∞ on φ′ and φ′′, gives the estimate the second integral (no
loss in generality assuming c ≤ t):∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y≥c
(
y2
t2
∂2φ
∂y2
(
y
t
)φ(
y
t
) +
2y2
t2
(
∂φ
∂y
(
y
t
)
)2
+ (r + 2)
y
t
∂φ
∂y
(
y
t
)φ(
y
t
)
)
(f(x, y))2
dx dy
yr
=
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫ 2t
t
(
y2
t2
∂2φ
∂y2
(
y
t
)φ(
y
t
) +
2y2
t2
(
∂φ
∂y
(
y
t
)
)2
+ (r + 2)
y
t
∂φ
∂y
(
y
t
)φ(
y
t
)
)
(f(x, y))2
dx dy
yr
≤
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫ 2t
t
∣∣∣∣∣y2t2 ∂2φ∂y2 (yt )φ(yt ) + 2y2t2
(
∂φ
∂y
(
y
t
)
)2
+ (r + 2)
y
t
∂φ
∂y
(
y
t
)φ(
y
t
)
∣∣∣∣∣(f(x, y))2dx dyyr
since y < 2t
≤
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫ 2t
t
∣∣∣∣∣4∂2φ∂y2 (yt )φ(yt ) + 8
(
∂φ
∂y
(
y
t
)
)2
+ 2(r + 2)
∂φ
∂y
(
y
t
)φ(
y
t
)
∣∣∣∣∣(f(x, y))2dx dyyr
using |φ|, |φ′|, |φ′′| < Cφ
≤
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫ 2t
t
(
4C2φ + 8C
2
φ + 2(r + 2)C
2
φ
)
(f(x, y))2
dx dy
yr
φ |f |2L2 = cφ|f |2L2
Where cφ depends only on φ, φ
′ and φ′′. Combining the estimates gives
|f [t]|2H1 φ |f |2H1
as claimed. 
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8.2 U(r, 1)
Use Iwasawa coordinates
G/K 3 nz,xmyK ←→ (z, x, y) ∈ Cr−1 × R× (0,∞)
z ∈ Cr−1 = {z : u+ iv ∈ Rr−1 ⊕ iRr−1} x ∈ R y ∈ R+ = (0,∞)
For fixed height η, for t ≥ 1, let f [t] be the smoothly cut-off tail of f as follows. Let
φ be a smooth function such that 0 ≤ φ ≤ 1 on (0,∞)
0 = φ(y) (for 0 ≤ y ≤ 1)
0 ≤ φ(y) ≤ 1 (for 1 ≤ y ≤ 2)
1 = φ(y) (for 2 ≤ y)
Since φ is smooth and constant outside the compact interval [1, 2], there is a common
pointwise bound Cφ <∞ for φ, φ′ and φ′′. For t > 0, define a smooth cut-off function
by
φt(y) = φ(y/t)
so that φt(y)→ 0 ∀y as t→∞.
For f ∈ H1 = H1(Γ\G/K), let f [t](nz,xmy) = φt(y) · f(nz,xmy).
Lemma 41: |f [t]|H1  |f |H1 (implied constant independent of f and t ≥ 1)
Proof. We have
Ω|G/K = ∆ = y2
(
∆u + ∆v +
∂2
∂y2
+ y2
∂2
∂x2
)
− (2r − 1)y ∂
∂y
Since ∆ has real coefficients, it suffices to treat real-valued f . Since 0 ≤ φt ≤ 1,
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clearly |f [t]|L2 = |φt · f |L2 ≤ |f |L2 . For the other part of the H1 norm
〈−∆f [t], f [t]〉 =
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y≥c
−(y2
(
∆u + ∆v +
∂2
∂y2
+ y2
∂2
∂x2
)
− (2r − 1)y ∂
∂y
)f [t]f [t]
dz dx dy
y2r+1
=
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y≥c
−φt(y)2y2
((
∆u + ∆v
+ y2
∂2
∂x2
)
f(nz,xmy)
)
f(nz,xmy)
dz dx dy
y2r+1
−
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y≥c
(y2
∂2
∂y2
− (2r − 1)y ∂
∂y
)f [t]f [t]
dz dx dy
y2r+1
Since the variable y is treated a constant by the operators in the first integral, tem-
porarily ignore the first terms and expand the second term containing derivatives in
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y, writing f(z, x, y) for f(nz,x,my):
−
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y≥c
(
y2
∂2
∂y2
− (2r − 1)y ∂
∂y
)
f [t]f [t]
dz dx dy
y2r+1
=−
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y≥c
((
y2
∂2
∂y2
− (2r − 1)y ∂
∂y
)(
φ(
y
t
)f(z, x, y)
))·
(φ(
y
t
)f(z, x, y))
dz dx dy
y2r+1
=−
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y≥c
y2
((
1
t2
∂2φ
∂y2
(
y
t
)
)
f(z, x, y) +
2
t
(
∂φ
∂y
(
y
t
)
)(
∂f
∂y
(z, x, y)
)
+ φ(
y
t
)
∂2f
∂y2
(z, x, y)
)
φ(
y
t
)f(z, x, y)
dz dx dy
y2r+1
+ (2r − 1)
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y≥c
y
(
1
t
∂φ
∂y
(
y
t
)f(z, x, y) + φ(
y
t
)
∂f
∂y
(z, x, y)
)
·
φ(
y
t
)f(z, x, y)
dz dx dy
y2r+1
=−
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y≥c
(
y2
t2
φ(
y
t
)
∂2φ
∂y2
(
y
t
)
(
f(z, x, y)
)2
+
2y2
t
φ(
y
t
)
∂φ
∂y
(
y
t
)
∂f
∂y
(z, x, y)f(z, x, y)
+ y2
(
φ(
y
t
)
)2∂2f
∂y2
(z, x, y)f(z, x, y)
)
dz dx dy
y2r+1
+(2r − 1)
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y≥c
(
y
t
φ(
y
t
)
∂φ
∂y
(
y
t
)
(
f(z, x, y)
)2
+ y
(
φ(
y
t
)
)2∂f
∂y
(z, x, y)f(z, x, y)
)
dz dx dy
y2r+1
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Expanding, collecting like terms and re-adding the terms including other derivatives
=
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y≥c
−φt(y)2y2
((
∆u + ∆v + y
2 ∂
2
∂x2
)
f(nz,xmy)
)
f(z, x, y)
dz dx dy
y2r+1
(A 1)
−
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y≥c
y2
t2
φ(
y
t
)
∂2φ
∂y2
(
y
t
)
(
f(z, x, y)
)2dz dx dy
y2r+1
(B 1)
−
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y≥c
2y2
t
φ(
y
t
)
∂φ
∂y
(
y
t
)
∂f
∂y
(z, x, y)f(z, x, y)
dz dx dy
y2r+1
(C 1)
−
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y≥c
y2
(
φ(
y
t
)
)2∂2f
∂y2
(z, x, y)f(z, x, y)
dz dx dy
y2r+1
(D 1)
+(2r − 1)
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y≥c
y
t
φ(
y
t
)
∂φ
∂y
(
y
t
)
(
f(z, x, y)
)2dz dx dy
y2r+1
(E 1)
+(2r − 1)
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y≥c
y
(
φ(
y
t
)
)2∂f
∂y
(z, x, y)f(z, x, y)
dz dx dy
y2r+1
(F 1)
(A 1), (D 1) and (F 1) have a common factor of φ2t and combine into (A2)
=
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y≥c
−φt(y)2y2
((
∆u + ∆v + y
2 ∂
2
∂x2
+
∂2
∂y2
−(2r − 1)y ∂
∂y
)
f(z, x, y)
)
f(z, x, y)
dz dx dy
y2r+1
(A 2)
−
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y≥c
y2
t2
φ(
y
t
)
∂2φ
∂y2
(
y
t
)
(
f(z, x, y)
)2dz dx dy
y2r+1
(B 2)
−
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y≥c
2y2
t
φ(
y
t
)
(
∂φ
∂y
(
y
t
)
)(
∂f
∂y
(z, x, y)
)
f(z, x, y)
dz dx dy
y2r+1
(C 2)
+(2r − 1)
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y≥c
y
t
φ(
y
t
)
∂φ
∂y
(
y
t
)
(
f(z, x, y)
)2dz dx dy
y2r+1
(D 2)
Note that ∂f
∂y
f = 1
2
∂
∂y
(f)2 and use integration by parts (changing the sign of the term)
on (C 2) to move the derivative from f giving (C3), noting also that (A 2) is ∆ to
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get
=
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y≥c
−φt(y)2∆f(z, x, y)f(z, x, y)dz dx dy
y2r+1
(A 3)
−
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y≥c
y2
t2
φ(
y
t
)
∂2φ
∂y2
(
y
t
)
(
f(z, x, y)
)2 dz dx dy
y2r+1
(B 3)
+
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y≥c
(
4y
t
φ(
y
t
)
∂φ
∂y
(
y
t
) +
2y2
t2
(
∂φ
∂y
(
y
t
)
)2
+
2y2
t2
φ(
y
t
)
∂2φ
∂y2
(
y
t
)
)(
f(z, x, y)
)2 dz dx dy
y2r+1
(C 3)
+(2r − 1)
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y≥c
y
t
φ(
y
t
)
∂φ
∂y
(
y
t
)
(
f(z, x, y)
)2 dz dx dy
y2r+1
(D 3)
Combining (B3), (C3) and (D3) on the common factor of
(
f(z, x, y)
)2
=
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y≥c
−φt(y)2∆f(z, x, y)f(z, x, y)dz dx dy
y2r+1
(A 4)
+
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y≥c
(
− y
2
t2
φ(
y
t
)
∂2φ
∂y2
(
y
t
) +
4y
t
φ(
y
t
)
∂φ
∂y
(
y
t
) +
2y2
t2
(
∂φ
∂y
(
y
t
)
)2
+
2y2
t2
φ(
y
t
)
∂2φ
∂y2
(
y
t
) + (2r − 1)y
t
φ(
y
t
)
∂φ
∂y
(
y
t
)
)(
f(z, x, y)
)2 dz dx dy
y2r+1
(B 4)
Consolidating, suppressing the argument (y
t
) for clarity, and writing derivatives in φ
as primed (′)
=
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y≥c
−φt(y)2∆f(z, x, y)f(z, x, y)dz dx dy
y2r+1
(A 4)
+
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y≥c
(
y2
t2
φφ′′ +
2y2
t2
(
φ′
)2
+ (2r + 3)
y
t
φ φ′
)(
f(z, x, y)
)2 dz dx dy
y2r+1
(B 4)
By assumption 0 ≤ φ ≤ 1, which applies also to φt, so the first integral is bounded by∫ −∆f · f . The second expression is bounded in terms of |f |2L2 as follows: φ′ and φ′′
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are supported in [1, 2], so φ′t and φ
′′
t are supported in [t, 2t] and thus y < 2t so
y
t
< 2.∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y≥c
(
y2
t2
φφ′′ +
2y2
t2
(
φ′
)2
+ (2r + 3)
y
t
φ φ′
)(
f(z, x, y)
)2 dz dx dy
y2r+1
≤
∣∣∣∣∣
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y≥c
(
y2
t2
φφ′′ +
2y2
t2
(
φ′
)2
+ (2r + 3)
y
t
φ φ′
)(
f(z, x, y)
)2 dz dx dy
y2r+1
∣∣∣∣∣
≤
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y≥c
∣∣∣∣∣y2t2 φφ′′ + 2y2t2 (φ′)2 + (2r + 3)yt φ φ′
∣∣∣∣∣(f(z, x, y))2 dz dx dyy2r+1
≤
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y≥c
(∣∣∣∣y2t2 φφ′′
∣∣∣∣+ ∣∣∣∣2y2t2 (φ′)2
∣∣∣∣+ (2r + 3)∣∣∣∣yt φ φ′
∣∣∣∣
)(
f(z, x, y)
)2 dz dx dy
y2r+1
Using the earlier pointwise bound Cφ <∞ on φ, φ′ and φ′′:
≤
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y≥c
(
4C2φ + 8C
2
φ + (2r + 3)Cφ
)(
f(z, x, y)
)2 dz dx dy
y2r+1
So that, combining (A 4) and (B 4) above, for C ′φ = polynomial in Cφ
φ C ′φ
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y≥c
(
1−∆)f(z, x, y) · f(z, x, y) dz dx dy
y2r+1
φ |f |2H1
as claimed. 
8.3 Sp∗(r, 1)
A model for quaternionic hyperbolic space is
G/K ≈ Sp∗(r, 1)/(Sp∗(r)× Sp∗(1)) ≈ NM/(M ∩K) ≈ N × A+
with coordinates z, p, q, r ∈ N ≈ Hr−1 × R3, y ∈ A+ ≈ R× from the Iwasawa
decomposition giving
G/K 3 nz,q,q′,q′′myK ←→ (z, q, q′, q′′, y) ∈ Hr−1 × R3 × (0,∞)
z = x+ iw + ju+ kv ∈ Rr−1 ⊕ iRr−1 ⊕ jRr−1 ⊕ kRr−1 ≈ Hr−1 q, q′, q′′ ∈ R
For fixed height η, for t ≥ 1, let f [t] be the smoothly cut-off tail of f as follows. Let
φ be a smooth function such that 0 ≤ φ ≤ 1 on (0,∞)
0 = φ(y) (for 0 ≤ y ≤ 1)
0 ≤ φ(y) ≤ 1 (for 1 ≤ y ≤ 2)
1 = φ(y) (for 2 ≤ y)
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Since φ is smooth and constant outside the compact interval [1, 2], there is a common
pointwise bound Cφ <∞ for φ, φ′ and φ′′. For t > 0, define a smooth cut-off function
by
φt(y) = φ(y/t)
so that φt(y)→ 0 ∀y as t→∞. For f ∈ H1 = H1(Γ\G/K), set
f [t](nz,q,q′,q′′my) = φt(y) · f(nz,q,q′,q′′my) = φ(y
t
) · f(z, q, q′, q′′, y)
Lemma 42: |f [t]|H1  |f |H1 (implied constant independent of f and t ≥ 1)
Proof. We have
Ω|G/K = ∆ = y2
(
∆x+∆w +∆u+∆v +
∂2
∂y2
+y2
∂2
∂q2
+y2
∂2
∂q′2
+y2
∂2
∂q′′2
)− (4r+1)y ∂
∂y
Since ∆ has real coefficients, it suffices to treat real-valued f . Since 0 ≤ φt ≤ 1,
clearly |f [t]|L2 = |φt · f |L2 ≤ |f |L2 . For the other part of the H1 norm, first gather
terms using that the variable y is treated as a constant by the non-y derivatives:
〈−∆f [t], f [t]〉 =
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y≥c
−
(
y2
(
∆x + ∆w + ∆u + ∆v +
∂2
∂y2
+ y2
∂2
∂q2
+ y2
∂2
∂q′2
+ y2
∂2
∂q′′2
)− (4r + 1)y ∂
∂y
)
f [t]f [t]
dz dq dq′ dq′′ dy
y4r+3
(1)
=
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y≥c
−φt(y)2y2
(
∆x + ∆w + ∆u + ∆v + y
2 ∂
2
∂q2
+ y2
∂2
∂q′2
+ y2
∂2
∂q′′2
)
f(nz,q,q′,q′′my)f(nz,q,q′,q′′my)
dz dq dq′ dq′′ dy
y4r+3
(2)
−
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y≥c
(
y2
∂2
∂y2
− (4r + 1)y ∂
∂y
)
f [t]f [t]
dz dq dq′ dq′′ dy
y4r+3
(3)
Temporarily ignore term (2) and expand the term (3) containing derivatives in y. To
lighten notation, we suppress the arguments of f as only the y-derivative will appear.
−
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y≥c
(
y2
∂2
∂y2
− (4r + 1)y ∂
∂y
)
f [t]f [t]
dz dq dq′ dq′′ dy
y4r+3
=−
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y≥c
((
y2
∂2
∂y2
− (4r + 1)y ∂
∂y
)(
φ(
y
t
) · f)) · φ(y
t
) · f dz dq dq
′ dq′′ dy
y4r+3
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=−
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y≥c
((
y2
∂2
∂y2
− (4r + 1)y ∂
∂y
)(
φ(
y
t
) · f)) φ(y
t
) · f dz dq dq
′ dq′′ dy
y4r+3
=−
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y≥c
(
y2
∂2
∂y2
(
φ(
y
t
) · f)− (4r + 1)y ∂
∂y
(
φ(
y
t
) · f)) ·
φ(
y
t
) · f dz dq dq
′ dq′′ dy
y4r+3
=−
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y≥c
y2
((
1
t2
∂2φ
∂y2
(
y
t
)
)
f +
2
t
(
∂φ
∂y
(
y
t
)
)(
∂f
∂y
)
+ φ(
y
t
)
∂2f
∂y2
)
·
φ(
y
t
) · f dz dq dq
′ dq′′ dy
y4r+3
+ (4r + 1)
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y≥c
y
(
1
t
∂φ
∂y
(
y
t
)f + φ(
y
t
)
∂f
∂y
)
· φ(y
t
) · f dz dq dq
′ dq′′ dy
y4r+3
Writing derivatives as primes (′)
=−
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y≥c
(
y2
t2
φ′′f +
2y2
t
φ′f ′ + y2φf ′′
)
· φ · f dz dq dq
′ dq′′ dy
y4r+3
+ (4r + 1)
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y≥c
(
y
t
φ′f + y φf ′
)
· φ · f dz dq dq
′ dq′′ dy
y4r+3
=−
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y≥c
(
y2φ′′t f + 2y
2φ′tf
′ + y2φtf ′′
)
· φt · f dz dq dq
′ dq′′ dy
y4r+3
+ (4r + 1)
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y≥c
(
yφ′tf + y φtf
′
)
· φt · f dz dq dq
′ dq′′ dy
y4r+3
Multiplying out and collecting like terms in φ
=
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y≥c
(
− φ2t
(
y2 · f ′′ − (4r + 1)y · f ′) · f
+
(
(4r + 1)yφ′t · φt − y2φ′′t · φt
) · f 2 − 2y2φ′t · φt · (f ′ · f)
)
dz dq dq′ dq′′ dy
y4r+3
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Returning the earlier terms in other derivatives
=
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y≥c
−φt(y)2y2
(
∆x + ∆w + ∆u + ∆v + y
2 ∂
2
∂q2
+ y2
∂2
∂q′2
+ y2
∂2
∂q′′2
)
f · f dz dq dq
′ dq′′ dy
y4r+3
(A 1)
−
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y≥c
φ2t ·
(
y2 · ∂
2f
∂y2
· f − (4r + 1)y ∂f
∂y
· f
)
dz dq dq′ dq′′ dy
y4r+3
(B 1)
+
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y≥c
((
(4r + 1)y · ∂φt
∂y
· φt − y2 · ∂
2φt
∂y2
· φt
)
· f 2
− 2y2∂f
∂y
· f · ∂φt
∂y
· φt
)
dz dq dq′ dq′′ dy
y4r+3
(C 1)
(A 1) and (B 1) combine to ∆ so the above equals
=
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y≥c
−∆f · f · φt(y)2 dz dq dq
′ dq′′ dy
y4r+3
(A 2)
+
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y≥c
((
(4r + 1)y · ∂φt
∂y
· φt − y2 · ∂
2φt
∂y2
· φt
)
· f 2
)
dz dq dq′ dq′′ dy
y4r+3
(B 2)
+
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y≥c
(
− 2y2 · ∂φt
∂y
· φt · ∂f
∂y
· f
)
dz dq dq′ dq′′ dy
y4r+3
(C 2)
Note that ∂f
∂y
f = 1
2
∂
∂y
(f)2 and use integration by parts (changing the sign of the term)
on (C 2) to move the derivative from f giving (C3), factor out the common term of
|f |2, and expand terms in φt(y) = φ(yt )
=
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y≥c
−∆f · f · φ(y
t
)2
dz dq dq′ dq′′ dy
y4r+3
(A 3)
+
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y≥c
(
(4r − 7)y
t
∂φ
∂y
(
y
t
) · φ(y
t
) − 5y
2
t2
· ∂
2φ
∂y2
(
y
t
) · φ(y
t
)
− y
2
t2
(∂φ
∂y
(
y
t
)
)2) · f 2 dz dq dq′ dq′′ dy
y4r+3
(B 3)
Since 0 ≤ φ ≤ 1, (A 2) is positive and clearly bounded by 〈−∆f, f〉. By as-
sumption 0 ≤ φ ≤ 1, which applies also to φt, so the first integral is bounded by
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∫ −∆f · f . The second expression is bounded in terms of |f |2L2 as follows: φ′ and φ′′
are supported in [1, 2], so φ′t and φ
′′
t are supported in [t, 2t] and thus y < 2t so
y
t
< 2.
This along with the pointwise bound Cφ < ∞ on |φ|, |φ′| and |φ′′| estimate the the
second integral (B3):
≤
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y≥c
( ∣∣∣∣(4r − 7)yt ∂φ∂y (yt ) · φ(yt )
∣∣∣∣
+
∣∣∣∣ 5y2t2 · ∂2φ∂y2 (yt ) · φ(yt )
∣∣∣∣
+
∣∣∣∣ y2t2
(
∂φ
∂y
(
y
t
)
)2 ∣∣∣∣
)
· |f |2 dz dq dq
′ dq′′ dy
y4r+3
≤
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y≥c
(
multiple of C2φ
)
· |f |2 dz dq dq
′ dq′′ dy
y4r+3
= constant× |f |2L2
as claimed 
9 A gradient operator ∇ on functions on Γ\G/K
Following [Garrett 2018], to facilitate estimates using local Iwasawa coordinates, we
define a type of gradient operator∇ on functions on Γ\G/K with a form of integration
by parts property
∫
Γ\G/K
−∆f · f¯ =
∫
Γ\G/K
〈∇f,∇f〉s
where the inner product is taken on the vector space s in which ∇ takes its values.
Let γ → γθ be an involutive automorphism (e.g., a Cartan involution) on the
Lie algebra of G as g = s + k such that k, the Lie algebra of the maximal compact
subgroup K, is the +1 eigenspace, letting s be the −1 eigenspace. Here, for O(r, 1),
we can take γθ = −γ>. Let 〈, 〉s be a positive-definite real-valued inner product on s,
invariant under the action of K:
〈kαk−1, kβk−1〉s = 〈α, β〉s (for all α, β ∈ s and k ∈ K)
The form 〈, 〉s can be given by restricing the trace to a reduced trace form which is
proportional to the Cartan-Killing form
〈α, β〉s = 〈α, β〉trace = tr(α · β) (for α, β ∈ g)
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where tr is matrix trace. Extend scalars on s (i.e., by abuse of terminology, call
s = s⊗RC) so that 〈, 〉s is positive-definite hermitian (i.e., take the second argument as
complex-conjugate). Since Γ is discrete in G and differentiation is local, differentiating
of right translation Xx for x ∈ g acts on functions on G or Γ\G.
(Xxf)(g) =
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
f(g · etx) (for f ∈ C1 and g ∈ G or Γ\G)
Name this map ρ(x) : x→ Xx; ρ is a K-equivariant g-valued function since for f ∈ C1
(i.e., considered either on G or Γ\G)
(
k · ρ(x) · k−1 · f)(g) = k ·Xx · k−1 · f(g) = (k(Xx(k−1f)))(g) = (Xx(k−1f))(gk)
=
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
((k−1f)(g k etx) =
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
f(g k etx k−1)
=
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
f(getkxk
−1
) = Xkxk−1f(g)
The operator ∇ is an s-valued operator on functions on either G or Γ\G. Similar to
the characterization of the Casimir operator, the commutativity of the diagram
EndR(s)

≈ // s⊗R s∗ 〈,〉s // s⊗R s ρ⊗R1s// ρ(s)⊗R s

1s // ∇
exhibits the K-equivariance of ∇.
Identify s∗ with s via x → 〈−, x〉s to express ∇ in coordinates in terms of a
〈, 〉s-orthonormal basis of s
∇ =
∑
j
Xxj · xj ∇f =
∑
j
Xxjf · xj (for f ∈ C∞)
the K-equivariance of the diagram shows this expession of ∇ is independent of the
basis of s
Lemma 43: For f ∈ C∞c (Γ\G/K) = C∞c (Γ\G)K,∫
Γ\G
−∆f · f¯ =
∫
Γ\G
〈∇f,∇f〉s
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Proof. Since 〈, 〉s is proportional to the trace form, write xi for Xxi = ρ(xi) for
xi ∈ s, and let θj be a basis for k such that 〈θi, θj〉trace = −δij with Kronecker and the
trace pairing. As before, the Casimir operator is then the image of
∑
j x
2
j −
∑
i θ
2
i in
the universal enveloping algebra. On right K-invariant functions, the θ terms vanish
and the Casimir operator reduces to
∑
j x
2
j . Integration by parts gives∫
Γ\G
−∆f · f¯ =
∫
Γ\G
−
∑
j
x2jf · f¯ =
∫
Γ\G
∑
j
xjf · xjf
=
∫
Γ\G
∑
j
〈xjf · xj, xjf · xj〉s =
∫
Γ\G
〈∇f,∇f〉s

10 With a 1, the inclusion B1a(Γ\G/K)→ L2a(Γ\G/K) is compact.
We follow the approach of [Garrett 2018] which elaborates on the developement
treated in [Lax-Phillips 1976]. The idea used in all three cases, for O(r, 1), U(r, 1)
and Sp∗(r, 1), is that the usual Rellich compactness lemma, asserting compactness
of proper inclusions of Sobolev spaces on compact Riemannian symmetric spaces, as
proven by localizing to multi-tori Tr (cf. §§9.5.12 and 9.5.15 in [Garrett 2018], and
also the appendix), reduces the issue to the estimates established above on L2 and
smooth cut-off truncations of the tails.
The total boundedness criterion for pre-compactness requires that, given ε > 0,
the image in L2a(Γ\G/K) of the unit ball B in B1a(Γ\G/K) can be covered by finitely-
many balls of radius ε (cf. §14.7 in [Garrett 2018]). We show this by using the
estimates on the tails of smooth cutoffs developed previously.
10.1 O(r, 1)
Theorem 44: For G = O(r, 1), K = O(r) × O(1) and arithmetic subgroup Γ ⊂ G,
then with a 1 the inclusion B1a(Γ\G/K)→ L2a(Γ\G/K) is compact
Proof. Let (x, y) be coordinates from the Iwasawa decomposition: x ∈ N ≈ Rr−1,
y ∈ A+ ≈ R×, by reduction theory, let S be a fixed Siegel set that surjects to
the quotient Γ\G. Then, given c ≥ a, let Yo and Y∞ be the respective images of
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{g ∈ S : η(g) = η(x, y) = yr ≤ c+ 1} and {g ∈ S : η(g) = yr ≥ c} in Γ\G/K. By
construction, the interiors of Yo and Y∞ cover Γ\G/K.
From general considerations we can take a smooth partition of unity {φi} so∑
i φi = 1 on Yo. Let φ∞ be a smooth function that is identically 1 for η ≥ c and
that support(φ∞) ⊂ U∞. The smooth function φ∞ should be chosen in a fashion
similar to the smooth cut-offs used previously: i.e., φ∞ is 0 for 0 ≤ η ≤ c− 1, φ∞ is
1 for η ≥ c and all values of φ∞ lie between 0 and 1. In particular, φ∞ is zero on a
non-empty open contained in Yo. It will also be useful later that φ∞ and 1−φ∞ form
a two-element partition of unity.
Iwasawa coordinates provide an explicit way of separating Γ\G/K into a cusp part
Y∞ and a compact body Yo. Let B be the unit ball in B1a(Γ\G/K). Given ε > 0,
take c− 1 > c′  a sufficiently large (with associated Yo, Y∞ and smooth cut-off φ∞
determined by c) so that φ∞ ·B lies in a single ε\2-ball in L2a(Γ\G/K). That is, using
Lemma 55, choose c′  a so that∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y>c′
|f |2 dx dy
yr
 1
(c′)2
· |f |2B1a(Γ\G/K)
Choose φ∞, such that 0 ≤ φ∞ ≤ 1 and φ∞ = 0 for y ≤ c− 1:∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y≥a
|φ∞ · f |2 dx dy
yr
≤
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y>c′
|f |2 dx dy
yr
 1
(c′)2
· |f |2B1a(Γ\G/K)
That is,
|φ∞ · f |2L2a(Γ\G/K) 
1
(c′)2
· |f |2B1a(Γ\G/K)
Specifically, choose large c′ so that
|φ∞ · f |2L2a(Γ\G/K) <
ε
2
<
1
(c′)2
· |f |2B1a(Γ\G/K)
Next, note that (1− φ∞) · f has support in Yo for any f ∈ B1a(Γ\G/K) and the map
(1− φ∞)· : B1a(Γ\G/K)→ B1a(Yo)
is continuous and therefore bounded by Lemma 33.
Thus, the image of B under the restriction of this map
B → (1− φ∞) ·B → B1a(Yo)→ L2(Yo) ⊂ L2(Γ\G/K)
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is pre-compact and can be covered by finitely many ε/2 balls in L2(Γ\G/K). Finally,
B = φ∞ ·B+(1−φ∞)·B is therefore covered by finitely-many ε/2 balls in L2a(Γ\G/K)
so the image of B in L2(Γ\G/K) is pre-compact. 
10.2 U(r, 1)
Theorem 45: For G = U(r, 1), K = U(r) × U(1) and arithmetic subgroup Γ ⊂ G,
then with a 1 the inclusion B1a(Γ\G/K)→ L2a(Γ\G/K) is compact
Proof. Let (z, x, y) be coordinates from the Iwasawa decomposition: z, x ∈ N ≈
Cr−1×R, y ∈ A+ ≈ R×, by reduction theory, let S be a fixed Siegel set that surjects
to the quotient Γ\G. Then, given c ≥ a, let Yo and Y∞ be the respective images of
{g ∈ S : η(g) = η(z, x, y) = y2r+1 ≤ c + 1} and {g ∈ S : η(g) = y2r+1 ≥ c} in
Γ\G/K. By construction, the interiors of Yo and Y∞ cover Γ\G/K.
From general considerations we can take a smooth partition of unity {φi} so∑
i φi = 1 on Yo. Let φ∞ be a smooth function that is identically 1 for η ≥ c and
that support(φ∞) ⊂ U∞. The smooth function φ∞ should be chosen in a fashion
similar to the smooth cut-offs used previously: i.e., φ∞ is 0 for 0 ≤ η ≤ c− 1, φ∞ is
1 for η ≥ c and all values of φ∞ lie between 0 and 1. In particular, φ∞ is zero on a
non-empty open contained in Yo. It will also be useful later that φ∞ and 1−φ∞ form
a two-element partition of unity.
Iwasawa coordinates provide an explicit way of separating Γ\G/K into a cusp part
Y∞ and a compact body Yo. Let B be the unit ball in B1a(Γ\G/K). Given ε > 0,
take c− 1 > c′  a sufficiently large (with associated Yo, Y∞ and smooth cut-off φ∞
determined by c) so that φ∞ ·B lies in a single ε\2-ball in L2a(Γ\G/K). That is, using
Lemma 55, choose c′  a so that∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y>c′
|f |2 dz dx dy
y2r+1
 1
(c′)2
· |f |2B1a(Γ\G/K)
Choose φ∞, such that 0 ≤ φ∞ ≤ 1 and φ∞ = 0 for y ≤ c− 1:∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y≥a
|φ∞ · f |2 dz dx dy
y2r+1
≤
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y>c′
|f |2 dz dx dy
y2r+1
 1
(c′)2
· |f |2B1a(Γ\G/K)
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That is,
|φ∞ · f |2L2a(Γ\G/K) 
1
(c′)2
· |f |2B1a(Γ\G/K)
Specifically, choose large c′ so that
|φ∞ · f |2L2a(Γ\G/K) <
ε
2
<
1
(c′)2
· |f |2B1a(Γ\G/K)
Next, note that (1− φ∞) · f has support in Yo for any f ∈ B1a(Γ\G/K) and the map
(1− φ∞)· : B1a(Γ\G/K)→ B1a(Yo)
is continuous and therefore bounded by Lemma 33.
Thus, the image of B under the restriction of this map
B → (1− φ∞) ·B → B1a(Yo)→ L2(Yo) ⊂ L2(Γ\G/K)
is pre-compact and can be covered by finitely many ε/2 balls in L2(Γ\G/K). Finally,
B = φ∞ ·B+(1−φ∞)·B is therefore covered by finitely-many ε/2 balls in L2a(Γ\G/K)
so the image of B in L2(Γ\G/K) is pre-compact. 
10.3 Sp∗(r, 1)
Theorem 46: For G = O(r, 1), K = O(r) × O(1) and arithmetic subgroup Γ ⊂ G,
then with a 1 the inclusion B1a(Γ\G/K)→ L2a(Γ\G/K) is compact
Proof. Let z, q, q′, q′′ be coordinates from the Iwasawa decomposition: z, q, q′, q′′ ∈
N ≈ Hr−1 × R3, y ∈ A+ ≈ R×, by reduction theory, let S be a fixed Siegel set that
surjects to the quotient Γ\G. Then, given c ≥ a, let Yo and Y∞ be the respective
images of {g ∈ S : η(g) = η(z, q, q′, q′′, y) = y4r+3 ≤ c + 1} and {g ∈ S : η(g) =
y4r+3 ≥ c} in Γ\G/K. By construction, the interiors of Yo and Y∞ cover Γ\G/K.
From general considerations we can take a smooth partition of unity {φi} so∑
i φi = 1 on Yo. Let φ∞ be a smooth function that is identically 1 for η ≥ c and
that support(φ∞) ⊂ U∞. The smooth function φ∞ should be chosen in a fashion
similar to the smooth cut-offs used previously: i.e., φ∞ is 0 for 0 ≤ η ≤ c− 1, φ∞ is
1 for η ≥ c and all values of φ∞ lie between 0 and 1. In particular, φ∞ is zero on a
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non-empty open contained in Yo. It will also be useful later that φ∞ and 1−φ∞ form
a two-element partition of unity.
Iwasawa coordinates provide an explicit way of separating Γ\G/K into a cusp part
Y∞ and a compact body Yo. Let B be the unit ball in B1a(Γ\G/K). Given ε > 0,
take c− 1 > c′  a sufficiently large (with associated Yo, Y∞ and smooth cut-off φ∞
determined by c) so that φ∞ ·B lies in a single ε\2-ball in L2a(Γ\G/K). That is, using
Lemma 55, choose c′  a so that∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y>c′
|f |2 dz dq dq
′ dq′′ dy
y4r+3
 1
(c′)2
· |f |2B1a(Γ\G/K)
Choose φ∞, such that 0 ≤ φ∞ ≤ 1 and φ∞ = 0 for y ≤ c− 1:∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y≥a
|φ∞ · f |2 dz dq dq
′ dq′′ dy
y4r+3
≤
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y>c′
|f |2 dz dq dq
′ dq′′ dy
y4r+3
 1
(c′)2
· |f |2B1a(Γ\G/K)
That is,
|φ∞ · f |2L2a(Γ\G/K) 
1
(c′)2
· |f |2B1a(Γ\G/K)
Specifically, choose large c′ so that
|φ∞ · f |2L2a(Γ\G/K) <
ε
2
<
1
(c′)2
· |f |2B1a(Γ\G/K)
Next, note that (1− φ∞) · f has support in Yo for any f ∈ B1a(Γ\G/K) and the map
(1− φ∞)· : B1a(Γ\G/K)→ B1a(Yo)
is continuous and therefore bounded by Lemma 33.
Thus, the image of B under the restriction of this map
B → (1− φ∞) ·B → B1a(Yo)→ L2(Yo) ⊂ L2(Γ\G/K)
is pre-compact and can be covered by finitely many ε/2 balls in L2(Γ\G/K). Finally,
B = φ∞ ·B+(1−φ∞)·B is therefore covered by finitely-many ε/2 balls in L2a(Γ\G/K)
so the image of B in L2(Γ\G/K) is pre-compact. 
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11 ∆˜a has purely discrete spectrum
The Rellich-like result showing the compactness of the inclusion B1a(Γ\G/K) →
L2a(Γ\G/K) for a  1 established for O(r, 1), U(r, 1) and Sp∗(r, 1), is used to show
that the Friedrichs self-adjoint extension ∆˜a of the restriction ∆a of ∆ to test func-
tions Da in L2a has compact resolvent, thus establishing that ∆˜a has purely discrete
spectrum.
We briefly recap the exposition in the section Friedrichs’ canonical self-adjoint
extensions. Let T : V → V be a positive, semi-bounded operator on a Hilbert space
V with dense domain D and define a hermitian form 〈, 〉1 and corresponding norm
| · |1 by
〈v, w〉1 = 〈v, w〉+ 〈Tv, w〉 = 〈v, (1 + T )w〉 = 〈(1 + T )v, w〉 (for v, w ∈ D)
The symmetry and positivity of T make 〈, 〉1 positive-definite hermitian on D, and
〈v, w〉1 is defined if at least one of v, w is in D. Let Let V 1 be the Sobolev-like
Hilbert-space defined by the completion of D with respect to the metric induced by
the norm | · |1 on D (the definition of V 1 is analogous to standard definitions of L2
Sobolev spaces via ∆ or the Fourier transform). Since the norm | · |1 dominates the
norm on V (by positivity of T ), the completion V 1 maps continuously to V . Since
these are Hilbert spaces, the map is injective. Friedrichs’ Theorem then tells us there
is a positive self-adjoint extension T˜ with domain D˜ ⊂ V 1. In particular, there
is an important corollary: When the inclusion V 1 → V is compact, the resolvent
(1 + T˜ )−1 : V → V is compact. Substituting L2a(Γ\G/K) for V , Da for D and B1a for
V 1 in the above, we have that the resolvent (1− ∆˜a)−1 is compact.
Then, using the result recovering the spectrum of an operator from its resolvent
described earlier, we have that ∆˜a has discrete spectrum and the spectrum of ∆˜a
matches that of its resovlent (λ−∆˜a)−1. We follow the development in [Garrett 2018]
§§10.9 and 9.4: for λ off a discrete set X in C, the inverse (∆˜a − λ)−1 exists, is a
compact operator and the operator-valued function
λ→ (∆˜a − λ)−1 as a map L2a(Γ\G/K)→ L2a(Γ\G/K)
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is meromorphic in λ ∈ C − X. The decomposition of L2a(Γ\G/K) is discrete: there
is an orthogonal basis of L2a(Γ\G/K) consisting of ∆˜a-eigenvectors. The eigenvectors
of ∆˜a are eigenvectors of (∆˜a − λ)−1 for every λ not in the spectrum of ∆˜a, and
eigenvalues λ of ∆˜a are in bijection with non-zero eigenvalues of (∆˜a − λ)−1 by λ↔
(1− λ)−1.
12 Discrete decompostion of pseudo-cuspforms
For a  1, the space of pseudo-cuspforms, namely functions in L2a(Γ\G/K) whose
constant terms vanish above height η(g) = a (the case a = 0 is the usual space of L2
cuspforms) decomposes discretely for ∆˜a.
13 Full meromorphic continuation of Eisenstein
series for O(r, 1), U(r, 1) and Sp∗(r, 1)
The estimates and compact inclusion results established the discreteness of the spec-
trum of the Friedrichs extension ∆˜a to the restriction of the Laplacian ∆ to the
space Da automorphic test functions. We reproduce the approach explicated in
[Garrett 2018] to show the meromorphic continuation of the Eisenstein series Es.
Theorem 47: Es has a meromorphic continuation in s ∈ C, as a smooth function of
moderate growth on Γ\G. As a function of s, Es(g) is of at most polynomial growth
vertically, which is uniform in bounded strips and for g in compact subsets of G.
(proof below)
Some consequences of the meromorphic continuation can be inferred quickly.
Corollary 48: The eigenfunction property
∆Es = λs · Es where λs = c2 · s(s− 1) for suitable c ∈ R
persists under meromorphic continuation.
Proof. Both ∆Es and λs ·Es are holomorphic function-valued functions of s, taking
values in the topological vector space of smooth functions. They agree in the region
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of convergence Re(s) > 1, so by the vector-valued form of the identity principle
([Garrett 2018] §15.2) they agree on their mutual domain of convergence. 
Corollary 49: The meromorphic continuation of Es implies the meromorphic con-
tinuation of the constant term cPEs = η
s + csη
1−s, in particular, of the function
cs.
Proof. Since Es meromorphically continues at least as a smooth function, the
integral over the compact set (N ∩ Γ)\N giving a pointwise value cPEs(g) of the
constant term certainly converges absolutely. That is, the function-valued function
n −→ (g → Es(ng))
is a continuous, smooth-function-valued function and has a smooth-function-valued
Gelfand-Pettis integral
g −→ cPEs(g)
(see [Garrett 2018] §14.1). Thus, the constant term cPEs of the continuation of Es
must still be of the form Asη
s + Bsη
1−s for some smooth functions As and Bs, since
(at least for s 6= 1 ) ηs and η1−s are the two linearly independent solutions of
∆f = λs · f
for functions f on N\G/K ≈ A+. Thus, in the region of convergence Re(s) > 1,
the linear independence of ηs and η1−s gives As = 1 and Bs = cs. The vector-valued
form of analytic continuation implies that As = 1 throughout, and that Bs = cs
throughout. In particular, this establishes the meromorphic continuation of cs. 
Fix a 1. Let ∆˜a be the Friedrichs extension of the restriction of the Laplacian
∆ to Da = C∞c (Γ\G/K) ∩ L2a(Γ\G/K). The Friedrichs construction shows that the
domain of ∆˜a is contained in a Sobolev space:
domain ∆˜a ⊂ B1 = completion of Da relative to 〈v, w〉B1 = 〈(1−∆)v, w〉
The domain of ∆˜a contains the smaller Sobolev space
B2 = completion of Da relative to 〈v, w〉B2 = 〈(1−∆)2v, w〉
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As before, use conditions on the height η to decompose the quotient Γ\G/K as a union
of a compact part Ycpt = Yo, whose geometry does not matter, and a geometrically
simple non-compact part Y∞:
Γ\G/K = Yo ∪ Y∞ (compact Yo, “tubular” cusp neighborhood Y∞)
relative to a condition on the normalized height function η with η(n ·my ·k) = a 1.
Y∞ = image of {g ∈ G/K : η(g) ≥ a} = Γ∞\{g ∈ G/K : η(g) ≥ a}
Define a smooth cut-off function τ as usual: fix a′′ < a′ large enough so that the
image of {(x, y) ∈ G/K : y > a′′} in the quotient is in Y∞, and let
τ(g) =
1 (for η(g) > a
′
0 (for η(g) < a′′
Form a pseudo-Eisenstein series hs by winding up the smoothly cut-off function τ(g) ·
η(g)s:
hs(g) =
∑
γ∈Γ∞\Γ
τ(γg) · η(γg)s
Since τ is supported on η ≥ a′′ for large a′′, for any g ∈ G/K there is at most one
non-vanishing summand in the expression for hs, and convergence is not an issue.
Thus, the pseudo-Eisenstein series hs is entire as a function-valued function of s. Let
E˜s = hs − (∆˜a − λs)−1(∆− λs)hs (where λs = c · s(s− 1))
As earlier, we have
Claim 50: E˜s − hs is a holomorphic B1-valued function of s for Re(s) > 1 and
Im(s) 6= 0.
Proof. From Friedrichs’ construction, the resolvent (∆˜a−λs)−1 exists as an everywhere-
defined, continuous operator for s ∈ C for λs not a non-positive real number, because
of the non-positive-ness of ∆. Further, for λs not a non-positive real, the resolvent is a
holomorphic operator-valued function. In fact, for such λs, the resolvent (∆˜a− λs)−1
injects from L2(Γ\G/K) to B1. 
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Remark 51: The smooth function (∆ − λs)hs is supported on the image of a′′ ≤
y ≤ a′ in Γ\G/K, which is compact. Thus, it is in L2(Γ\G/K). Note that E˜s does
not vanish since the resolvent maps to the domain of ∆ inside L2(Γ\G/K), and that
hs is not in L
2(Γ\G/K) for Re(s) > 1
2
. Thus, since hs is not in L
2(Γ\G/K) and
(∆˜a − λs)−1(∆− λs)hs is in L2(Γ\G/K), the difference cannot vanish.
And as before,
Theorem 52: If λs = c · s(s − 1) is not non-positive real, then u = E˜s − hs is the
unique element of the domain of ∆˜a such that
(∆˜a − λs)u = −(∆− λs)hs
Thus, E˜s is the usual Eisenstein series Es for Re(s) > 1. (proof as in the earlier
section meromorphic continuation of Eisenstein series to Re(s) > 1
2
)
Proof of full meromorphic continuation : since the resolvent (∆˜a−λs)−1 is
a compact operator, ∆˜a has purely discrete spectrum. Thus, the resolvent (∆˜a−λs)−1
is meromorphic in s in C, and thus Es = hs + (∆˜a− λs)−1(∆− λs)hs is meromorphic
in s in C. 
14 More general Q-rank one orthogonal groups
We next address a general class of Q-rank one groups. In this case the underlying
group G = O(S) preserving a bilinear form S is a product of simple groups. While
we will describe this product and the groups that arise as factors, we will treat G
directly.
14.1 Unified treatment of G at archimedean places
Let k be a number field (finite extension of Q) of degree [k : Q] = n, and S a k-
valued k-bilinear form on an (r + 1)-k-dimensional k-vector space V with r + 1 ≥ 5.
Let G be the orthogonal group of the form S and assume that the k-dimension of
the maximal totally S-isotropic k-subspace of V is one. The Q-rational points G(Q)
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of the associated orthogonal subgroup G = O(S) consist of the k-linear maps of V
preserving S.
Let k∞ be the e´tale algebra k∞ = k⊗QR ≈
⊕
ν|∞ kν with canonical diagonal copy
of k given by the sum of the local archimedean embeddings:
σ∞ : k ↪→ k∞ σ∞ =
⊕
ν|∞
σν σν : k ↪→ kν
The group G(R) of real points of this algebraic group is a literal orthogonal group
over k∞
G = G(R) ≈
∏
ν|∞
O(σν(S), kν)
where σν(S) is the image of S at the place ν corresponding to the embedding σν :
k → kν . Since the k-dimension of the maximal totally isotropic subspace over k is 1,
the form S is perhaps best globally written
S =

0 0 1
0 S ′ 0
1 0 0

with S ′ anisotropic over k.
The condition r + 1 ≥ 5 implies that there will be an isotropic vector at every
finite place. Since the dimension of the maximal isotropic subspace is one, and at
every real archimedean place the rank is (p, q) with p+ q = r + 1 (where p and q are
both at least one), Hasse-Minkowski implies there is at least one real place where the
rank is exactly (r, 1). In particular, there are no real anisotropic places: there are no
real completions where the signature is (r + 1, 0).
14.1.1 Linear algebra over the commutative ring k∞
Since the characteristic is 0, k is separable. Even though the extension is not typically
Galois, the Galois trace from k to Q has an intrinsic sense: it is a non-zero Q-linear
map from k to Q and is the sum of all Galois conjugates, whether or not they lie in
k. Additionally,
〈x, y〉 = trk/Q(xy)
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is a non-degenerate Q-bilinear Q-valued pairing on k × k. The R-linear extension of
trace, denoted similarly
〈x, y〉 = trk∞/R(xy)
is a non-zero R-linear map k∞ → R via the tensor product characterization of k∞
and is the sum of local traces
trk∞/R(α) =
∑
ν|∞
trkν/R(α)
Let S∞ be the image of the bilinear form under the map σ∞ : k → k∞ so that
S∞ = σ∞(S) =

0 0 1
0 σ∞(S ′) 0
1 0 0
 =

0 0 1
0 S ′∞ 0
1 0 0

is a symmetric (r + 1) × (r + 1) matrix with entries in k∞ and so that the local
components S ′ν of S
′
∞ are symmetric non-degenerate matrices with entries in kν .
(S ′∞)
−1 will mean the (r−1)× (r−1) matrix over k∞ whose νth component is (S ′ν)−1.
At each archimedean place ν, there is a coordinate change matrix Bν so that
S ′ν = (B
′
ν)
> ·Q′ν ·B′ν = where
Q′ν =


0 0 1
0 1p+q− 0
1 0 0
 for ν real (via Inertia Theorem)

0 0 1
0 1r−1 0
1 0 0
 for ν complex
Where 1p+q− = diagonal matrix with p entries of +1 and q entries of −1 and p+ q =
r − 1. If p or q are 0, we set 1p+q− = 1r−1.
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Let B′∞ be the (r − 1) × (r − 1) matrix over k∞ whose νth factor is B′ν and Q′∞
be the (r − 1)× (r − 1) matrix over k∞ whose νth factor is Q′ν and set
B∞ =

1 0 0
0 B′∞ 0
0 0 1
 Q∞ =

0 0 1
0 Q′∞ 0
1 0 0

so that we have
S∞ = B>∞ ·Q∞ ·B∞
14.1.2 The group G = G(R) ⊂ GL(r + 1, k∞)
Let G = G(R) be the real Lie group acting on the real vector space V∞ = VR =
V ⊗Q k∞ preserving S∞:
G = G(R) =
{
g ∈ GL(r + 1, k∞) : g> · S∞ · g = S∞
}
Let e1 be a basis of an isotropic line in V∞ and P the parabolic subgroup of G
fixing the isotropic line spanned by e1. Thus P has the shape
P = P∞ =

∗ ∗ ∗
0 ∗ ∗
0 0 ∗

and decomposes as P∞ = P = NM = N∞M∞ with unipotent radical N and a
complementary Levi component M . We will typically suppress the ∞ subscript but
occassionally use it to emphasize a distinction between more global (i.e., defined over
k∞) and local (i.e., corresponding to individual completions ν|∞) perspectives. There
is a maximal compact K of G given by
K = K∞ =
∏
ν|∞
Kν ⊂
∏
ν|∞
O(σν(S), kν) = G(R)
The condition g>S∞ g = S∞ implies that elements of the unipotent radical N of
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P are
N = N∞ =
{
nx =

1 x −1
2
x · (S ′∞)−1 · x>
0 1r−1 −(S ′∞)−1x>
0 0 1

: x ∈ k(r−1)∞
}
This expression for elements of N is true for all S ′ν . For real places, the canonical Q
coordinates for the case p = r − 1 and q = 0 were derived previously and for places
ν where p, q > 1 (calculated below):
nei =

1 t · ei − t22
0 1r−1 −t · e>i
0 0 1

nt·ei =

1 t · ei t22
0 1r−1 t · e>i
0 0 1

1 ≤ i ≤ p p+ 1 ≤ i ≤ p+ q = r − 1
At complex places, we will use coordinates for N of z = u+ iv so that z ∈ Cr−1 and
u, v ∈ Rr−1. The standard Levi component is
M = M∞ =

u 0 0
0 h 0
0 0 u−1

with h ∈ O(S ′) and u ∈ GL(1, k∞). The Levi component subsequently decomposes
into the product of its split component:
A+ = A+∞ =
{
my =

` 0 0
0 1r−1 0
0 0 `−1

: ` ∈ (0,∞)
}
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and the complement of the split component in the Levi component:
M1 = M1∞ =
{

u 0 0
0 m′ 0
0 0 u−1

where u ∈ GL(1, k∞), Nk∞/R(u) = 1 and m′ ∈ O(S ′)
}
The invocation of Fujisaki’s lemma, the Units Theorem, and the Compactness of
Anisotropic Quotients, will use that M1 further factors as M1 = M11 ·M12 where
M11 =
{
m1(u) :

u 0 0
0 1r−1 0
0 0 u−1

: where u ∈ GL(1, k∞) and Nk∞/R(u) = 1
}
M12 =
{
m2(h) :

1 0 0
0 h 0
0 0 1

: where h ∈ O(S ′)
}
We note that A+ and M11 are in the center of M , though M
1
2 is typically nonabelian,
and that M11 ∩K will include
O(1, k∞) =
∏
ν|∞
O(1, kν)
namely, elements of O(1,R) ≈ (±1) at real places and U(1) ≈ S1 at complex places.
Thus the Iwasawa-Levi-Mal’cev decomposition is
G = PK = NMK ≈ N × A+ ×M11 ×M12
The model of G/K is
G/K ≈ N × A+ ×M11/(M11 ∩K)×M12/(M12 ∩K)
Let o be the algebraic integers in k and let Γ = G∩GL(r+1, o), and Γ∞ = Γ∩P .
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14.1.3 Lie algebra of g∞
To express the local Casimir operator in a fashion consonant with the Iwasawa de-
composition, note that the right action of k annihilates functions on G/K. The Lie
algebra g∞ of G∞ is determined by the infinitesimal version of the isometry condition:
g∞ ≈
{
X ∈ gl(r + 1, k∞) : X> · S∞ + S∞ ·X = 0
}
where
V∞ = V ⊗Q R ≈
⊕
ν|∞
Vν =
⊕
ν|∞
V ⊗k kν = V ⊗k k∞
Substitute the change of coordinates expression
S∞ = B>∞ ·Q∞ ·B∞
Q∞ = (B>∞)
−1 · S∞ · (B∞)−1
in the expression for g∞
0 = X> · S∞ + S∞ ·X
= X> · (B>∞ ·Q∞ ·B∞) + (B>∞ ·Q∞ ·B∞) ·X
multiply on the left by (B>∞)
−1 and on the right by B−1∞
= ((B>∞)
−1 ·X> ·B>∞) ·Q∞ +Q∞ · (B∞ ·X ·B−1∞ )
= (B∞ ·X ·B−1∞ )> ·Q∞ +Q∞ · (B∞ ·X ·B−1∞ )
Since Q∞ is symmetric and Q2∞ = 1, for X ∈ g∞, define a Cartan involution Xθ by
mapping X to the Q-coordinates and using the Cartan involution in Q-coordinates
given by the negative transpose at real places and negative transpose-conjugate at
complex places:
Xθν =
−B
−1
ν · (Bν ·Xν ·B−1ν )> ·Bν = −(B>ν ·Bν)−1 ·X>ν · (B>ν ·Bν) for ν real
−B−1ν · (Bν ·Xν ·B−1ν )∗ ·Bν = −(B∗ν ·Bν)−1 ·X∗ν · (B∗ν ·Bν) for ν complex
To simplify notation, set Bν = B>ν · Bν for ν a real place and Bν = B∗ν · Bν for ν
complex and extend θ by factors to define Xθ on g∞.
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Since Q2ν = identity for real and complex ν, the ±1 eigenspaces for o(Qν) are more
easily identified.
Additionally, the change-of-coordinates defined by B provide an isomorphism
between expressions for g∞ in S-coordinates and the corresponding expressions in
Q-coordinates. Since operations in the Q-coordinates are much simpler we will
identify the relevant subalgebras in the Q-coordinates. All of the groups are iso-
morphic to products of subgroups of matrix groups and since the map of Lie al-
gebras is by x → gxg−1, the group map is h → ghg−1, and vice-versa, because
exp(gxg−1) = g · exp(x) · g−1. In the sequel, the computations will be done in the Q-
coordinates since all operations can be mapped back to S-coordinates via B without
loss of generality.
14.2 Casimir operator at real ν on G/K
14.2.1 Lie algebra of gν for real ν
At a real place ν, we proceed with local Q coordinates given by
Qν =

0 0 1
0 Q′ν 0
1 0 0
 Q′ν =

0 0 1
0 1p+q− 0
1 0 0

Where 1p+q− = diagonal matrix with p 1’s and q − 1’s. To lighten notation, we will
suppress the subscript ν for the elements of the Lie algebra unless needed. The Lie
algebra for O(Qν) is characterized by
X> ·Qν +Qν ·X = 0
X> ·Qν = −Qν ·X
At real gν let
X =

a b c
d> e f>
g h i
 b, d, f, h ∈ Rr−1 a, c, g, i ∈ R
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which implies X is of the form:
X =

a b 0
d> e −1p+q− · b>
0 −d · 1p+q− −a
 b, d ∈ Rr−1 a ∈ R e ∈ o(Q′ν)
Where 1p+q− is as defined in §14.1.1 so that e ∈ o(Q′ν) = o(p, q). Let ei be the
standard basis of Rr−1 and define a basis for o(Qν) by
H =

1 0 0
0 0r−1 0
0 0 −1

Xi =

0 ei 0
0 0r−1 −1p+q− · e>i
0 0 0
 Yi = X>i =

0 0 0
e>i 0r−1 0
0 −ei · 1p+q− 0

This misses exactly the elements in Lie(P ∩ O(Q′ν)). These can be supplied by in-
cluding a basis for
o(Q′ν) ≈ {

0 0 0
0 θ 0
0 0 0
 with θ> · 1p+q− = −1p+q− · θ}
Since Q2ν = 1, and ν is real, negative-transpose is a Cartan involution on gν . With k
the +1-eigenspace for this involution, we have that Xi−Yi ∈ k. We have the following
bracket relation:
[Xi, Yi] = H
Using the trace pairing B(X, Y ) = tr(XY ) (a scalar multiple of Killing) we have the
following relations
B(H,H) = 2
B(H,Xi) = tr(e1i) = 0 = B(H,Yj) = tr(enj) = 0
B(Xi, Yj) = tr

δij 0 0
0 δij 0
0 0 0
 = 2δij
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B(θi, θj) = ±δij
B(H, θk) = B(Xi, θk) = B(Yj, θk) = 0 ∀i, j, k
With respect to the trace pairing (with ′ denoting dual as above):
H ′ =
1
2
·H X ′i =
1
2
· Yi = 1
2
·X>i [Xi, Yi] = H θ′j = ±θj
To express the Casimir operator in a fashion consonant with the Iwasawa decom-
position, note that the right action of k annihilates functions on G/K. Since, the
skew-symmetric Xi − Yi lies in k, it acts by 0 on the right on functions on G/K. For
f a right K-invariant function on G, it suffices to evaluate Ωνf at group elements
n ·m ∈ N ·M ≈ P since Ω preserves the right K-invariance. Thus
Ων = H ·H ′ +
∑
i
Xi ·X ′i +
∑
i
Yi · Y ′i +
∑
j
θjθ
′
j
Note that
∑
j θjθ
′
j is the Casimir operator Ω
′
ν on M
1
2 . While M
1
2 contributes to the
coefficients of the Laplacian corresponding to derivatives parallel to N , application of
compactness of anisotropic quotients will make analysis this operator unnecessary and
derivatives parallel to M12 and there will not be a need to compute these derivatives.
Ω′ν is negative definite and while this term will remain, it will be simply denoted Ω
′
ν .
Ων =
1
2
H2 +
1
2
r−1∑
i=1
Xi · Yi + 1
2
r−1∑
i=1
Yi ·Xi + Ω′ν
=
1
2
H2 +
1
2
r−1∑
i=1
(Xi · Yi + Yi ·Xi) + Ω′ν
=
1
2
H2 +
1
2
r−1∑
i=1
(2Xi · Yi + [Yi, Xi]) + Ω′ν
=
1
2
H2 − r − 1
2
H +
r−1∑
i=1
Xi · Yi + Ω′ν
=
1
2
H2 − r − 1
2
H +
r−1∑
i=1
(X2i +Xi(Yi −Xi)︸ ︷︷ ︸
acts by 0
) + Ω′ν
=
1
2
H2 − r − 1
2
H +
r−1∑
i=1
X2i + Ω
′
ν
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Note that while Ω′ν is not invariant under G, it does descend to the image in Γ\G
of a sufficiently high Siegel set (i.e., corresponding to a sufficiently large value of
the height parameter), allowing separation of variables. In particular, while the θi
contribute to the coefficients of the Laplacian for the N , by the compactness of
anisotopic quotients, in the quotient of the Siegel set, these coefficients are bounded
since they are continuous coordinates on a compact manifold (i.e., corresponding to
the bounded (compact) region D in M).
14.2.2 Casimir at real ν in Iwasawa coordinates
To lighten notation, we will continue to suppress the subscript ν unless needed. The
local Iwasawa-Levi-Mal’cev decomposition (analogous the more global expression in
§14.1.2) is
G = PK = NMK ≈ N · A+ ·M11 ·M12
where N is the local factor at ν of the unipotent radical N∞, A+ is the local split
component, and M11 and M
1
2 are the factors of M
1, the local complement to the local
A+. Then, write elements of local G as
g = nx · ay ·m1(u) ·m2(h) h ∈ O(Q′ν)
Exponentiating
etH =
∞∑
k=0
(tH)k
k!
=

et 0 0
0 1r−1 0
0 0 e−t
 = m1(et) ∈ A+
etXi =
∞∑
n=0
(tXi)
k
k!
=
nt·ei =

1 t · ei − t22
0 1r−1 −t · e>i
0 0 1

nt·ei =

1 t · ei t22
0 1r−1 t · e>i
0 0 1

1 ≤ i ≤ p p+ 1 ≤ i ≤ p+ q = r − 1
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Abusing notation and writing eθ both for the exponentiated elements of g and of the
corresponding central block (i.e., o(Q′ν))
etθi =
∞∑
k=0
(tθi)
k
k!
=

1 0 0
0 m′2,i(t) 0
0 0 1
 = m2,i(t) = m2(etθi) ∈M12
so that nxm1(y) · etH = nxm1(y)m1(et) = nxm1(yet), since multiplication in M11 is
homomorphic to multiplication in R×. To determine H as an operator on G/K, let
g ∈ G with corresponding g = nx0 · ay0 ·m1(u0) ·m2(o0)
H · f(g) = d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
f(g ·met) = d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
f(nx0ay0m1(u0)m2(o0) ·met)
=
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
f(nx0ay0etm1(u0)m2(o0)) = y0
∂
∂y
∣∣∣∣
(nx0ay0m1(u0)m2(o0))
f
since A+ is in the center of M and so H acts by y ∂
∂y
.
M normalizes N but does not commute with N ; however, the normalization of N
by M means N can “move past” M by a linear change in the N -coordinate x. We
make repeated use of the elementary identity
m · n ·m−1 = n′ =⇒ m · n = n′ ·m
A convenient relation is (where the coefficient is +1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ p and −1 for
p+ 1 ≤ i ≤ p+ q = r − 1)
ay · etXi = ay · ntei =

y 0 0
0 1r−1 0
0 0 1
y


1 t · ei ± t22
0 1r−1 ±t · e>i
0 0 1
 =

y yt · ei ±yt22
0 1r−1 ±t · e>i
0 0 1
y

nytei · ay =

1 yt · ei ±y2t22
0 1r−1 ±yt · e>i
0 0 1


y 0 0
0 1r−1 0
0 0 1
y
 =

y yt · ei ±yt22
0 1r−1 ±t · e>i
0 0 1
y

which gives
nx ·my · etXi = nx ·my · ntei = nx · nytei ·my = nx+ytei ·my
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Similarly, for real ν, m1(u0) will be ±1 in the upper-left and in the lower-right corners
(i.e., corresponding to an element of O(1,R) = {±}) so that, abusing notation some-
what and letting u0 stand for the value ofO(1,R) (i.e., ±1), m1(u0)·nx = nu0·x·m1(u0).
M12 will make a more substantive-appearing, though ultimately innocuous, con-
tribution as the coefficients of ∆x (the Laplacian on N) are also functions of the
M12 -coordinate h.
m2(h) · etXi ·m2(h)−1 = m2(h) · ntei ·m2(h)−1 =

1 t(h · ei) ± t22
0 1r−1 ±t · (h · ei)>
0 0 1
 = nhei
so that
m2(h) · ntei = nt·hei ·m2(h)
Note also that the behavior of functions on M12 will ultimately be controlled by
application of the compactness of anisotropic quotients, and that the map h → h−1
is a smooth involution. Summarizing, we have
nx0ay0m1(u0)m2(h0) · ntei = nx0ay0m1(u0) · nt·h0ei ·m2(h0)
=nx0ay0 · nt·u0(h0ei) ·m1(u0)m2(h0) = nx0 · nt·y0·u0(h0ei) · ay0m1(u0)m2(h0)
=nx0+t·y0·u0(h0ei) · ay0m1(u0)m2(h0)
In M11 (i.e., u) and M
1
2 (i.e., h) coordinates
u0(h0ei) = u0
∑
j
hij0 · ej
where we note that the coefficients only depend on coordinates in M11 and M
1
2 and
are independent of N .
Xi · f(g) = d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
f(g · ntei) =
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
f(nx0ay0m1(u0)m2(h0) · ntei)
=
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
f(nx0+t·y0·u0h0ei · ay0m1(u0)m2(h0))
=
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
f(n(x0+t·y0·u0
∑
j h
ij
0 ·ej) · ay0m1(u0)m2(h0))
=y0 ·
(
u0
∑
j
hij0 ·
∂
∂xj
)∣∣∣∣
(nx0ay0m1(u0)m2(h0))
f
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so that
Xi
∣∣∣∣
(nxaym1(u)m2(h))
= y u
∑
j
hij · ∂
∂xj
and
X2i =Xi ◦Xi
=
(
y u
∑
j
hij · ∂
∂xj
)2
=y2u2
r−1∑
j,k=1
hijhik
∂2
∂xjxk
since the coefficients are independent of x. Note also that, locally at real ν, u ∈M11 ∩
K = O(1,R) ≈ (±1) so that u2 = 1 and can be dropped. Substituting appropriately
in Ω on G/K
Ω =
1
2
H2 − r − 1
2
H +
r−1∑
i=1
X2i +
∑
j
θjθ
′
j︸ ︷︷ ︸
Ω′ν negative definite
=
1
2
(y
∂
∂y
)2 − (r − 1)
2
y
∂
∂y
+
r−1∑
i=1
(
y2
r−1∑
j,k=1
hijhik
∂2
∂xj∂xk
)
+ Ω′ν
=
1
2
y
∂2
∂y2
− (r − 2)
2
y
∂
∂y
+ y2
r−1∑
i,j,k=1
hijhik
∂2
∂xj∂xk
+ Ω′ν
14.3 Casimir operator at complex ν on G/K
14.3.1 Lie algebra of gν for complex ν
To lighten notation, we will suppress the subscript ν for the elements of the Lie
algebra unless needed. The Lie algebra for O(Qν) is characterized by
X> ·Qν +Qν ·X = 0
X> ·Qν = −Qν ·X
where
Qν =

0 0 1
0 1r−1 0
1 0 0

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Letting
X =

a b c
d> e f>
g h i
 b, d, f, h ∈ Cr−1 a, c, g, i ∈ C
Implies the Lie algebra of o(Qν) consists of elements of the form:
X =

a b 0
d> e −b>
0 −d −a
 b, d ∈ Cr−1 a ∈ C c, g ∈ iR e ∈ o(r − 1,C)
Specify a real basis for o(r + 1,C) as:
H =

1 0 0
0 0r−1 0
0 0 −1
 H˜ =

i 0 0
0 0r−1 0
0 0 −i
X` =

0 e` 0
0 0r−1 −e>`
0 0 0

X˜` =

0 ie` 0
0 0r−1 −ie>`
0 0 0
Y` =

0 0 0
e>` 0r−1 0
0 −e` 0
 Y˜` =

0 0 0
ie>` 0r−1 0
0 −ie` 0

Θ` =

0 0 0
0 θ` 0
0 0 0
 {θ`} orthogonal real basis of o(r − 1,C)
Define a bilinear form B by
B(X, Y ) = (trC/R ◦ tr)(XY ) = 2 · Re(tr(XY ))
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we have the following relationships:
B(H,H) = 2 B(H˜, H˜) = −2
B(Xj, Yk) = 2δjk B(X˜j, Y˜k) = −2δjk
B(H,Xj) = B(H, X˜j) =0 = B(H,Yj) = B(H, Y˜j) = 0
B(θj, θk) =± δjk
B(H, θk) = B(Xj, θk) =B(Yj, θk) = B(X˜j, θk) = B(Y˜j, θk) = 0 ∀j, k
With respect to the trace pairing (with ′ denoting dual as above):
H ′ =
1
2
·H H˜ ′ = −1
2
· H˜ θ′j = ±θj
X ′j =
1
2
· Yj = 1
2
·X>j X˜ ′j = −
1
2
· Y˜j = −1
2
· X˜>j
We also have the following bracket relations:
[X`, Y`] = H = −[X˜`, Y˜`]
A Cartan involution on O(n,C) is given by
γθ = −γ> (negative conjugate transpose)
The Lie algebra of the maximal compact k is the +1 eigenspace the Cartan involution
and corresponds to operators that act trivially on functions on G/K. Since H˜θ = H˜,
H˜ is ignored in determining the Casimir operator Ω on G/K.
To express the Casimir operator in a fashion consonant with the Iwasawa de-
composition, note that the right action of k annihilates functions on G/K. The
conjugate-skew-symmetric Xj − Yj and X˜j + Y˜j lie in k and act by 0 on the right on
functions on G/K. For f a right K-invariant function on G, it suffices to evaluate
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Ωf at group elements n ·m since Ω preserves the right K-invariance. Thus
Ων =H ·H ′ +
∑
`
X` ·X ′` +
∑
`
Y` · Y ′` +
∑
`
X˜` · X˜ ′` +
∑
`
Y˜` · Y˜ ′` +
∑
j
θjθ
′
j
=
1
2
H2 +
1
2
r−1∑
`=1
X` · Y` + 1
2
r−1∑
`=1
Y` ·X` − 1
2
r−1∑
`=1
X˜` · Y˜` − 1
2
r−1∑
`=1
Y˜` · X˜` +
∑
j
θjθ
′
j
=
1
2
H2 +
1
2
r−1∑
`=1
(
X` · Y` + Y` ·X`
)− 1
2
r−1∑
`=1
(
X˜` · Y˜` + Y˜` · X˜`
)
+
∑
j
θjθ
′
j
Rewriting X` · Y` + Y` ·X` = 2 ·X` · Y` + [Y`, X`]
=
1
2
H2 +
1
2
r−1∑
`=1
(
2 ·X` · Y` + [Y`, X`]
)− 1
2
r−1∑
`=1
(
2 · X˜` · Y˜` + [Y˜`, X˜`]
)
+
∑
j
θjθ
′
j
Using [X`, Y`] = H and [X˜`, Y˜`] = −H gives
=
1
2
H2 − (r − 1)H +
r−1∑
`=1
X` · Y` −
r−1∑
`=1
X˜` · Y˜` +
∑
j
θjθ
′
j
=
1
2
H2 − (r − 1)H +
r−1∑
`=1
(
X2` −X` · (X` − Y`)︸ ︷︷ ︸
acts by 0
)
+
r−1∑
`=1
(
X˜2` − X˜` · (X˜` + Y˜`)︸ ︷︷ ︸
acts by 0
)
+
∑
j
θjθ
′
j
=
1
2
H2 − (r − 1)H +
r−1∑
`=1
X2` +
r−1∑
`=1
X˜2` +
∑
j
θjθ
′
j
=
1
2
H2 − (r − 1)H +
r−1∑
`=1
X2` +
r−1∑
`=1
X˜2` + Ω
′
ν
Where Ω′ν is the Casimir operator on M
1
2 ≈ O(r − 1,C). As in the case at real
places ν, for complex ν, while M1 makes a contribution to Ων in the coefficients of
derivatives parallel to N , this will not play a substantive role due to application of
the units theorem and compactness of anisotropic quotients.
14.3.2 Casimir at complex ν in Iwasawa coordinates
g = nz · ay ·m1(u) ·m2(h) h ∈ O(Q′ν) = M12 = O(r − 1,C) z = x+ iv ∈ Cr−1
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Exponentiating
etH =
∞∑
k=0
(tH)k
k!
=

et 0 0
0 1r−1 0
0 0 e−t
 = m1(et) ∈ A+
etXj =
∞∑
k=0
(tXj)
k
k!
= nt·ej =

1 t · ei − t22
0 1r−1 −t · e>i
0 0 1

etX˜j =
∞∑
n=0
(tX˜j)
k
k!
= nt·i·ej =

1 t · i · ej t22
0 1r−1 −t · i · e>j
0 0 1

Abusing notation and writing eθ both for the exponentiated elements of g and of the
corresponding central block (i.e., o(Q′ν))
etθi =
∞∑
k=0
(tθi)
k
k!
=

1 0 0
0 m′2,i(t) 0
0 0 1
 = m2,i(t) = m2(etθi) ∈M12 = O(r − 1,C)
so that nxm1(y) · etH = nxm1(y)m1(et) = nxm1(yet), since multiplication in M11 is
homomorphic to multiplication in C×. To determine H as an operator on G/K, let
g ∈ G with corresponding g = nx0 · ay0 ·m1(u0) ·m2(h0)
H · f(g) = d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
f(g ·met) = d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
f(nx0ay0m1(u0)m2(h0) ·met)
=
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
f(nx0ay0etm1(u0)m2(o0)) = y0
∂
∂y
∣∣∣∣
(nx0ay0m1(u0)m2(h0))
f
since A+ is in the center of M and so H acts by y ∂
∂y
.
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M normalizes N but does not commute with N ; however, the normalization of N
by M means N can “move past” M by a linear change in the N -coordinate x. We
make repeated use of the elementary identity:
m · n ·m−1 = n′ =⇒ m · n = n′ ·m
Analogous to the real case, for complex ν, m1(u0) will be unit complex number in the
upper-left and its inverse in the lower-right corners (i.e., corresponding to an element
of O(1,C) = S1) and m2(h) will act linearly on the x coordinate in N. The operations
for O(r + 1,C) are parallel to those for O(p, q) by linearity and thus:
nz0 · ay0 ·m1(u0) ·m2(h0) · etX` = nz0+t·y0·u0h0e` · ay0 ·m1(u0) ·m2(h0)
nz0 · ay0 ·m1(u0) ·m2(h0) · etX˜` = nz0+ty0u0h0ie` · ay0 ·m1(u0) ·m2(h0)
z0 ∈ Cr−1 a0 ∈ (0,∞) u0 ∈ O(1,C) h0 ∈ O(r − 1,C)
M makes an ultimately innocuous contribution as the coefficients of ∆x (the Lapla-
cian on N) are functions of the M11 -coordinate u and M
1
2 -coordinate h. In M
1
1 (u
coordinates) and M12 (h coordinates)
u0(h0e`) = u0
r−1∑
j=1
h`j0 · ej
analogous to real places, the coefficients depend on coordinates in M11 and M
1
2 and
are independent of N . However, both u and h may contain complex numbers and
thus will mix real and complex directions. That is, the xj (real) variable is associated
with the ej basis vector direction while the vj (real) variable is associated with the
iej basis vector direction. Using the complex linearity, let
h = Re(h) + iIm(h) u = Re(u) + iIm(u)
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so that
u0(h0e`) =u0
r−1∑
j=1
h`j0 · ej = (Re(u0) + iIm(u0))
r−1∑
j=1
(Re(h`j0 ) + iIm(h
`j
0 )) · ej
=
r−1∑
j=1
(
Re(u0)Re(h
`j
0 )− Im(u0)Im(h`j0 )
)
· ej
+
r−1∑
j=1
(
Im(u0)Re(h
`j
0 ) + Re(u0)Im(h
`j
0 )
)
· i ej
=
r−1∑
j=1
Aj`(u0, h0) · ej +
r−1∑
j=1
Bj` (u0, h0) · i ej
and similarly
u0(h0ie`) =u0
r−1∑
j=1
h`j0 · iej = u0
r−1∑
j=1
i(Re(h`j0 ) + iIm(h
`j
0 )) · ej
=−
r−1∑
j=1
(
Im(u0)Re(h
`j
0 ) + Re(u0)Im(h
`j
0 )
)
· ej
+
r−1∑
j=1
(
Re(u0)Re(h
`j
0 )− Im(u0)Im(h`j0 )
)
· i ej
=−
r−1∑
j=1
Bj` (u0, h0) · ej +
r−1∑
j=1
Aj`(u0, h0) · i ej
X` · f(g) = d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
f(g · nte`) =
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
f(nz0ay0m1(u0)m2(h0) · nte`)
=
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
f(nz0+t·y0·u0(h0e`) · ay0m1(u0)m2(h0))
=
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
f(nz0+t·y0·(u0
∑r−1
j=1 h
`j
0 ·ej) · ay0m1(u0)m2(h0))
=y0 ·
( r−1∑
j=1
Aj`(u0, h0) ·
∂
∂xj
+
r−1∑
j=1
Bj` (u0, h0) ·
∂
∂vj
)∣∣∣∣
(nz0ay0m1(u0)m2(h0))
f
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X˜` · f(g) = d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
f(g · nite`) =
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
f(nz0ay0m1(u0)m2(o0) · ntie`)
=
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
f(nz0+t·y0·u0(h0ie`) · ay0m1(u0)m2(h0))
=
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
f(nz0+t·y0·(u0
∑r−1
j=1 h
`j
0 ·ie`) · ay0m1(u0)m2(h0))
=y0 ·
(
−
r−1∑
j=1
Bj` (u0, h0) ·
∂
∂xj
+
r−1∑
j=1
Aj`(u0, h0) ·
∂
∂vj
)∣∣∣∣
(nz0ay0m1(u0)m2(h0))
f
so that
X` =y
( r−1∑
j=1
Aj`(u, h) ·
∂
∂xj
+
r−1∑
j=1
Bj` (u, h) ·
∂
∂vj
)
X˜` =y
(
−
r−1∑
j=1
Bj` (u, h) ·
∂
∂xj
+
r−1∑
j=1
Aj`(u, h) ·
∂
∂vj
)
and
X2` =X` ◦X`
=
(
y
( r−1∑
j=1
Aj`(u, h) ·
∂
∂xj
+
r−1∑
j=1
Bj` (u, h) ·
∂
∂vj
))2
=y2
( r−1∑
j,k=1
Aj`(u, h)A
k
` (u, h) ·
∂2
∂xj∂xk
+ 2
r−1∑
j,k=1
Aj`(u, h)B
k
` (u, h) ·
∂2
∂xj∂vk
+
r−1∑
j,k=1
Bj` (u, h)B
k
` (u, h) ·
∂2
∂vj∂vk
)
X˜2` =X˜` ◦ X˜`
=
(
y
(
−
r−1∑
j=1
Bj` (u, h) ·
∂
∂xj
+
r−1∑
j=1
Aj`(u, h) ·
∂
∂vj
))2
=y2
( r−1∑
j,k=1
Bj` (u, h)B
k
` (u, h) ·
∂2
∂xj∂xk
− 2
r−1∑
j,k=1
Aj`(u, h)B
k
` (u, h) ·
∂2
∂xj∂vk
+
r−1∑
j,k=1
Aj`(u, h)A
k
` (u, h) ·
∂2
∂vj∂vk
)
since the coordinates y, u and h on M (and thus the functions A and B) are inde-
pendent of the z coordinates x and v on N . Substituting into Casimir for complex
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ν:
Ων =
1
2
H2 − (r − 1)H +
r−1∑
`=1
X2` +
r−1∑
`=1
X˜2` +
∑
j
θjθ
′
j
=
1
2
(y
∂
∂y
)2 − (r − 1)(y ∂
∂y
)
+ y2
r−1∑
`=1
( r−1∑
j,k=1
Aj`(u, h)A
k
` (u, h) ·
∂2
∂xj∂xk
+ 2
r−1∑
j,k=1
Aj`(u, h)B
k
` (u, h) ·
∂2
∂xj∂vk
+
r−1∑
j,k=1
Bj` (u, h)B
k
` (u, h) ·
∂2
∂vj∂vk
)
+ y2
r−1∑
`=1
( r−1∑
j,k=1
Bj` (u, h)B
k
` (u, h) ·
∂2
∂xj∂xk
− 2
r−1∑
j,k=1
Aj`(u, h)B
k
` (u, h) ·
∂2
∂xj∂vk
+
r−1∑
j,k=1
Aj`(u, h)A
k
` (u, h) ·
∂2
∂vj∂vk
)
+
∑
j
θjθ
′
j
=
1
2
y2
∂2
∂y2
− 2r − 3
2
y
∂
∂y
+ y2
r−1∑
j,k=1
(
r−1∑
`=1
(
Aj`(u, h)A
k
` (u, h) +B
j
` (u, h)B
k
` (u, h)
))
·
(
∂2
∂xj∂xk
+
∂2
∂vj∂vk
)
+
∑
j
θjθ
′
j
=
1
2
y2
∂2
∂y2
− 2r − 3
2
y
∂
∂y
+ y2
r−1∑
j,k=1
Mjk(u, h)
(
∂2
∂xj∂xk
+
∂2
∂vj∂vk
)
+ Ω′ν
where Ω′ν =
∑
j θjθ
′
j is the local Casimir on M
1
2 . Further simplification is possible
by expanding the expression for the second order coefficients. A simple, if brutish,
calculation shows
Aj`(u, h)A
k
` (u, h) +B
j
` (u, h)B
k
` (u, h) = Re(h
`jh`k)
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so that
Mjk(u, h) =
r−1∑
`=1
(
Aj`(u, h)A
k
` (u, h) +B
j
` (u, h)B
k
` (u, h)
)
=
r−1∑
`=1
Re(h`jh`k) =
r−1∑
`=1
Re((h>)j`h`k)
= Re
( r−1∑
`=1
(h>)j`h`k
)
= Re
((
h> · h)jk) = δjk
since h is in the local M12 = O(r − 1,C). Thus, at complex ν, we have
Ων =
1
2
y2
∂2
∂y2
− 2r − 3
2
y
∂
∂y
+ y2
r−1∑
j=1
(
∂2
∂x2j
+
∂2
∂v2j
)
+ Ω′ν
=
1
2
y2
∂2
∂y2
− 2r − 3
2
y
∂
∂y
+ y2
r−1∑
j=1
(
∂
∂xj
+ i
∂
∂vj
)(
∂
∂xj
− i ∂
∂vj
)
+ Ω′ν
14.4 Global Casimir summed across archimedean places
Recall that k is a finite algebraic extension of Q and S is a k-valued k-bilinear form
on an r+1 k-dimensional vector space such that the dimension of the maximal totally
isotropic subspace is 1. G is the group of real points of the algebraic isometry group
attached to S, attached to the e´tale ring k∞ of archimedean completions of k:
G = G∞ = G(R) = GR = O(S∞) ⊂ GL(r + 1, k∞)
G is a product of the orthogonal groups at the archimedean places of k:
G =
∏
ν|∞
Gν
To simplify notation, subscripts will typically only be used when discussing a partic-
ular place; the absence of a subscript means the context is the (more) global setting
over all archimedean places (i.e., corresponding to the ∞ subscript, which we will
largely suppress).
G has an Iwasawa decomposition
G = PK = NMK
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where P is a parabolic subgroup, K a (maximal) compact subgroup, N the unipotent
radical of P and M a Levi-Malcev complement to N . This gives The Levi component
of P isM = k×∞×O(S ′) and extending the Galois normNk/Q to be suitably multilinear,
M1 is
{b ∈ k×∞ : Nk/Q(b) = Nk∞/R(b) = 1} ×O(S ′)
so that M decomposes as a product M = A+ ·M1 = A+ ·M11 ·M12 . Up to choice of
normalization and coordinates, the split component A+ is the diagonal in the local
split components.
P/NM1 ≈ A+ ≈ R+
Consequently, being the complement of A+, M11 is not a product. M
1
2 is a product of
the corresponding local factors. Note that M1 may not be compact but (M1∩Γ)\M1
will be compact as described below. Thus, as a product
G =
∏
ν|∞
Gν =
∏
ν|∞
PνKν =
∏
ν|∞
NνMνKν
and by taking a quotient by K on the right
G/K ≈ N ·M/(M ∩K)
Let Γ be an arithmetic subgroup of G and, per the discussion in the sections on
reduction theory and analysis on cusps, we are treating the quotient Γ\G/K as though
there were a single cusp. Specifically, for c ∈ R, let η(g) = η(nxm′`y) = η(`y) be the
height of g. Let Yo and Y∞ be the respective images of {g ∈ S : η(g) ≤ c + 1} and
{g ∈ S : η(g) ≥ c} in Γ\G/K. By construction, the interiors of Yo and Y∞ cover
Γ\G/K. Yo is the inverse image of a compact set under a continuous function and
is thus a compact set, though with possibly complicated geometry. For sufficiently
large c, Y∞ conveniently decomposes as a product of a compact manifold and a ray:
Y∞ ≈ (N ∩ Γ)\N × (M1 ∩ Γ)\M1/(M1 ∩K)× (c,∞)
≈(N ∩ Γ)\N × (M11 ∩ Γ)\M11/(M11 ∩K)× (M12 ∩ Γ)\M12/(M12 ∩K)× (c,∞)
≈ compact × compact × compact × ray
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The Casimir operator on G is
ΩG = Ω∞ =
∑
ν|∞
Ων
where each Ων contains a summand Ω
′
ν corresponding to the ν
th factor of M12 . While
Ω′ν is not invariant under G, it does descend to the image in Γ\G of a sufficiently high
Siegel set (i.e., corresponding to a sufficiently large value of the height parameter),
allowing separation of variables. In particular, while M1 contributes to the coefficients
of the Laplacian tangential to N , by application of the units theorem and compactness
of anisotopic quotients, in the quotient of the Siegel set these coefficients are bounded
since they are continuous coordinates on a compact set (i.e., corresponding to the
compact region D in M in the Siegel set).
Summed across archimedean places, since in coordinates Ω = ∆
∆ = Ly + ∆M11 + y
2∆M
1
N + Ω
′ = C2 y2
∂2
∂y2
+ C1 y
∂
∂y
+ y2∆M
1
N + ∆M1
for explicit constants C2 and C1, where ∆M1 combines Ω
′ (Casimir on M12 ) and ∆M11 ,
and where ∆M
1
N includes the partial derivatives on N whose coefficients depend on the
M1 coordinates u and h. The coefficients in the more global expressions are tuples,
namely elements of k∞.
The dependence of ∆ on M1, specifically that of ∆M
1
N , manifests at real places in
the coefficients for the second order terms involving derivatives in directions tangent
to N . We recall an elementary result to illustrate that this dependence is uniform.
Let X be the open cone of (strictly) positive-definite real n-by-n symmetric matrices.
Let G = GL(n,R) act on X by g(x) = g> · x · g. Then, given a compact subset C of
G, the image C · 1 = {g(1n) : g ∈ C} is clearly compact.
Lemma 53: Given a compact subset Y of X, there are positive real numbers a and
b such that a · 1n is a uniform lower bound for Y and b · 1n is a uniform upper bound
for Y in X, in the sense that A− a · 1n is positive definite, and b · 1n −A is positive
definite, for all A ∈ Y .
Proof. For all x ∈ Rn and all A ∈ Y ⊂ X, x> · A · x > 0 so clearly
0 < inf
|x|=1
x> · A · x < sup
|x|=1
x> · A · x < +∞
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Given a, b such that 0 < a < inf |x|=1 x> · A · x and sup|x|=1 x> · A · x < b then:
x> · (b · 1n − A) · x = b · |x|2 − x> · A · x > 0
x> · (A− a · 1n) · x = x> · A · x− a · |x|2 > 0

An analogous argument shows the result equally applies to hermitian matrices under
similar assumptions.
The Laplacian ∆N of N considered as a subgroup of G corresponds to the operator
∆M
1
N at u = identity ∈ M11 and h = identity ∈ M12 so we can meaningfully speak of
the pure Laplacian ∆N of N . We next show that the perturbed Laplacian ∆
M1
N ,
which is roughly the Laplacian of the coset of N corresponding to a value in M1,
can be bounded above and below in terms of scalar multiples of the pure Laplacian
∆N . Specifically, the uniform boundedness in the quotient Γ\G/K of the coefficient
u ∈ M11 is a consequence of the units theorem and that of elements h ∈ M12 is a
consequence of the compactness of anisotropic quotients.
Temporarily ignore the dependence on y2. By the compactness of anisotropic
quotients and the units theorem, there are representatives for M1 = M11 ·M12 that are
contained in a compact subset of a high-enough Siegel set. Thus, at all archimedean
places ν, the coefficients for the second order terms parallel to N are restricted to
a compact set and thus meet the positivity, compactness and symmetry criteria of
Lemma 53.
Now we establish the uniform estimate on ∆M
1
N . Let ∂ν,j be either the correspond-
ing real or complex linear operator with corresponding conjugate ∂ν,j and coefficient
matrix Zν,jk computed above. Letting f ∈ C∞c (Γ\G/K), so that∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
(M12∩Γ)\M12 /(M12∩K)
(∑
ν|∞
( r−1∑
j,k=1
Zν,jk ∂ν,j ∂ν,k
)
f · f¯
)
dg
=
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
(M12∩Γ)\M12 /(M12∩K)
(∑
ν|∞
( r−1∑
j=1
∂ν,j
r−1∑
k=1
Zν,jk ∂ν,k
)
f · f¯
)
dg
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Using integration by parts
= −
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
(M12∩Γ)\M12 /(M12∩K)
∑
ν|∞
(
r−1∑
j=1
( r−1∑
k=1
Zν,jk ∂ν,kf
) · ∂ν,jf) dg
= −
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
(M12∩Γ)\M12 /(M12∩K)
∑
ν|∞
(
r−1∑
j,k=1
Zν,jk ∂ν,kf ∂ν,jf
)
dg
By the units theorem and compactness of anisotropic quotients, the (Zν,jk) are covered
by a compact preimage in M1 so that a corresponding form of the lemma holds with
constants a and b for the pure Laplacian ∆ν of Nν . Reverse the integration by parts,
which changes the signs back and thus there are constants a and b so that
a ·
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
(M12∩Γ)\M12 /(M12∩K)
(∑
ν|∞
∆Nνf · f¯
)
dg
<
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
(M12∩Γ)\M12 /(M12∩K)
(∑
ν|∞
( r−1∑
j,k=1
Zν,jk∂ν,j∂ν,k
)
f · f¯
)
dg
< b ·
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
(M12∩Γ)\M12 /(M12∩K)
(∑
ν|∞
∆Nνf · f¯
)
dg
which implies that we can use the pure Laplacian ∆N to analyze expressions involving
∆M
1
N since the latter is bounded above and below by the former.
Combining these bounds implies the only non-compact coefficient is the ray vari-
able y in A+ and we can select values a and b so that
a ·
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
(M11∩Γ)\M11 /(M11∩K)
∫
(M12∩Γ)\M12 /(M12∩K)
∫
(c,∞)
y2∆Nf · f¯ dg
<
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
(M11∩Γ)\M11 /(M11∩K)
∫
(M12∩Γ)\M12 /(M12∩K)
∫
(c,∞)
y2∆M
1
N f · f¯ dg
< b ·
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
(M11∩Γ)\M11 /(M11∩K)
∫
(M12∩Γ)\M12 /(M12∩K)
∫
(c,∞)
y2∆Nf · f¯ dg
We have established both that ∆M
1
Nν
is negative definite at all places (so that, more
globally, both ∆M
1
N and Ω
′ are negative-definite), and also that we may use the more
convenient operator ∆N in place of ∆
M1
Nν
in our analysis. Thus, we will next focus on
exhibiting estimates for Ly. We then combine all of these estimates to demonstrate a
Rellich-type compactness result which is used to demonstrate the discrete spectrum of
∆, the discrete decomposition of pseudo-cuspforms and the meromorphic continuation
of certain Eisenstein series.
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14.5 Positivity of fragments of −∆ on G/K
The Lax-Phillips argument requires not only that −∆ itself be non-negative but that
the natural summands of −∆ in Iwasawa coordinates are also non-negative. The
Laplacian on the quotient Γ\G/K is
∆ = Ly + y2∆M
1
N + Ω
′
where the right hand side is summed over infinite places. The middle term ∆M
1
N was
previously shown to be bounded above and below by the Laplacian for N . Thus, up
to scalar multiples, we can write
∆ = Ly + y2∆N + Ω
′
The global −∆ is positive since the Laplacian of G descends to the quotient. The
middle and right-hand terms, −y2∆N and −Ω′, are positive since the Laplacian of N
can be mapped to the Laplacian on Rr−1 and −Ω′ corresponds to the Laplacian on a
semisimple group.
Note that the terms y2∆N and Ω
′ do not contain derivatives parallel to A+. Thus
since the global −∆ is positive, the sum of the operators defined by the right hand side
is positive. Since two of the three terms are positive, this implies the operator −Ly is
positive as restricting −∆ to functions on A+ (and constant on the other directions)
will isolate derivatives in the y-direction so −Ly must be a positive operator.
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14.6 For a 1 Da is dense in L2a(Γ\G/K)
To establish notation:
C∞c (Γ\G/K) = right K-invariant functions in C∞c (Γ\G) = C∞c (Γ\G)K
L2(Γ\G/K) = right K-invariant functions in L2(Γ\G) = L2(Γ\G)K
|f |2B1 =〈(1−∆)f, f〉 = 〈f, f〉+ 〈(−∆)f, f〉
B1 = completion of C∞c (Γ\G/K) with respect to the B1 norm
η(nmyk) = y
r(In some circumstances, which will be clear, this may be r − 1)
L2a(Γ\G/K) = {f ∈ L2(Γ\G/K) : cPf(g) = 0 for η(g) ≥ a}
= pseudo-cuspforms with cut-off height a
Da = C
∞
c (Γ\G/K) ∩ L2a(Γ\G/K)
∆a = ∆ restricted to Da
B1a = closure of Da in L
2
a(Γ\G/K)
Let G = G(R) have a maximal compact K and minimal parabolic subgroup and
Iwasawa-Levi-Mal’cev decomposition
G = PK = NMK ≈ N · A+ ·M1 ·K ≈ N · A+ ·M11 ·M12 ·K
The model of G/K is
G/K ≈ N · A+ ·M11/(M11 ∩K) ·M12/(M12 ∩K)
Use Iwasawa coordinates on G/K:
g = nxaym1(u)m2(h) nx ∈ N ay ∈ A+ m1(u) ∈M11 m2(h) ∈M12
with
m = m1(u)m2(h)
coordinates onM1. For convenience and to simplify expressions, we will write Iwasawa
coordinates as (x, y, u, h) unless indicated.
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Lemma 54: For a 1 Da is dense in L2a(Γ\G/K)
Proof. Recall that a (standard) Siegel set is a subset of G given by a compact set
C ⊂ N , a compact subset D ⊂M1 and a (height) parameter t
St,C,d = {nmayk : n ∈ C,m ∈ D, k ∈ K, ay ∈ A+ where y ≥ t}
Reduction theory implies that there is a sufficiently small t and compact sets Ci ⊂ N
and Di ⊂M1, along with a finite number of elements gi ∈ G(Q) so that Γ-translates
of the union of the gi-translates of the standard Siegel sets Si = St,Ci,Di cover G:
Γ ·
(⋃
i
gi ·Si
)
= G
Such a collection of Siegel sets clearly surjects to the quotients Γ\G and Γ\G/K.
Given such a collection S of Siegel sets, reduction theory then guarantees the existence
of a height to  t so that the subsets Sito of Sit,C,D given by the height condition
Sito =
{
g ∈ Sit,C,D
∣∣ g = n ·m · k such that m = m′ay and the height η(ay) > to}
satisfy, for all i and j, Sito ∩ γSjto 6= ∅ implies γ ∈ Γ ∩ P = Γ∞. This implies the
existence of a sufficiently large height so that high-enough portions of the Siegel sets
in S do not interact in the quotient: the associated cusps can be treated separately.
Since there is a finite collection of Siegel sets, common bounds can be taken to work
for all the Siegel sets. In particular and without loss of generality, this allows us to
simplify our notation by examining a single Siegel set as the results apply to any
finite collection of cusps. Fix such a Sto and let Sa be the subset of Sto given by
Sa =
{
g ∈ Sto
∣∣ η(g) = η(ngag) = η(ay) > a}
By reduction theory, there is a height a 1 so that Sa satisfies Sa∩γSa 6= ∅ implies
γ ∈ Γ ∩ P = Γ∞. In the following, f ∈ L2a(Γ\G/K) is first approximated by test
functions fr ∈ C∞c (Γ\G/K) by general methods, and then the condition a  1 is
used in conjunction with a family of smooth cut-off functions of the constant near
height a, with the width of cut-off region shrinking to 0.
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Per the above, take a  1 so that Sa− 1
t
meets its translates γSa− 1
t
only for
γ ∈ Γ∞, for all sufficiently large t. This allows separation of variables in Sa− 1
t
in the
sense that the cylinder Ca− 1
t
= (Γ ∩ P )\Sa− 1
t
injects to Γ\G/K. Let
|f |2
a− 1
t
=
∫
C
a− 1t
|f(x, y, u, h)|2 dg ≤
∫
Γ\G/K
|f(x, y, u, h)|2 dg = |f |2L2
Let fr ∈ C∞c (Γ\G/K) with fr → f in L2(Γ\G/K). However, while f ∈ L2a(Γ\G/K),
one would suspect that the constant terms of the fr are not too far from that of f (and
the difference must be going to zero, even in L2(Γ\G/K)), so that a smooth truncation
of the constant terms of the fr should produce functions also approaching f . Namely,
our strategy is to start with a general, and generic, approximating sequence in L2
and remove the part that is keeping this sequence from being in L2a.
Using Iwasawa coordinates (x, y, u, h) with x ∈ Rr−1 and y ∈ (0,∞), the height
is η(x, y, u, h) = η(y). Let β be a smooth function on R such that
0 = β(y) (for 0 ≤ y < −1)
0 ≤ β(y) ≤ 1 (for − 1 ≤ y ≤ 0)
1 = β(y) (for 0 ≤ y)
For t > 1, put βt(y) = β(t(y − a)), and define a smooth function on N\G/K by
φr,t(aym1(u)m2(h)) =
βt(η(y)) · cPfr(y) (for η(y) ≥ a−
1
t
)
0 (for η(y) < a− 1
t
)
For t > 0 large enough so that Sa− 1
t
meets its translates γSa− 1
t
only for γ ∈ Γ∞, let
Ψr,t = Ψφr,t be the pseudo-Eisenstein series made from φr,t:
Ψr,t(x, y, u, h) =
∑
γ∈Γ∞\Γ
φr,t(γ · nxaym1(u)m2(h))
The assumption on t assures that in the region yr > a− 1
t
we have Ψr,t = cPΨr,t = φn.t.
Thus cP (fr −Ψr,t) vanishes in y ≥ a, so fr −Ψr,t ∈ L2a(Γ\G/K), as desired.
By the triangle inequality
|f − (fr −Ψr,t)|L2 ≤ |f − fr|L2 + |Ψr,t|L2
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where by assumption |f − fr|L2 → 0. Thus it suffices to show that the L2 norm of
Ψr,t goes to 0 for large n and t. Since a 1,
|Ψr,t|L2 = |Ψr,t|C
a− 1t
= |φr,t|C
a− 1t
= |β(t(y − a)) · cPfr|C
a− 1t
≤ |cPfr|C
a− 1t
The cylinder Ca− 1
t
admits a natural translation action of the product of circle groups
(i.e., Tr−1 ≈ (N ∩ Γ)\N), inherited from the translation of the x-component in
Iwasawa coordinates nxaym1(u)m2(h). This induces an action of Tr−1 on L2(Ca− 1
t
)
with the norm | · |C
a− 1t
. Thus, the map f → cPf is given by a continuous, compactly-
supported, L2(Ca− 1
t
)-valued integrand, which exists as a Gelfand-Pettis integral (cf.
§[14.1] in [Garrett 2018]). This implies that the restriction of cPfr to Ca− 1
t
goes to
cPf in L
2(Ca− 1
t
). As cPf is supported in the range η(g) ≤ a and the measure of
Ca − Ca− 1
t
goes to 0 as t → +∞, the Ca− 1
t
-norm of cPf also goes to 0 as t → +∞,
since cPf is locally integrable.
In particular, this implies the diagonal terms Ψn.n go to 0 in L
2 norm, so that
fr −Ψr,n go to f in L2 norm, proving the density of Da in L2a. 
14.7 L2(Γ\G(R)/K) norms of truncated tails go to 0 strongly
Recall that
|f |2B1 =〈(1−∆)f, f〉 = 〈f, f〉+ 〈(−∆)f, f〉
L2a(Γ\G/K) = {f ∈ L2(Γ\G/K) : cPf(g) = 0 for η(g) ≥ a}
Da = C
∞
c (Γ\G/K) ∩ L2a(Γ\G/K)
B1a = completion of Da with respect to the B
1 norm
Lemma 55: Let B be the unit ball in B1a(Γ\G/K) then, given ε > 0, a cutoff c a
can be made sufficiently large so that the image of B in L2a(Γ\G/K) lies in a single
ε-ball in L2a(Γ\G/K). That is, for f ∈ B1a(Γ\G/K), the integral of the cutoff tail
lim
c→∞
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
(M11∩Γ)\M11 /(M11∩K)
∫
(M12∩Γ)\M12 /(M12∩K)
∫ ∞
c
|f |2 dg = 0
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uniformly for |f |B1a ≤ 1. This will follow from stronger estimate we prove: that for
suitably large y > c 1∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
(M11∩Γ)\M11 /(M11∩K)
∫
(M12∩Γ)\M12 /(M12∩K)
∫ ∞
c
|f |2 dg  1
c2
· |f |2B1a
Proof. Use Iwasawa coordinates on G/K:
g = nxaym1(u)m2(h) nx ∈ N ay ∈ A+ m1(u) ∈M11 m2(h) ∈M12
which we write as (x, y, u, h) for convenience. Recall that the Laplacian ∆ on the
quotient can be written as
∆ = Ly + y2∆N + Ω
′
since the M1-dependent Laplacian ∆M
1
N can be dominated by scalar multiples of the
pure Laplacian ∆N on N . Conveniently, the unipotent radical N is commutative so
that we may use Fourier methods in conjunction with ∆N . Set ` = (r− 1)[k : Q], let
ξ run over characters of (N ∩Γ)\N ≈ T`, and take height parameters c ≥ c0 ≥ a 1.
With Iwasawa coordinates (x, y, u, h), write the Fourier expansion in x as
f(x, y, u, h) =
∑
ξ
fˆ(ξ, y, u, h)ξ(x)
(
=
∑
ξ∈Z`
fˆ(ξ, y, u, h)e2piiξ·x
)
Since f ∈ B1a, in Iwasawa coordinates (x, y, u, h)
cPf(w) =
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
f(nxw)dnx =
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
f(x, y, u, h)e2pii 0·xdnx = fˆ(0, y) (0 ∈ Z`)
so that fˆ(0, y) = 0 when y ≥ c a. By Plancherel in x∫
NZ\NR
∫
(M11∩Γ)\M11 /(M11∩K)
∫
(M12∩Γ)\M12 /(M12∩K)
∫
y≥c
|f |2 dg
=
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
(M11∩Γ)\M11 /(M11∩K)
∫
(M12∩Γ)\M12 /(M12∩K)
∫
y>c
|f(x, y, u, h)|2 dg
=
∑
ξ∈Zr−1
∫
(M11∩Γ)\M11 /(M11∩K)
∫
(M12∩Γ)\M12 /(M12∩K)
∫
y≥c
|fˆ(ξ, y, u, h)|2 dg
Since fˆ(0, y) = 0 when y ≥ c, the sum is over ξ 6= 0, so that |ξ| ≥ 1 and∑
ξ
∫
(M11∩Γ)\M11 /(M11∩K)
∫
(M12∩Γ)\M12 /(M12∩K)
∫
y≥c
|fˆ(ξ, y, u, h)|2 dg

∑
ξ
∫
(M11∩Γ)\M11 /(M11∩K)
∫
(M12∩Γ)\M12 /(M12∩K)
∫
y≥c
|ξ|2 · |fˆ(ξ, y, u, h)|2 dg
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With ∆N the Euclidean Laplacian in the x coordinate on N ,
|ξ|2 · fˆ(ξ, y) = 1
4pi2
(−∆Nf)̂(ξ, y) (−∆Nf)̂(ξ, y, u, h)
Substituting this back and applying Plancherel∑
ξ
∫
(M11∩Γ)\M11 /(M11∩K)
∫
(M12∩Γ)\M12 /(M12∩K)
∫
y≥c
|ξ|2 · |fˆ(ξ, y, u, h)|2 dg

∑
ξ
∫
y≥c
(−∆Nf)̂(ξ, y)f̂(ξ, y, u, h) dg
=
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
(M11∩Γ)\M11 /(M11∩K)
∫
(M12∩Γ)\M12 /(M12∩K)
∫
y>c
−∆Nf · f¯ dg
Again using that y > c a 1∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
(M11∩Γ)\M11 /(M11∩K)
∫
(M12∩Γ)\M12 /(M12∩K)
∫
y>c
−∆Nf · f¯ dg
≤ 1
c2
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
(M11∩Γ)\M11 /(M11∩K)
∫
(M12∩Γ)\M12 /(M12∩K)
∫
y>c
−y2∆Nf · f¯ dg
Recall the positivity result
0 ≤
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
(M11∩Γ)\M11 /(M11∩K)
∫
(M12∩Γ)\M12 /(M12∩K)
∫
y>c
−Lyf · f¯ dg
and
0 ≤
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
(M11∩Γ)\M11 /(M11∩K)
∫
(M12∩Γ)\M12 /(M12∩K)
∫
y>c
−Ω′f · f¯ dg
so that
1
c2
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
(M11∩Γ)\M11 /(M11∩K)
∫
(M12∩Γ)\M12 /(M12∩K)
∫
y>c
−y2∆Nf · f¯ dg
≤ 1
c2
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y>c
−
(
Ly + y2∆N + Ω
′
)
f · f¯ dg
Substituting back, for smooth f with support in y ≥ c a and ∆ = Ly + y2∆N + Ω′∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
(M11∩Γ)\M11 /(M11∩K)
∫
(M12∩Γ)\M12 /(M12∩K)
∫
y>c
|f(x, y, u, h)|2 dg
 1
c2
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
(M11∩Γ)\M11 /(M11∩K)
∫
(M12∩Γ)\M12 /(M12∩K)
∫
y>c
−∆f · f¯ dg
Of course, also
0 ≤ 1
c2
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
(M11∩Γ)\M11 /(M11∩K)
∫
(M12∩Γ)\M12 /(M12∩K)
∫
y>c
|f(x, y, u, h)|2 dg
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So adding this to the right side above gives∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
(M11∩Γ)\M11 /(M11∩K)
∫
(M12∩Γ)\M12 /(M12∩K)
∫
y>c
|f(x, y, u, h)|2 dg
 1
c2
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
(M11∩Γ)\M11 /(M11∩K)
∫
(M12∩Γ)\M12 /(M12∩K)
∫
y>c
(1−∆)f · f¯ dg ≤ 1
c2
· |f |2B1a
as claimed. 
14.8 B1 norms of tails are bounded by global B1 norms
The previous inequality did not directly apply to smooth truncations of f in B1a near
height c > a, nor establish that a collection of smooth truncations φ∞ · f over all
heights c > a can be chosen with B1-norms uniformly bounded for f ∈ B.
The following conventions will be used in this section: for fixed height η, for t ≥ 1,
the smoothly cut-off tail f [t] is described as follows. Let φ be a smooth function such
that 0 ≤ φ ≤ 1 on (0,∞) 
0 = φ(y) (for 0 ≤ y ≤ 1)
0 ≤ φ(y) ≤ 1 (for 1 ≤ y ≤ 2)
1 = φ(y) (for 2 ≤ y)
Since φ is smooth and constant outside the compact interval [1, 2], there is a common
pointwise bound Cφ < ∞ for |φ|, |φ′| and |φ′′|. For t > 0, define a smooth cut-off
function by
φt(y) = φ(y/t)
so that φt(y)→ 0 ∀y as t→∞. Use Iwasawa coordinates on G/K:
g = nxaym1(u)m2(h) nx ∈ N ay ∈ A+ m1(u) ∈M11 m2(h) ∈M12
which we write as (x, y, u, h) for convenience. For f ∈ H1 = H1(Γ\G/K), let
f [t](x, y, u, h) = φt(y) · f(x, y, u, h).
Lemma 56: |f [t]|H1  |f |H1 (implied constant independent of f and t ≥ 1)
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Proof. We have
Ω|G/K = ∆ = Ly + ∆M1N + Ω′
Since 0 ≤ φt ≤ 1, clearly |f [t]|L2 = |φt · f |L2 ≤ |f |L2 . For the other part of the H1
norm
〈−∆f [t], f [t]〉 =∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
(M11∩Γ)\M11 /(M11∩K)
∫
(M12∩Γ)\M12 /(M12∩K)
∫
y≥c
−(Ly + ∆M1N + Ω′)f [t]f [t] dg
=
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
(M11∩Γ)\M11 /(M11∩K)
∫
(M12∩Γ)\M12 /(M12∩K)
∫
y≥c
−(φt(y)2)(∆M1N + Ω′)f · f dg
−
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
(M11∩Γ)\M11 /(M11∩K)
∫
(M12∩Γ)\M12 /(M12∩K)
∫
y≥c
Lyf
[t] · f [t] dg
since the (∆M
1
N + Ω
′) factor treats y as a constant. Temporarily ignore the first term
in (∆M
1
N + Ω
′) to expand the term Ly with the derivatives in y∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
(M11∩Γ)\M11 /(M11∩K)
∫
(M12∩Γ)\M12 /(M12∩K)
∫
y≥c
−Lyf [t] · f [t] dg
=
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
(M11∩Γ)\M11 /(M11∩K)
∫
(M12∩Γ)\M12 /(M12∩K)
∫
y≥c
−(φt(y)2)Lyf · f dg
+
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
(M11∩Γ)\M11 /(M11∩K)
∫
(M12∩Γ)\M12 /(M12∩K)
∫
y≥c(
4
∂2φ
∂y2
(
y
t
)φ(
y
t
) + 8
(
∂φ
∂y
(
y
t
)
)2
+ C(r)
∂φ
∂y
(
y
t
)φ(
y
t
)
)
f(x, y)2 dg
Where C(r) is a constant depending on r analogous to the earlier cases (i.e., since
all the factor groups are either O(p, q) or O(r − 1,C)). Using the common bound
|φ|, |φ′|, |φ′′| < Cφ we can estimate the last term above by∣∣∣∣ ∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
(M11∩Γ)\M11 /(M11∩K)
∫
(M12∩Γ)\M12 /(M12∩K)
∫
y≥c(
4
∂2φ
∂y2
(
y
t
)φ(
y
t
) + 8
(
∂φ
∂y
(
y
t
)
)2
+ C(r)
∂φ
∂y
(
y
t
)φ(
y
t
)
)
f(x, y)2 dg
∣∣∣∣
≤
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
(M11∩Γ)\M11 /(M11∩K)
∫
(M12∩Γ)\M12 /(M12∩K)
∫
y≥c∣∣∣∣
(
4
∂2φ
∂y2
(
y
t
)φ(
y
t
) + 8
(
∂φ
∂y
(
y
t
)
)2
+ C(r)
∂φ
∂y
(
y
t
)φ(
y
t
)
)∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣ f(x, y)2 ∣∣∣∣ dg
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≤
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
(M11∩Γ)\M11 /(M11∩K)
∫
(M12∩Γ)\M12 /(M12∩K)
∫
y≥c(
4
∣∣∣∣ ∂2φ∂y2 (yt )φ(yt )
∣∣∣∣+ 8∣∣∣∣ (∂φ∂y (yt )
)2 ∣∣∣∣+ ∣∣∣∣C(r)∂φ∂y (yt )φ(yt )
∣∣∣∣
) ∣∣∣∣ f(x, y)2 ∣∣∣∣ dg
≤
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
(M11∩Γ)\M11 /(M11∩K)
∫
(M12∩Γ)\M12 /(M12∩K)
∫
y≥c
(
4C2φ + 8C
2
φ + C
2
φ
)∣∣∣∣f(x, y)2∣∣∣∣dg
 C ′φ
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
(M11∩Γ)\M11 /(M11∩K)
∫
(M12∩Γ)\M12 /(M12∩K)
∫
y≥c
∣∣∣∣ f(x, y)2 ∣∣∣∣ dg
The other terms that did not involve y can be added back and Lyf combined with
them to get −∆. The remaining term is bounded above by a constant given by a
polynomial in Cφ and |f |2L2(Γ\G/K).
|f [t]|2B1a = 〈(1−∆)f [t], f [t]〉 =∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
(M11∩Γ)\M11 /(M11∩K)
∫
(M12∩Γ)\M12 /(M12∩K)
∫
y≥c
f [t]f [t] dg∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
(M11∩Γ)\M11 /(M11∩K)
∫
(M12∩Γ)\M12 /(M12∩K)
∫
y≥c
−(Ly + ∆M1N + Ω′)f [t]f [t] dg
=
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
(M11∩Γ)\M11 /(M11∩K)
∫
(M12∩Γ)\M12 /(M12∩K)
∫
y≥c
(φt(y)
2)|f |2 dg∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
(M11∩Γ)\M11 /(M11∩K)
∫
(M12∩Γ)\M12 /(M12∩K)
∫
y≥c
−(φt(y)2)(∆M1N + Ω′)f · f dg
−
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
(M11∩Γ)\M11 /(M11∩K)
∫
(M12∩Γ)\M12 /(M12∩K)
∫
y≥c
Lyf
[t] · f [t] dg

∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
(M11∩Γ)\M11 /(M11∩K)
∫
(M12∩Γ)\M12 /(M12∩K)
∫
y≥c
(φt(y)
2)|f |2 dg
−
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
(M11∩Γ)\M11 /(M11∩K)
∫
(M12∩Γ)\M12 /(M12∩K)
∫
y≥c
(φt(y)
2)(∆M
1
N + Ω
′)f · f dg
−
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
(M11∩Γ)\M11 /(M11∩K)
∫
(M12∩Γ)\M12 /(M12∩K)
∫
y≥c
(φt(y)
2)Lyf · f dg
+ C ′φ
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
(M11∩Γ)\M11 /(M11∩K)
∫
(M12∩Γ)\M12 /(M12∩K)
∫
y≥c
∣∣∣∣ f(x, y)2 ∣∣∣∣ dg
Using that |φ| ≤ 1, using a common bound C to combine the first and last terms
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above, rewrite as (1−∆)f · f

∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
(M11∩Γ)\M11 /(M11∩K)
∫
(M12∩Γ)\M12 /(M12∩K)
∫
y≥c
(φt(y)
2)(1−∆)f · f dg
= |f |2B1a
giving |f [t]|2H1  |f |2H1 . 
14.9 B1a(Γ\G/K) includes compactly into L2a(Γ\G/K)
Let k be a number field andG = G(S)R = G(R) a real Lie group, where S is a k-valued
k-bilinear form on a k-(r+1)-dimensional vector space with maximal totally isotropic
subspace of dimension one. Also let G have subgroups: P a minimal parabolic, K a
maximal compact subgroup, and Γ ⊂ G an arithmetic subgroup. So that we have an
Iwasawa-Levi-Mal’cev decomposition of G
G = PK = NMK ≈ N · A+ ·M11 ·M12 ·K
with model of G/K
G/K ≈ N · A+ ·M11/(M11 ∩K) ·M12/(M12 ∩K)
We Use Iwasawa coordinates on G/K:
g = nxaym1(u)m2(h) nx ∈ N ay ∈ A+ m1(u) ∈M11 m2(h) ∈M12
which we typically write as (x, y, u, h) for convenience.
Theorem 57: For G, K and Γ as above, then with a 1 the inclusion
B1a(Γ\G/K)→ L2a(Γ\G/K)
is compact.
Proof. Let (x, y, u, h) be coordinates from the Iwasawa decomposition. By reduction
theory, let S be a fixed Siegel set that surjects to the quotient Γ\G. Then, given
c ≥ a, let Yo and Y∞ be the respective images of {g ∈ S : η(g) = η(y) ≤ c+ 1} and
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{g ∈ S : η(g) =≥ c} in Γ\G/K. By construction, the interiors of Yo and Y∞ cover
Γ\G/K.
Let Ui be a cover of Yo by open sets. By continuity of the projection to Γ\G/K, Yo
is compact so that we can take a finite sub-cover U1, . . . , Um of Yo in Γ\G/K with small
compact closures in the sense that the Ui have closures in a small collar neighborhood
of Yo. Let U∞ be an open set in Γ\G/K covering Y∞ so that {U1, . . . , Um} ∪ U∞ is
an open cover of Γ\G/K.
From general considerations we can take a smooth partition of unity {φi} sub-
ordinate to the finite subcover Ui on Yo; that is, φi has compact support inside the
open Ui for i ∈ {1, . . . ,m} and so
∑
i φi = 1 on Yo. Let φ∞ be a smooth function
that is identically 1 for η ≥ c and that support(φ∞) ⊂ U∞. The smooth function φ∞
should be chosen in a fashion similar to the smooth cut-offs used previously: i.e., φ∞
is 0 for 0 ≤ η ≤ c − 1, φ∞ is 1 for η ≥ c and all values of φ∞ lie between 0 and 1.
In particular, φ∞ is zero on a non-empty open contained in Yo. It will also be useful
later that φ∞ and 1− φ∞ form a two-element partition of unity.
Iwasawa coordinates provide an explicit way of separating Γ\G/K into a cusp part
Y∞ and a compact body Yo. Let B be the unit ball in B1a(Γ\G/K). Given ε > 0,
take c− 1 > c′  a sufficiently large (with associated Yo, Y∞ and smooth cut-off φ∞
determined by c) so that φ∞ ·B lies in a single ε\2-ball in L2a(Γ\G/K). That is, using
Lemma 55, choose c′  a so that∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
(M11∩Γ)\M11 /(M11∩K)
∫
(M12∩Γ)\M12 /(M12∩K)
∫
y>c′
|f |2 dg  1
(c′)2
· |f |2B1a(Γ\G/K)
Choose φ∞, such that 0 ≤ φ∞ ≤ 1 and φ∞ = 0 for y ≤ c− 1:∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y≥a
|φ∞ · f |2 dg
≤
∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
y>c′
|f |2 dg  1
(c′)2
· |f |2B1a(Γ\G/K)
That is,
|φ∞ · f |2L2a(Γ\G/K) 
1
(c′)2
· |f |2B1a(Γ\G/K)
Specifically, choose large c′ so that
|φ∞ · f |2L2a(Γ\G/K) <
ε
2
<
1
(c′)2
· |f |2B1a(Γ\G/K)
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Next, note that (1− φ∞) · f has support in Yo for any f ∈ B1a(Γ\G/K) and the map
(1− φ∞)· : B1a(Γ\G/K)→ B1a(Yo)
is continuous and therefore bounded by Lemma 33.
Thus, the image of B under the restriction of this map
B → (1− φ∞) ·B → B1a(Yo)→ L2(Yo) ⊂ L2(Γ\G/K)
is pre-compact and can be covered by finitely many ε/2 balls in L2(Γ\G/K). Finally,
B = φ∞ ·B+(1−φ∞)·B is therefore covered by finitely-many ε/2 balls in L2a(Γ\G/K)
so the image of B in L2(Γ\G/K) is pre-compact. 
14.10 ∆˜a has purely discrete spectrum
The Rellich-like result showing the compactness of the inclusion B1a(Γ\G/K) →
L2a(Γ\G/K) for a  1 is used to show that the Friedrichs self-adjoint extension
∆˜a of the restriction ∆a of ∆ to test functions Da in L2a has compact resolvent, thus
establishing that ∆˜a has purely discrete spectrum.
We briefly recap the exposition in the section Friedrichs’ canonical self-adjoint
extensions (following the development in [Garrett 2018] §§10.9 and 9.4). Let T : V →
V be a positive, semi-bounded operator on a Hilbert space V with dense domain D
and define a hermitian form 〈, 〉1 and corresponding norm | · |1 by
〈v, w〉1 = 〈v, w〉+ 〈Tv, w〉 = 〈v, (1 + T )w〉 = 〈(1 + T )v, w〉 (for v, w ∈ D)
The symmetry and positivity of T make 〈, 〉1 positive-definite hermitian on D, and
〈v, w〉1 is defined if at least one of v, w is in D. Let Let V 1 be the Sobolev-like
Hilbert-space defined by the completion of D with respect to the metric induced by
the norm | · |1 on D (the definition of V 1 is analogous to standard definitions of L2
Sobolev spaces via ∆ or the Fourier transform). Since the norm | · |1 dominates the
norm on V (by positivity of T ), the completion V 1 maps continuously to V . Since
these are Hilbert spaces, the map is injective. Friedrichs’ Theorem then tells us there
is a positive self-adjoint extension T˜ with domain D˜ ⊂ V 1. In particular, there
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is an important corollary: When the inclusion V 1 → V is compact, the resolvent
(1 + T˜ )−1 : V → V is compact.
Substituting L2a(Γ\G/K) for V , Da for D and B1a for V 1 in the above, we have that
the compactness of the map B1a(Γ\G/K)→ L2a(Γ\G/K) implies the compactness of
the resolvent (1 − ∆˜a)−1 of the Friedrichs extension ∆˜a. Recall also the association
between eigenvalues of an operator and its (compact) resolvent: for z off a discrete
set X in C, the inverse (z − ∆˜a)−1 exists, is a compact operator and
z →
(
(z − ∆˜a)−1 : L2a(Γ\G/K)→ L2a(Γ\G/K)
)
is a meromorphic operator-valued function of z ∈ C − X. The eigenvectors of ∆˜a
are eigenvectors of (z − ∆˜a)−1 and eigenvalues λ of ∆˜a are in bijection with non-zero
eigenvalues of (z − ∆˜a)−1 by λ ↔ (z − λ)−1. Here, the discrete set X is the point-
spectrum of ∆˜a and the domain (as a function of z) of (z − ∆˜a)−1 is the resolvent
set (cf. recovering the spectrum of an operator from its resolvent). Thus, we have
that ∆˜a has discrete spectrum and the spectrum of ∆˜a matches that of its resolvent
(1− ∆˜a)−1 by the above association.
14.11 Discrete decomposition of pseudo-cuspforms on Γ\G/K
To establish the discrete decomposition of pseudo-cuspforms on Γ\G/K, it suffices to
show the existence of a comparable estimate on smooth cut-offs on tails already used
to establish the Rellich compactness inclusion of B1a(Γ\G/K) into L2a(Γ\G/K). The
norm on B1a(Γ\G/K) is given by∫
(N∩Γ)\N
∫
(M11∩Γ)\M11 /(M11∩K)
∫
(M12∩Γ)\M12 /(M12∩K)
∫
(c,∞)
(1−∆)f · f dg
Where, since the operators all have real coefficients the function f can be assumed
to be real-valued and where dg is Haar measure on G (the product measure of Haar
measures on the factors) descended to the quotient.
Because ∆˜a is self-adjoint, its spectrum is real and there is a discrete decomposition
of L2a(Γ\G/K) by an orthogonal basis of L2a(Γ\G/K) consisting of ∆˜a-eigenvectors.
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14.12 Meromorphic continuation of Eisenstein series
The meromorphic continuation argument here is an appropriately generalized version
of that given in full meromorphic continuation of Eisenstein series for O(r, 1), U(r, 1)
and Sp∗(r, 1)). As sketched in the introduction, in more general settings, an Eisenstein
series is of the form Es,f where f is a function on (Γ ∩ M1)\M1/(M1 ∩ K) and
represents cuspidal data. To establish notation, we recall the definition of cuspidal-
data Eisenstein series in our context, following [Garrett 2018]:
Definition 58: Let G have Iwasawa-Levi-Mal’cev decomposition
G = PK = NMK ≈ N × A+ ×M1 ≈ N × A+ ×M11 ×M12
where M1 is the complement to A+ in M , let Ω1 be the Casimir operator on M1, and
let f = χ⊗ f2 be an Ω1 eigenfunction on
(Γ ∩M1)\M1/(M1 ∩K) ≈ (Γ ∩M11 )\M11/(M11 ∩K)× (Γ ∩M12 )\M12/(M12 ∩K)
where χ is an unramified Hecke character on k (i.e., on M11 ≈ GL(1, k∞) invariant
under GL(1, o)). Let
φ(g) = φs,f (g) = y
s · χ(m1) · f2(m2)
where
g = n ·m · k = n · ay ·m1 ·m2 · k n ∈ N, m = m1 ·m2 ∈M1 = M11 ·M12 , k ∈ K
then the corresponding genuine Eisenstein series is:
Es,f (g) =
∑
γ∈Γ
φs,f (γ · g)
Theorem 59: Es,f has a meromorphic continuation in s ∈ C, as a smooth function
of moderate growth on Γ\G. As a function of s, Es,f (g) is of at most polynomial
growth vertically, which is uniform in bounded strips and for g in compact subsets of
G.
Some consequences of the meromorphic continuation can be inferred quickly.
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Corollary 60: The eigenfunction property
∆Es,f = λs,f · Es,f (λs,f = λs + λf )
where λs = c ·s(s−1) for suitable c ∈ R and λf is the eigenvalue of f on M1, persists
under meromorphic continuation.
Proof. Both ∆Es,f and λs,f · Es,f are holomorphic function-valued functions of s,
taking values in the topological vector space of smooth functions. They agree in the
region of convergence Re(s) > 1, so by the vector-valued form of the identity principle
([Garrett 2018] §15.2) they agree on their mutual domain of convergence. 
Corollary 61: The meromorphic continuation of Es,f implies the meromorphic con-
tinuation of the constant term cPEs,f = (η
s+cs,f η
1−s) ·f(m′) where the cuspidal data
f is a ∆M1 eigenfunction on (Γ ∩M1)\M1/(M1 ∩K). In particular, this establishes
the meromorphic continuation of the function cs,f .
Proof. Since Es,f meromorphically continues at least as a smooth function, the
integral over the compact set (N ∩ Γ)\N giving a pointwise value cPEs,f (g) of the
constant term certainly converges absolutely. That is, the function-valued function
n −→ (g → Es,f (ng))
is a continuous, smooth-function-valued function and has a smooth-function-valued
Gelfand-Pettis integral
g −→ cPEs,f (g)
(see [Garrett 2018] §14.1). Thus, the constant term cPEs,f of the continuation of Es,f
must still be of the form As,f η
s +Bs,f η
1−s for some smooth functions As,f and Bs,f ,
since (at least for s 6= 1 ) ηs and η1−s are the two linearly independent solutions of
y2 · ∂
2u
∂y2
= s(1− s) · u = λs · u
for functions u on A+. In the region of convergence Re(s) > 1, direct computation
gives As,f = f(m
′) and Bs,f = cs,f · f(m′). The vector-valued form of analytic
continuation implies that As,f = f(m
′) throughout, and that Bs,f = cs,f · f(m′)
throughout. In particular, this establishes the meromorphic continuation of cs,f . 
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Let ∆˜a be the Friedrichs extension of the restriction of the Laplacian ∆ to Da =
C∞c (Γ\G/K) ∩ L2a(Γ\G/K). The Friedrichs construction shows that the domain of
∆˜a is contained in a Sobolev space:
domain ∆˜a ⊂ B1 = completion of C∞c (Γ\G/K) relative to 〈v, w〉B1 = 〈(1−∆)v, w〉
The domain of ∆˜a contains the smaller Sobolev space
B2 = completion of C∞c (Γ\G/K) relative to 〈v, w〉B2 = 〈(1−∆)2v, w〉
As before, use conditions on the height η to decompose the quotient Γ\G/K as a union
of a compact part Ycpt = Yo, whose geometry does not matter, and a geometrically
simple non-compact part Y∞:
Γ\G/K = Yo ∪ Y∞ (compact Yo, “tubular” cusp neighborhood Y∞)
relative to a condition on the normalized height function η with η(n ·my ·k) = a 1.
Y∞ = image of {g ∈ G/K : η(g) ≥ a} = Γ∞\{g ∈ G/K : η(g) ≥ a}
Define a smooth cut-off function τ as usual: fix a′′ < a′ large enough so that the
image of {(x, y) ∈ G/K : y > a′′} in the quotient is in Y∞, and let
τ(g) =
1 (for η(g) > a
′
0 (for η(g) < a′′
Form a pseudo-Eisenstein series hs,f by winding up the smoothly cut-off function
τ(g) · φs,f (g):
hs,f (g) =
∑
γ∈Γ∞\Γ
τ(γg) · φs,f (γg)s
Since τ is supported on η ≥ a′′ for large a′′, for any g ∈ G/K there is at most one
non-vanishing summand in the expression for hs,f , and convergence is not an issue.
Thus, the pseudo-Eisenstein series hs,f is entire as a function-valued function of s.
Let
E˜s,f = hs,f − (∆˜a − λs,f )−1(∆− λs,f )hs,f (λs,f = λs + λf )
where λs = c · s(s− 1) for suitable c ∈ R and λf is the eigenvalue of f on M1)
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Claim 62: E˜s,f − hs,f is a holomorphic B1-valued function of s.
Proof. (as earlier) From Friedrichs’ construction, the resolvent (∆˜a−λs,f )−1 exists as
an everywhere-defined, continuous operator for s ∈ C for λs,f not a non-positive real
number, because of the non-positive-ness of ∆. Further, for λs,f not a non-positive
real, the resolvent is a holomorphic operator-valued function. In fact, for such λs,f ,
the resolvent (∆˜a − λs,f )−1 injects from L2(Γ\G/K) to B1. 
Remark 63: The smooth function (∆− λs,f )hs,f is supported on the image of a′′ ≤
y ≤ a′ in Γ\G/K, which is compact. Thus, it is in L2(Γ\G/K). Note that E˜s,f does
not vanish since the resolvent maps to the domain of ∆ inside L2(Γ\G/K), and that
hs,f is not in L
2(Γ\G/K) for Re(s) > 1
2
. Thus, since hs,f is not in L
2(Γ\G/K) and
(∆˜a − λs,f )−1(∆− λs,f )hs,f is in L2(Γ\G/K), the difference cannot vanish.
Theorem 64: For λs,f = λs + λf not non-positive real, u = E˜s,f − hs,f is the unique
element of the domain of ∆˜a such that
(∆˜a − λs,f )u = −(∆− λs,f )hs,f
Thus, E˜s,f is the usual Eisenstein series Es,f for Re(s) > 1.
Proof. (as in the earlier section meromorphic continuation of Eisenstein series to
Re(s) > 1
2
)
Proof of full meromorphic continuation : since the resolvent (∆˜a − λs,f )−1
is a compact operator, ∆˜a has purely discrete spectrum. Thus, the resolvent (∆˜a −
λs,f )
−1 is meromorphic in s in C, and thus Es,f = hs,f + (∆˜a − λs,f )−1(∆− λs,f )hs,f
is meromorphic in s in C. 
15 Appendix: Compactness of anisotropic quotients
For the convenience of the reader, we reproduce material from
[Garrett Anisotropic Quotients] addressing some of the basic results of reduction
theory for classical groups. See also Tamagawa-Mostow [Mostow-Tamagawa 1962],
Godement’s Bourbaki article [Godement 1962], Borel Harish-Chandra
[Borel-HarishChandra 1962] and Borel [Borel 1969].
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15.1 Background material
15.1.1 Affine heights
Let Kν be the standard compact of GL(n,Qν): for the archimedean completion
Q∞ = R, this is the usual orthogonal group O(n), and for finite places ν and non-
archimedean Qν , it is GL(n,Zν). The fact that these are maximal compact subgroups
will not be needed. Let V = VQ = Qn, and VA = V ⊗Q A. Let GL(n,A) act on the
right of V by matrix multiplication.
For the real prime ν =∞ ofQ define the local height function ην on x = (x1, . . . , xn) ∈
V∞ = Rn by
η∞ =
√
x21 + . . . x
2
n
For a non-archimedean (finite) prime ν of Q define the (local) height function ην on
x = (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ VQν = Qnν by
ην(x) = supi|xi|ν
A vector x ∈ VA is primitive if it is of the form x = xog where g ∈ GL(n,A) and
xo ∈ VQ. That is, primitive vectors are the image of a rational vector under the adele
group. For x = (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ VQ, at almost all finite primes ν, the x′is are in Zν and
have (local) greatest common divisor 1.
For a given x = (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ VQ, let D be the (finite) set of the distinct primes
dividing the denominators of the x′is (i.e., the union of all such primes), so for ν /∈ D,
the x′is will be integral. Similarly, let N be the (finite) set consisting of the primes
dividing the various numerators of the x′is; for ν /∈ N ∪D, the x′is are units and are
relatively prime.
For primitive x ∈ VA define the global height
η(x) = η∞(x)×
∏
ν prime
ην(x)
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By the above, since x is primitive, at almost all finite primes ν the local height is 1,
so the product trivially converges.
Lemma 65:
• For t ∈ J and primitive x ∈ A, η(tx) = |t|η(x) where |t| is the idele norm.
• If a sequence of vectors in A goes to zero, then their heights go to zero as well.
• If the heights of a collection of (primitive) vectors xi go to zero, then there are
scalars ti ∈ Q× so that tixi goes to zero in A.
• For g ∈ GL(n,A) and c > 0, the set of non-zero vectors x ∈ Qn so that
η(xg) < c is finite modulo Q×. In particular, for each such g, the infimum of
{η(xg) : x ∈ Qn − 0} is positive and is assumed.
• For a compact set E of GL(n,A) there are constants c, c′ > 0 so that for all
primitive vectors x and for all g ∈ E
cη(x) ≤ η(xg) ≤ c′η(x)
Proof.
• Recall t ∈ J, t = {yν} where yν ∈ Z×ν for almost all ν and the archimedean
factor is in R×.
η(tx) =
∏
ν
ην(yνxν) =
∏
ν
ην(yν)
∏
ν
ην(xν) = |{yν}|
∏
ν
ην(xν) = |t|η(x)
since all products are finite.
• If a sequence of vectors xi goes to 0 ∈ A, then for every ε > 0, there is an io
and N such that i > io implies |ην(xν)| < ε for all places so that |xν | < ε for
all infinite primes and xν ∈ pNν Znν for all finite ν where p−Nν < ε. Thus, letting
` be the number of infinite places
η(x) ≤ ε` ×
∏
ν
ην(xν) = ε
` ×
∏
ν
p−Nν
so the heights go to zero.
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• Suppose that η(xi) goes to 0 for a sequence of primitive vectors {xi}. At almost
all finite ν the vector xi is in Znν and the entries have local gcd 1. Since Z is
a principal ideal domain, we can choose si ∈ Q to that at every finite prime ν
the components of sixi are locally integral and have greatest common divisor
1. Then the local contribution to the height function from all finite primes is
1. Therefore, the archimedean height of sixi, Euclidean distance, goes to 0.
Finally, we need some choice of trick to make the vectors go to 0 in An. For
example, for each index i let Ni be the greatest integer so that η∞(sixi) < 1(Ni!)2
Let ti = si ·Ni!. Then tixi goes to 0 in An.
• Fix g ∈ GL(n,A). Since K preserves heights, via the Iwasawa decomposition we
may suppose that g is in the group PA of upper triangular matrices in GL(n,A).
Let gij be the (i, j)
th entry of g. Choose representatives x = (x1, . . . , xn) for
non-zero vectors in Qn modulo Q× such that, letting µ be the first index with
xµ 6= 0, then xµ = 1. That is, x is of the form
x = (0, . . . , 0, 1, xµ+1, ..., xn)
To illustrate the idea of the argument with a light notation, first consider n = 2,
let g =
a b
0 d
 and x = (1, y). Thus,
x · g = (1, y)
a b
0 d
 = (a, b+ yd)
From the definition of the local heights, at each place v of k
max(|a|ν , |b+ yd|v) ≤ hv(xg)
from which
|b+ yd|v
∏
w 6=v
|a|w ≤
∏
all w
hw(xg) = h(xg)
Since g is fixed, a is fixed, and at almost all places |a|w = 1. Thus, for h(xg) < c
there is a uniform c′ such that
|b+ yd|v ≤ c′ (for all v)
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Since for almost all v the residue class field cardinality qv is strictly greater than
c
|b+ yd|v ≤ 1 (for almost all v)
Therefore, b + yd lies in a compact subset C of A. Since b, d are fixed, and
since Q is discrete and closed in A, the collection of images {b+ dy : y ∈ k} is
discrete in A. Thus, the collection of y such that b+ dy lies in C is finite. Now
consider general n and x ∈ Qn such that h(xg) < c. Let µ−1 be the least index
such that xµ 6= 0. Adjust by k× such that xµ = 1. For each v, from h(xg) < c
|gµ−1,µ + xµgµ,µ|v
∏
w 6=v
|gµ−1,µ−1|w ≤ h(gx) < c
For almost all places v we have |gµ−1,µ−1|v = 1, so there is a uniform c′ such
that
|gµ−1,µ + xµgµ,µ|v < c′ (for all v)
For almost all v the residue field cardinality qv is strictly greater than c
′, so for
almost all v
|gµ−1,µ + xµgµ,µ|v ≤ 1
Therefore, gµ−1,µ + xµgµ,µ lies in a compact subset C of A. Since Q is discrete,
the collection of xµ is finite.
Continuing similarly, there are only finitely many choices for the other entries
of x. Inductively, suppose xi = 0 for i < µ − 1, and xµ, . . . , xν−1 fixed, and
show that xν has only finitely many possibilities. Looking at the ν
th component
(xg)ν of xg,
|gµ−1,ν + xµgµ,ν + . . .+ xν−1gν−1,ν + xνgν,ν |v
∏
w 6=v
|gµ−1,µ−1|w ≤ h(xg) ≤ c
For almost all places v we have |gµ−1,µ−1|w = 1, so there is a uniform c′ such
that for all v
|(xg)ν |v = |gµ−1,ν + xµgµ,ν + . . .+ xν−1gν−1,ν + xνgν,ν |v < c′
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For almost all v the residue field cardinality qv is strictly greater than c
′, so for
almost all v
|gµ−1,ν + xµgµ,ν + . . .+ xν−1gν−1,ν + xνgν,ν |v ≤ 1
Therefore,
gµ−1,ν + xµgµ,ν + . . .+ xν−1gν−1,ν + xνgν,ν
lies in the intersection of a compact subset C of A with a closed discrete set, so
lies in a finite set. Thus, the number of possibilities for xν is finite. By induction
we obtain the finiteness.
• Let E be a compact subset of GL(n,A), and let K = ∏vKv. Then K · E ·K
is compact, being the continuous image of a compact set. So without loss of
generality E is left and right K-stable. By Cartan decompositions the compact
set E of GL(n,A) is contained in a set
K∆K
where ∆ is a compact set of diagonal matrices in GL(n,A). Let g = θ1δθ2 with
θi ∈ K, and x a primitive vector. By the K-invariance of the height,
η(xg)
η(x)
=
η(xθ1δθ2)
η(x)
=
η(xθ1δ)
θ(x)
=
η((xθ1)δ)
η((xθ))
=
Thus, the set of ratios η(xg)/η(x) for g in a compact set and x ranging over
primitive vectors is exactly the set of values η(xδ)/η(x) where δ ranges over a
compact set and x varies over primitives. With diagonal entries δi of δ,
0 < inf
δ∈∆
inf
i
|δi| ≤ η(xδ)/η(x) ≤ sup
δ∈∆
sup
i
|δi| < ∞
by compactness of ∆. 
15.2 Imbeddings and compactness criteria
15.2.1 Imbeddings of arithmetic quotients
Let k be a number field. Let Q = 〈, 〉 be a non-degenerate quadratic form on a
k-vectorspace V , and G = O(Q) the corresponding orthogonal group. We have the
natural imbedding G→ GL(V ).
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Proposition 66: The inclusion Gk → GL(V )k induces an inclusion
Gk\GA → GL(V )k\GL(V )A
with closed image.
A general topological lemma is necessary.
Lemma 67: Let X, Y be locally compact Hausdorff topological spaces. Further, X
has a countable open cover {Ui} such that every Ui has compact closure. Let G be
a group acting continuously on X and Y , transitively on X. Let f : X → Y be a
continuous injective G-set map whose image is a closed subset of Y . Then f is a
homeomorphism of X to its image in Y .
Proof. This is a version of the Baire Category argument. Since f(X) is closed in Y
the image f(X) is itself (with the subset topology) a locally compact Hausdorff space.
Therefore, without loss of generality, f is surjective. Let Ci be the closure of Ui. The
images f(Ci) of the Ci are compact, hence closed, by Hausdorff-ness. We claim that
some f(Ci) must have non-empty interior. If not, we do the usual Baire argument:
fix a non-empty open set V1 in Y with compact closure. Since f(C1) contains no
non-empty open set, V1 is not contained in f(C1), so there is a non-empty open set V2
whose closure is compact and whose closure is contained in V1 − f(C1). Since f(C2)
cannot contain V2, there is a non-empty open set V3 whose closure is compact and
whose closure is contained in V2− f(C2). A descending chain of non-empty open sets
is produced:
V1 ⊃ clos(V2) ⊃ V2 ⊃ clos(V2) ⊃ V3 ⊃ . . .
By construction, the intersection of the chain of compact sets clos(Vi) is disjoint from
all the sets f(Ci). Yet the intersection of a descending chain of compact sets is non-
empty. Contradiction. Therefore, some f(Ci) has non-empty interior. In particular,
for yo in the interior of f(Ci), the map f is open at xo = f − 1(yo).
Now use the G-equivariance of f . For an open Uo containing xo such that f(Uo) is
open in Y , for any g ∈ G the set gUo is open containing gxo. By the G-equivariance,
f(gUo) = gf(Uo) = continuous image of open set = open
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Therefore, since G is transitive on X, f is open at all points of X. 
Proof. By definition of the quotient topologies, GL(V )kGA must be shown closed
in GL(V )A. Let X be the k-vectorspace of k-valued quadratic forms on V . We have
a linear action ρ of g ∈ GL(V )k on q ∈ X by
ρ(g)q(v, v) = q(g−1v, g−1v)
(with inverses for associativity). This extends to give a continuous group action of
GL(V )A on XA = X ⊗ A. Note that Gk is the subgroup of GL(V )k fixing the point
Q ∈ X, essentially by definition. Let Y be the set of images of Q under GL(V )k,
then
GL(V )kGA = {g ∈ GL(V )A : g(Q) ∈ Y }
That is, GL(V )kGA is the inverse image of Y . By the continuity of the group action,
to prove that GL(V )kGA is closed in GL(V )A it suffices to prove that the orbit
Y = GL(V )kGA(Q)
is closed in XA. Indeed, Y is a subset of X ⊂ XA, which is a (closed) discrete subset
of XA. This proves the proposition, invoking the previous lemma. 
If the global base field is not Q, we need more preparation:
Proposition 68: Let k be a number field and K a finite extension of k. Let V be Kn
viewed as a k-vectorspace. Let H = GL(n,K) viewed as a k-group, and G = GLk(V ).
Then the natural inclusion
i : GLK(K
n) = H → G = GLk(V )
gives a homeomorphism of Hk\HA to its image in Gk\GA, and this image is closed.
15.2.2 Mahler’s criterion for compactness
Theorem 69: Mahler’s criterion for compactness: Let G be an orthogonal group
attached to an n-dimensional non-degenerate k-valued quadratic form. For a subset
X of GA ⊂ GL(n,A) to be compact left modulo Gk, it is necessary and sufficient that,
given xi ∈ X and vi ∈ kn such that xivi → 0 in An, vi = 0 for sufficiently large i.
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Proof. The propositions above the problem to proving an analogue for G = GL(n, k)
with k = Q. In particular, for GL(n) suppose there are positive constants c′ and c′′
such that
X ⊂ {g ∈ GL(n,A) : c′ ≤ |detg| ≤ c′′}
The serious direction of implication is to show that, if the condition is satisfied, then
X is compact modulo Gk. Let η be the affine height function on k
n. Then η(xv) ≥ c1
for some c1 for any non-zero v ∈ kn. By the Iwasawa decomposition, can write
x = pθ with θ ∈ GL(n, ok) and p upper-triangular, where ok is the ring of integers in
k. Further, since we consider x modulo Gk, and using the fact that actually k = Q,
the Minkowski reduction allows us to suppose that the diagonal entries pi of p satisfy
|pi/pi+1| ≥ c for some c > 0. Therefore, letting ei be the usual basis vectors in kn,
c1 ≤ |pi| = η(xe1). And our extra hypothesis gives us
c′ ≤ |p1 . . . pn| ≤ c′′
Thus, for instance by Fujisaki’s lemma, the diagonal entries of elements p coming from
elements of X lie inside some compact subset of J/k×. Certainly the superdiagonal
entries, left-modulo k-rational upper-triangular matrices, can be put into a compact
set. Therefore, X is compact left modulo GL(n, k), for k = Q. But, as remarked at
the outset, the propositions above about imbeddings of arithmetic quotients reduce
the general case and the orthogonal group case to this. 
15.2.3 Compactness of anisotropic quotients of orthogonal groups
Theorem 70: Let G be the orthgonal group of a non-degenerate quadratic form Q =
〈, 〉 on a vectorspace V ≈ kn over a number field k. Then Gk\GA is compact if and
only if Q is k-anisotropic.
Proof. On one hand, suppose Q is k-anisotropic. If gnvn → 0 in An with gn ∈ GA
and vn ∈ An, then Q(vngn) also goes to Q(0) = 0, by the continuity of Q. But
Q(gnvn) = Q(vn), because GA preserves values of Q. Since Q has no non-zero k-
rational isotropic vectors and kn is discrete in An, this means that eventually vn = 0.
By Mahler’s criterion this implies that the quotient is compact. On the other hand,
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suppose that Q is isotropic. Then there is a non-zero isotropic vector v ∈ kn. Let
H be the subgroup of GA fixing v. For all indices i let vi = v. So certainly vi does
not go to 0. Now we’ll need to exploit the fact that the topology on J is not simply
the subspace topology from A, but is inherited from the imbedding α → (α, α−1) of
J→ A× A: we can find a sequence ti of ideles which go to 0 in the A-topology (but
certainly not in the J-topology). Then tivi → 0. And certainly still Q(tivi) = 0, so
by Witt’s theorem there is gi ∈ GA so that givi = tivi. Thus, givi → 0, but certainly
vi does not do so. Thus, Mahler’s criterion says that the quotient is not compact. 
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